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Granges.

uuty Grange meets with Georges
Liberty, Tuesday, May 11th*

oc,

Comet Grange, Swanville,
cream and cake last Monday

in

■•si
e

Granite

of

rs

have

a

Grange, North
meeting at

Granite

f

is

Grange, North

in the near future hold a
for the benetit of the Grange

held a harvest feast last
veiling in honor of the recentlyrs.
Two applications for uieui:»
received.
.unge

a

musical entertainment at

Hall

_«•

M

n

—

Thursday evening, May
Ice

cents.

and

cream

served.

Light Grange, Winterport, has
following resolutions of respect
■

been the will of

as

our

Heaven-

user.
It is

send his swift-winged messeuus and call unto himself our dear
!ia M. White. Another bright
oiglit with The promise of future useOi
!;g
ssary to the liaptr 1
closed.
ved, that the meliio.i

ugie with

us no more:

hut

we

memory, and “To live in
Sifch.ml is not to die.”

--

leigh. [Gardiner Reporter-Journal.
Should this coveted honor, which Mr. Bur:eigh tried so hard to get in LS‘.»2, but which
was left for the hand of Death to
bestow,
fall to him. the third district will still have
an able and
dignitied representative in Congress.
[Gardiner Herald.
ocue
s
is me uate set ior me special
election in the Third district to choose a
successor to the late Congressman Milliken.
flic Republicans have so strong a
majority
n
the district that there is no doubt that
their candidate will be successful, and hence
the only question is whom they will nominate.
At the present time the indications
are strong that ex-Gov.
Burleigh will get
the nomination with substantial
unanimity.
[Portland Sunday Times.
The death of Congressman Milliken causes
very deep regret in all circles where he was
known. Although not of the first rank in
our able
delegation, he was by no means the
last. A brilliant speaker and indefatigable
worker for his constituents, party and State.
It looks now as if ex-Goveruor Burleigh
would be his successor without any special
contest.
Mr. Burleigh is a brilliant worker
and made a first-rate governor.
[Brunswick

this testimonial of our remouthy he sent to the sorrowmd with faith may they look to
•>.
y.md where she waits.
i:•
death an angel f. >rm
,-r rue ea rh with silent tread
"iir i-est luved tilings
away
■n we .-ali them dead.
it

■

n

he

sees a smile too bright,
pure for taint and v ice
that world on high,
in Paradise.”
c

in

That
•r

thirty

■*

sent

charter he draped in
days and a copy of these

our

inscribed upon our records;
to the local papers for publiLida Libby,
Clara D. York,
Lii»a E. Campbell,
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transfers in real estate

were

Waldo County Registry of Deeds
'■tiding May o/l8‘*7: Joshua Far.ester, Mass., to Geo. A. Warren,

land in Islesboro.
Nellie A.
trd, to Wm. Q. Spinney, do.; land
;i
in
Belfast.
Hiram
gs
Estes,
Mary J. Estes, do.; iand in Troy.
Robbins, Searsmont, to Alvin B.
: laud and
buildings in SearsoTiine L. Wheelden et als., WinterThomas D. Eaton, do.; land and
tn Winterport.
Henry H. Cook
herty, to Leonard I’. Berry, do.;
buildings in Liberty. Oscar Hills,
to Lizzie V. Meservey, do.; land
'mgs in Northport.
Mary E. Wilermo, to James R. B. Dinsmore,
and in Palermo.
E. W. Crawford,
to Millard
Gilmore, do.; »and in
Franklin Banks. Belfast, to Fred
an, do.; land and buildings in BelJ. Whitten, Unity, to Mary E.
,do.; laud in Uuity. Willis Jackuo-rsworth, N. H., to Clarence C.
r, Montville; land and buildings in
-v
Clarence C. Sylvester to Frank
:m(tn, Montville; land and buildings
die.
Liudlev C. Hannan et als.,
to John C. Hannan, do.; land
in
Velorous A. Spearin, Monroe, to
Wildes, do.; land in Monroe. Liz>1 nservey, Northport, to Charles G.
Winterport; land and buildings in
■it.
W. D. Doe estate, Belfast, to
i.
Page, do.; land and buildings in
Caroline T. DollilT, Monroe, to AsSfaples, do.; land and buildings in
Frank A. Bartlett, Unity, to Kate
mods, do.; land in Unity. Julia E.
ft als., Unity, to Kate M. Rey>>‘d in Unity.
Nathan W. Wyman,
A
to Chas. E, Littlefield, Rockland ;
Lies boro. Walter P. Bessey, FreeA. S Forbes, Brooks land in Brooks,
b
Seekins, Swanville, to Frank ().
do., land in Swanville. Wm. B.
Belfast, to Kate L. Sherman, do.;
buildings in Belfast.
1

1

in

Stockton Springs.
The young
this vicinity attended a May ball

N. W. Staples’ the evening of
May
Music was furnished by Mr. Janies
and the evening passed very pleasMr. and Mrs. Arthur Moore of
are visiting relatives in town_
Jessie Marden has gone to Vinalhaven
arn the dressmaker’s trade_Schools
vicinity began last Monday. Miss
Trundy of Frankfort teaches the Kob«ehool; Miss Bertha Partridge of
ton Springs the Centre school, and
iso- Merritbew of Stockton
Springs
banpher school-Willie Jacobs has ar1 f
home from a visit to relatives in SearsIsaac and Eugene Partridge have arhome from Canada, where they had
‘‘ploy went for a few weeks.

*s».rsboro.
Miss Charlotte Thorndike
v will lecture in the Town Hall Tuesp*J evening, May 11th. Subject: “Over
Mestine Hills on Horseback.”
1

;

Telegraph.
Kennebec County will
didate, and that will he

agree

upon

a can-

ex-Gov. Burleigh.
There will he no candidate in the county
against him, and the outlook now is that he
will he nominated by acclamation, as no
candidate outside the county, if there should
be one, can make any headway against him,
as it is acknowledged that with Kennebec
County a unit her man must prevail. [Correspondence Boston Journal.
Governor Powers has issued a proclamation calling a special election in the Third
district to fill the vacancy caused by the
death of Congressman Milliken, on June
twenty-first. The nominating convention
will probably be held in Waterville along
the first of May which will allow the thirty
days necessary under the Registration law.
Indications now point to the nomination of
ex-Goveruor Burleigh. [Bangor Whig and
Courier.
It now looks as if ex-Gov. Burleigh of
Augusta would win the Congressional race
without much effort. Withdrawals of opposing candidates are being announced daily.
[Lewiston Sun.
All indications at present seem to point
to
Ex-Governor Edwin C.
Burleigh of
Augusta as the man most likely to succeed
the late Hon. Seth L. Milliken in congress
for his unexpired term at le-ist. Mr. Burleigh
four years ago was defeated by Mr. Milliken
by a very narrow margin and he accepted
his defeat so gracefully that it turned
towards him many of the men who had
worked hardest against him in that memorable campaign.
So far as the question of locality is entitled
to any consideration the nomination should
come to Kennebec.
A representative lias
not been sent to congress from this county
since James G. Blaine was summoned from
his seat in the house to the senate.
Somerset sent Stephen I). Lindsey.
Waldo was
next in line with Mr. Milliken while Hancock has had the honor of being the home of
Senator Hale. If the convention was to he
held to-morrow there is every reason to believe that it would confer the nomination
upon Mr. Burleigh, perhaps by acclamation,
and there is nothing at present to indicate
that the situation will be any different when
the convention meets in June. [Waterville

Evening

Mail.

The indications now are that the Hon. E.
0. Burleigh will receive the Republican
nomination in the Third district without any
substantial opposition, if not by acclamation. Mr. Burleigh’s canvass of the district
some years ago showed that he was exceedingly popular, and indicated very plainly
that after Mr. Milliken he was clearly the
people’s choice. [Portland Press.
Ex-Governor Burleigh will make a most
worthy successor to the late Congressman
Milliken; and, at the same time, amply till a
niche in National life to the complete satisfaction of Maine and the Nation. [East Bos-

ton

Argus-Advocate.

The Hon. Edwin C. Burleigh, who for
many years has been a prominent figure m
Maine politics, and who is the probable sue-
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Burleigh,

moved to

Palermo, Me.,

and had an active part in the organization
of Maine as a State. In 1880 he moved to
Linneus. His son, Parker F., is yet living
in that, town, and lie has been
prominently
identified in State affairs. His two sous,
Edwin C. and Albert A., are known
throughout the State, the former being the
subject of this sketch, and the latter
one of the originators and the
president of
the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad.
Mffin G. was educated at Houlton Academy, and afterward engaged in teaching and
land surveying.
When the war broke out
lie enlisted, but was rejected by the examining surgeon. He entered the adjutaut-general's office as clerk, and remained until the
close of tlie war. In 1803 he married Mary
J. Bither of Linneus. lu 1870, be was appointed clerk of the State land office at Bangor, where he moved in 1872. In 1870, lie
was chosen State land agent
and served
three years. During that time, and until
1880, he was assistant clerk of the House. In
1880 he became clerk m the State treasurer’s
office and moved to Augusta. Five years
latter lie was elected State treasurer, and
served with great ability. His admiuistratiou of this office attracted attention to his
executive ability and knowledge of State
affairs, and iu ins second term he was nominated for Governor, and elected in lsss. Pi
1800 he was re-elected.
His administration was clean, able and
progressive. During this period au attempt
was made to move the eapitol from
Augusta
to
Portland, and was defeated largely
through Ins efforts. He secured an ippropriation to enlarge the present eapitol.
Through his influence the vote to locate the
muster field iu another part of the State was
changed, and under his direction the historic
Gamp Keys was purchased. He was also
instrumental in improving the State militia.
During his term as Governor the site f**r
the new insane hospital at Bangor was
purchased.
b(iv. Burleigh called attention to a need
for the revaluation of the State, with the result that it was increased 676,000,000. He
appointed the State commission on taxatiou
which recommended the board of State as-

During

his last
\ sessors.
debt was refunded on his
1*
and an annual
of

term

the

State

recommendation,
saving
671,520 in the iuterj| est account was made. In his inaugural in
1 1601 he
strongly advocated the Australian
|

Ij
j

ballot system, and exerted his efforts to

se-

its adoption.
Mr. Burleigh has never made any pretentious to being an orator. He may be termed
a man of action, rather than of words.
In
1602, he delivered an address at Linueus in
reply to the attack of the Democratic gubernatorial nominee on Republican management of State affairs, which showed that he
can be an effective speaker when occasion
cure

His inaugural addresses were
models of strength and clearness.
There is no stain on the private or public
life of ex-Gov. Burleigh.
He has a superb
physique, a fine address, is courteous, kindly and democratic in his manner, being one
of the most accessible of men, wdiether m or
out of office. He is a vigorous and tenacious
political fighter, but always retains the respect and good will of his opponents.
Since retiring from office he has given
much attention to the general management
of the Kennebec Journal. He is a clear and
forcible writer. One of his sons, Clarence
B., is editor of the paper; the other, Lewis
A., is a member of the law firm of Williamson & Burleigh,
Mr. Williamson—son of
Judge Williamson of Belfast—being a sonin-law of Mr. Burleigh. His eldest daughter is the wife of Dr. B. J. Martin of Augusta. There are six children, the other married daughter being the wife of the Hon. Byron Boyd, Secretary of
State; the youngest,
Miss Ethylin, is attending school in Boston.
[Boston Herald.

requires.

as

Good

best of whom will be retained.
William Ritchie of Exeter, N.
town for trial ami will be retained
man if satisfactory.

score

The 33d

annual session of the Grand
Lodge of Maine Good Templars opened in

Mystic Hall, Portland, April 27th, with a
large and enthusiastic attendance. G. C. T.
Grant Rogers of Richmond presided.
In
his report lie states that the order is
losing

High-

The meeting of the A’aldo Couuty Teacher’s Association at Stockton Springs Friday
and Saturday, May 21st and 22d, will be oue
of interest and protit to all who attend. The
following progroin is announced:

was

FRIDAY

10

a. m.
erson

to

Rev. G.

G.

Winslow.

The members of the Methodist Church
and

Epworth League

gave

a

reception

to

Rev. George G. Winslow and wife at the
vestry Wednesday evening, April 28th, on
the occasion of Mr. Winslow’s return to the
pastorate of the church for another year.
The vestry was very prettily decorated with
red and white, the League colors, combined
with evergreens and bright flowers. At 7
o’clock a number of little girls formed in a
double row from the library door to seats
near the platform, and as the pastor and his
wife walked down between the rows the
children sang a very pretty “Welcome
Song” and strewed flowers along the path.
The song (both words and music) was composed by Miss Cleora Haney.
M. C. Hill gave a very happily worded
address of welcome, which was briefly responded to by Mr. Winslow. Miss Cleora
Haney gave a piano solo, after which Miss
Lillian Spinney gave the address of welcome
pf the Epworth League, followed by a cornet solo by Ambrose J. Morrison; recitation
“I’ll Try,” by Miss Nellie Hall; song by
Maurice Davidson; and piano solo by Mrs.
A. J. Morrison.
Ice cream and cake were served and the
remainder of the evening was spent in
greeting and sociability.
Belmont, C. M. Brewster is at work on
the milk-farm of G. G. Abbott of Belfast.
-The “Lend a Hand” Circle Order of
Kings Sons and Daughters will meet with
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Simmons of Belfast,

Sunday, May 9th,Topic: “Friendship” word,
“Holy.”

Address of Welcome, F. N, Nick-

Response, F. S. Brick,
11.
“History in the Rural Schools.” F. S.
Brick; discussion by F. A. Dickey, F. N.

Nickerson and Miss Sadie Russ.
1 do p m “Reeding in the Rural Schools,”
W. J. Uorthell; discussion by Miss Ethel
Thomas and
N. Jew«tt
2.30. “Arithmetic,” State Superintendent
W. W. Stetson; general discussion.
d dO.
Question Box, conducted bv II. E.

Belfast

Albert L. Blanchard, Esq., of Unity, is
a week in Belfast.

spending
Mrs.

A. C. Burgess went to Boston la-it
a short visit.

Saturday for

Howard went to Orono Monday
the Maine State College.

Win. K.
to visit

Charles H. Chamberlain was in Augusta
few days last week on business.

a

Mrs. James S. Harriman returned last
a visit in New York.
Mrs. Charles X. Black left last Friday for

Thursday from

visit to friends in Portland and Boston.
Mrs. S. L. Hanscom returned
Saturday to
Thomaston from a visit to friends in Belfast.

a

Miss Mary E. Faunce arrived home last
Thursday evening from a visit to friends in
Boston.
Ervin Smith of Waldo left last Friday
morning for Taunton, Mass., where he has
employment.
i

j

Tliaddeus Pierce left by steamer City of
Baugor last Saturday fora visit in Boston
aud Lowell.
Mrs. Henry C. Gray left Tuesday for Los
to visit her sons Parker

j Angeles, California,
| aud Russell.

Rev. G. W. Field, D. D., of Bangor spent
few days the past week with his brother,
Bohan P. Field.

a

Miss A. F. Southworth went to Boston
last Saturday to get the later summer fashions and bargains.

Hutchins arrived home last Thurs-

A. E.

day from Portland, where he had been for
treatment

of his eyes.

C. Hill and daughter Florence
Bangor last Thursday for a short
visit, returning Tuesday.
Mrs.

M.

went to

Knowlton and family of Fairspent Sunday in Belfast with his
father, J. W. Knowlton.
Dr. F. A.

lield

Mrs. William Magee of Thorndike return
ed home last Thursday from a visit to her
father, Capt. John C Condon.
Miss Carrie Bassford of Detroit was in
Belfast last week to attend the funeral of
her uncle, Timothy Thompson.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. C.
Thompson of New
York arrived last Thursday evening for a
short visit to Mr. T.'s father, J. C. Thompson.

W. Lothrop, who Las
with friends in B. List,
left for her home in Buffalo, N. Y Sar : dav
Mrs. Thomas

spending

the winter

morning.

Miss Nellie Thompson arrived hum** last
ground and that someth"ust be done t,o
awaken interest. He says that the order is same for one yoke of oxen; 12 1-2 cents per
from a visit of six weeks in MassaThursday
hour for one horse, suitable equipments for
still able to hold its
own, but under present
chusetts.
She was accompanied by h**r
conditions cannot do so much longer. He, the work required to be furnished with each
mother.
counsels earnest efforts to improve it. There
Eilis.
horse or yoke of oxen.
wen- nearly
fifty members present, and 75
7.
Kichard Golden of “Old Jed Prouty
Lecture by W. W. Stetson.
Petition for sidewalk on Harbor street
persons, an unusually large number, were
fame has joined ti.>- Wilbur-Kirw.uu 'pern
SATURDAY.
initialed. The report of the grand secretary was referred to Committee on Sidewalks.
0 a. in. “Nature Work,” A. L. Lane; gen- eompany as leading foiw«*u;au and :s n.>«
showed that there, were 2(>3 lodges in Maine
The ordinance relating to City Marshal
with a total
eral dis'iissiou.
membership of 13.043, and that was
plav mg in 1 ietroit
there have been 32 lodges instituted in
amended, under suspension of the rules,
10.
“Picture Work,” Miss Ida B. FalMaine the past year. The
discussion
to
as fed lows ;
Mrs.
F.
read
Emma
ter;
Davis:
Hugh I). MeLeliaii. IN-j win w is runfor
by
the
receipts
Miss Julia A. Wiggin and Miss Mary 11.
,\ear have been $4,000.
In attendance 28
ted to the Bar last week, wu
n
Sec. 1. A City Marshal shall be elected
Mason.
subordinate lodges were represented and 11
annually by the City Council. Heshallgive
few months in til*, ot'tice of his inTh-y, W n
11.
“Methods
district lodges. The following officers were bond as
for
Work:”
Miss
Busy
City Marshal, in the sum of
elected: Grant Rogers, G. (’. T., Richmond; with sureties to the satisfaction of the si00, Mary P. Beaman; discussion by Miss Al- H. McLellan, Esq.
Mayor
Rev. E \ Stevens, G. C
Oakland; George and Aldermen, and shall be, by virtue of his berta Wadsworth, A. II. Kane and Miss Lil*«.•
A th
Henry W. Dunton ret in -1
lian Maddocks.
P- Brackett, G. S., Belfast; Frank C. Holt,
office, a police officer of said city.
28th from liedstoue, N. 1L. where
is
12 rn.
G. T\, South Norridgewock; Mrs. H. C.
Business meeting.
B. O. Norton, City Marshal, reported for
u
Munson, G. S. J. T., Lewiston; Rev. K. V.
Half fare for round trip tickets will he been employed at stone-cutting. H*
Bragdon, G. Chap., Sabattus; H. E. Henry, the past month, nights lodging given to 11 issued to Belfast from all
for North Jay.
Saturday
on the
points
G. M. The following were appointed: M.rs. men, 8 arrested for drunkenness.
Maine Central railroad.
A. J. Gove, G. D. M., Perry; Mrs E. L.
Bm kboards will
A. L. Mudgett ami Irvin P»owden**f P
The petition of A. C. Burgess and other*
Brackett, G. A. S., Belfast; W. A. Rideout,
take passengers from Belfast to Stockton fast, and Granville Harriman •! Prop*
'» ft
for
of
the
Miller
street
section
of
G. Guard, Calais; D. C. Knight, G. Sentinel, j
completion
The following were elected a* I the sewer system this year was laid on the Springs and return for SI, going over Fri- Thursday for N r111 Jay, when* they hav*
Pittston.
day morning and returning Saturday afterin the stone sheds.
representatives to the international supreme ; table until the next
regular meeting by the mum. Reduced rates will he given at the employment
lodge, at Zurich, Switzerland: Rev. E. X.
Mr. Frank H. Colley, a risingynung iaahotel at Stockton Springs.
1 Board of Aldermen.
Mrs.
J.
E.
KenStevens, Oakland;
Pollard,
ver of Portland, lias accepted the invir.itioi
An order to buy a derrick for the use of
nebunk; Rev. A. J. Wheeler, Auburn; Mrs.
extended by the Union veterans of Sac* i«>
L. C. Partington, Portland. Alternates, the
Personal.
was
the
Common
j
Coundeliver the. Memorial address ai City hah
city
passed by
Rev. O. H. Perkins, Kennebunk ; John G. \
Sunday evening, May an. Last year
Charles H. Field went to Lewiston yester- Saco,
Smith, Kenuebunkport; W. P. Hitchison, cil and laid on the table by the Board of
he delivered the Memorial address ,n Man1
Oakland; W. A. Rideout, Calais. It was Aldermen.
on
business.
day
chester, N. H. J Portland Advertiser.
voted to hold the next meeting at FarmingThe resolve making the annual appropriaton.
The session closed Friday. The resoCharles Baker went to Pittsfield on
Lewis C. Smith returned to Keifast last
Capt.
lutions deprecated the lax enforcement of tions was passed. The amounts appropriat- business
yesterday.
Thursday from a visit of two years in tl *
the prohibitory law and suggested that the ed are as follows, com pared with last year;
West. Most of the time he has he.-a in
Mr. and Mrs. Alden D. Chase went to
lodges appoint committees to visit officers
1896.
1897.
and ask them to enforce the law.
Cl \oContingent expenses and salaries^ 4,ooo
$ 5,100
Michigan, though he visited his s.*n
Boston Tuesday on business.
Interest on the bonded debt. 15,800
15,800
a few weeks.
He i-ft Saturday
land,
Ohio,
and
sidewalks.
7,500
9,500
Highways,bridges
Miss Elizabeth M. Pond returned last
Fire Department.
3.100
for a business trip to Aroos’ook.
3,0(K)
From Mr. Milliken’s Brothers.
Thursday from a short visit in Boston.
Support of the poor. 2,400
2,400
Sewers..
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel I. Sweetser of this
1,500
Frank Carter of Montville has entered the
A. A. Howes, Esq., has received a personal
General school purposes.
6,200
4,800
city may he counted among the sm irt Id
2,000
of A. A. Howes & Co.
letter from Frank Milliken, brother of the Free High School. 1,000
employ
General repairs and insurance....
500
600
couples. Mr. Sweetser is sc and his via is
late Hon. S. L. Milliken, under date of Fr e text books.
500
750
Mrs. Sarah E. Pierce returned home Mon84 years old.
This spring he has saw. !,
School contingent.
200
200
D.
Washington,
C., April 30th, from which Discount on taxes. 1,500
and got in four cords of wood, besides
1,500 day from a visit of two months in Boston.
split
we quote as follows:
Permanent repairs on school“I intended to write
Dustin H. Cunningham of Natick, Mass., doing his chores about the house, audios
houses
150
1,200
you immediately after my return from Belis visiting his brother. Henry B. Cunning- wife has done all the housework of the faurfast and thank yourself and the citizens of
Total.$45,900
$45,300 ham.
ly.
No business was done in joint convention.
B. for the great respect paid my brother as
Mrs. Charles E. Stevens returned home
The board adjourned at 11 30.
Prof. Bateman of Auburn has comj **i.
well as for the magnificent hospitality exyesterday from a visit of four weeks in Ells- his lecture course, and is in good health, lbtended the accompanying party of Senators,
that there is more money in lecturing
says
worth.
Secret Societies.
In his
than running a Populist newspaper.
Representatives and others, but have felt
Misses Maud Milliken an l Mary F. John- trip he has lectured in more small towns
too much depressed and fatigued to do so.
Supreme Representative Luther B. Roberts
ev er before in the same length of time.
than
Every one in the party was more than paid an official visit to Silver Cross Lodge, son arrived home from California last Friday- His expenses have been small. He admits
evening.
that be has done well tinaucially, ami lie
pleased with the citizens of Belfast and their K. of P., last evening, May 5th.
lias no doubt that all his hearers have got
Miss Annie M. Bean returned Monday
generous manner of doing business. RepreThe installation of officers of Cantou Paltheir money’s worth. [Waterville Mail.
sentative Stallings of Alabama said he had
las, P. M., I. O. 0. F., has been postponed from Boston, where she has been spending
Arthur C Wyman, Deputy Warden of the
heard of mean Yankees all his life, and if to
the winter.
Wednesday evening, May 12th.
Maine State Prison, went to Ellsworth April
the Belfast people were a fair sample he
Sumner Louville, who has been spending
Belfast Company, Uniform Rank, Knights
•JStli to get Webster, the Deer Isle mail, senwould like to have about 10,000 of them in
the winter at John N. Stewart’s, has gone to
of Pythias, is holdiug frequent drill meetings
tenced to two years for assault. Mrs Wyhis district.”
preparing for the annual field day at Port- Skowhegan for a short visit.
man accompanied her husband as far as BelMr. N. B. Milliken writes to The JourIt.
Wallace
now
of
8th
and
and
9th.
White, Esq.,
land, July
Utah,
fast and remained here with her father, John
nal: “I received your paper containing the
Belfast Masonic bodies are represented iu formerly of Wiuthrop, Me., has been in B. Thumbs, until the return >f Mr. W.
portrait and particulars of the funeral, etc.,
Washington pushing his candidacy for one with his prisoner by steamer City of Banger
the Grand bodies at Portland this week as
of my brother, Hon. S. L. Milliken, and
of the auditorships of the treasury.
follows: Palestine Commandery, K. T.,
Thursday afternoon.
will simply say that the article is magnifiCharlotte Frost, Wesleyan, represented
James II. Howes; King Solomon Council,
cent and the likeness very good and cor('apt. Frank Dyer of Brighton, Mass.,
the '1**J delegation in responding to a toast at
and Timothy Chase Lodge, S. A. Parker;
rect.”
master of the big Bath l-masted s.-hoom-i
Corinthian Royal Arch Chapter, Oscar Hills; the Initiation banquet of the Signia chapter
“Please state that I saw Hon. Joseph H.
Win. B. Palmer, lias secured the posit mu of
Phcenix Lodge, Dr. W. C. Libby. Other mem- of Tri-Delta Society, Middletow n, Conn,
Manley at the house where my brother died
captain of the steel steam yacht Alcedo,
bers of the Order who attended from this
William
of
this
Casey
city, who has been
both before and after my brother’s death, and
building in Cramps yard, Wilmington, Del.,
are Hiram
Chase, who this year in the employ of the Boston & Bangor
he heartily expressed his sorrow and sym- vicinity
for George W. Childs Drexel of Philadelphia,
a half century as a member of the
completes
for several years, has a posiCo.
Steamship
that
he
was there at
pathy. I am not sure
editor of the Public Ledger of that city. It.
Grand Lodge, C. B. Hall, G. P. Lombard of tion on the life-saving station at South Bosthe time of the short prayer service, but
is expected the yacht will go into commisBelfast; District Deputy, Itodel A. Packard, ton.
think he was.”
sion about the lirst of July and her owner
Oscar and Isaac Hills and M. G. Black of
The steamer Bismarck, which came up will then cross the Atlantic in her ami spend
Northport; J. W. Black and Rev. O. H. from Manset last week for
Sons and Daughters of ilaine.
repairs, brought the summer cruising about the coasts of NorFerr.ald of Searsport; Samuel H. West of
one passenger, Miss Frankie King, who is to
way and Sweden.
The Nashua, N. H., society of the Sons Stockton Springs.
teach the spring term of school at Grange,
and Daughters of Maine celebrated their
Dr. W. H. Harris of Augusta lias received
Lineoluville.
Death of Gen. John J. Perry.
organization April 28th by a banquet at city
a letter from his brother, C. M. Harris, until
hall, at which about 175 members were presMrs. S. L. Milliken has sufficiently reent.
Following the discussion of the menu,
recently of this city, stating that lie is in the
Gen. John J.
Portland, Me., May 2.
ex-Mayor Thomas Sands, toastmaster, ex- Perry, the oldest ex-Congressman in Maine, covered from her recent indisposition to be best of health on lus trip to the South Pathat
his
so
had
pressed
died suddenly at his home in this city at 2 up and about the house, and Miss Maud
appreciation
many
cific, on a natural history expedition. Two
attended. He called on Rev. C. S. Perkins, o’clock this morning. Gen. Perry was born Milliken is
recovering from the fatigue of deaths from yellow fever have occurred in
who responded to the toast, "Maine people
in Portsmouth, N. H., Aug. 11, 1811, but
who have remained in their native State.” early in life settled in Oxford, Maine. He her long and sad journey home from Cali- the
party since it left New York, March ‘20,
"The industries of Maine” was responded to graduated from Kent’s Hill and was admit- fornia.
one of the unfortunates being the sailing
by Alderman James M. Taylor. Judge W. ted to the bar in 1844. He served in the
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Shea and daugh- master of the expedition. The party got as
O. Clough was introduced to speak on legislature. In 1855 he was elected to Con"Maine as a summer resort.” Rev. C. C. gress and served two terms.
He was a ter Eleanor arrived yesterday for a visit to far as Aspinwall where it was delayed.
Garland spoke on "Education in Maine,” member of the “Peace Congress’’ of 18G0-G1. Mr. and Mrs.
George W. Burkett. Mrs. B., There one got the fever, the other while on a
and B. A. Pease on "Maine people who have
After closing his public career in Oxford he j
left their native State for homes elsewhere.” removed to Portland where he resumed the who has been visiting in Boston and Phila- trip by sea, a short distance. Mr. Harris is
Among the names added to the membership practice of law. He leaves one son, Edwin | delphia, came with them. Mr. Shea’s troupe in charge of the taxidermist’s work, which is
of the society was that of H. R. McDonald,
A. Perry, who has long been connected with
will begin a tour of Canada in about two a position of considerable responsibility.
Belfast.
the Boston Herald.
weeks.
The party will be gone about two years.
■

■

j

Reception

cards.

Waldo County Teachers’ Meeting.

instructed to examine the condition of the Lower Bridge,
and report at the next meeting of the City
Government.
voted that an abatement of 4 per cent, be
made to all who pay their taxes on or before
August »5, and a discount of 2 percent, on all
taxes paid on or before Jan. 1, 181)8.
The order fixing the compensation for
labor on the highways, was passed as follows : 15 cents per hour for men; and the

zeal.

in

nearly finished, and the grand stand will be
once.
Mrs. F. 0. Pendieton, who has been spendThe grading will be done as
soon as the ground gets
ing the winter in Newton, Mass., arrived
dry enough.
Manager Bacon is to publish the blank home last Saturday morning.

ways (Alderman Shales),with the assistance
of Commissioner Walker and Inspector of

Buildings Howard,

was

built at

avenue.
on

in

riers’ uniforms. The cap will be of blue,
Boston pattern; the stockings blue anti
white striped; leather belts. An Old English B, in navy blue, will be worked on the
shirt fronts.
The fence surrounding the grounds is

The Committee on Cemeteries was instructed to open the first avenue from the
old part of Grove Cemetery to the new, and
to assign and grade a new lot for Stetson A.
West, whose lot will be destroyed by such
The chairman of the Committee

is

The team will report for duty May 10th,
play the first game with the newly
organized team on the 13th. The Montreal
Club, one of the best in Canada, will be here
on the 15th.
The uniforms of the Belfast club will be
of “postal blue,” the shade of the letter-car-

granted.

Templars.

H.,

for utility

and will

ing watering troughs.
The City Clerk was instructed to advertise
for sealed proposals for collecting the taxes
for 1897.
Thomas H. Marshall Post, G. A. R., asked
for an appropriation of §100 towards the expenses of Memorial Day, and the same was

The Portland Press had an excellent portrait of Grand
Secretary George E. Brackett
and said of him: “He has had au unbroken
for
3(5 years and has been grand
membership
secretary for 24 years He has attended nine
sessions of the Right Worthy Grand Lodge,
editor and publisher of the Maine Temperance
Record, official organ, 20 years.”
Mr. Brackett’s re-election and the
appointment of Mrs. Brackett as assistant
secretary
is very
gratifying to their many friends and
a deserved tribute to their
efficiency and

Everett Duffie of Camden
last Saturday on business.

Mazena, short stop, Milwaukee 181X5; batting average in 38 games, .380.
Hill, left field, Portland, 181X5; batting
average .314; a good fielder and base runner.
Kane, center held, fast runner and tine
fielder : strong at bat.
E. G. Webster, right field and change

Beaver street sewer from his house
street was referred to the CommitSewrers.

with

Horace Twombly and wife spent Sunday
friends in Monroe.

mau.

catcher; a handy player, of long experience;
good in any position.
McMahon, first base, best hitter on the
Central Parks of Orange, Mass., one of the
strong semi-professional teams of that State.
Gaston, catcher, weighing 175 pounds, a
good hitter, fast runner and strong thrower;
strongly recommended by his old manager
anti a personal friend of Manager Bacon.
Dilworth is the only pitcher of reputation
signed, but five youngsters will report, the

Sunday

with

iHE
Belfast
Ieam.
Manager Bacon
has signed a full team of ball players for
Belfast, as follows:
McDermott, 2d base and captain, Fall
River 4 years.
Collopy, 3d base, Columbus, Ohio, 181X5;
Grand Rapids, Mich., 181*5. A tine 3d base-

The resignation of John C. Ham as a member of the Board of Health was accepted.
An order was passed allowing §3 each on
thei*r taxes for 1896, to Peltiah Shaw, Levi L.
Robbins and George J. Brown, for maintain-

on the Banks and in the
Bay,
captain iu the coasting trade. Four
sons and two
daughters survive him. They
are Capt. Fred and Bussell G.
Dyer and
Mrs. Jennie Sanborn of Portland,
Capt.
Frank Dyer of Brighton, Mass., Alden Dyei of Mt. Desert and Mrs. Tibbetts of Tre*
mont. The remains were
brought to Belfast by sailing vessel Saturday, and services
were held at the grave in Grove
Cemetery
Sunday by Bev. J. F. Tilton.

skipper

and

were

spent

Miss Charlotte T. Sibley lecture in Old
Town last Friday.

at Orono yesterday with a game beBowdoin and Maine State. The M.
S. C. men have had little work as yet, and
are said to be weak,
especially at the bat.
They are never in condition as early as the
other college nines. Saturday the Coburn
classical institute team will play at Orono,
with Newenham, one of the best amateurs
in the State,in the box.

High
on

Maynard Brown
friends in Morrill.

tween

to enter
tee

PERSONAL.

opened

for a walk on Waldo avenue, but the
Boards granted petitioners leave to withdraw.
The Committee on Highways was granted
further time on the petition for straightening the “Robbins road” on the East Side.
The Committee on Lights reported that
the petitioners be granted leave to withdraw, on petition for a light on Congress
street at the corner of Salmon street.
On the petition of F. M. Staples and others
for a sidewalk from the turn of the road
leading to the Upper Bridge to the house of
John M. Crosby, petitioners were given
leave to withdraw.
H. F. Mason, Collector of Taxes, reported
that he has collected on taxes of 1896, §42,103.54.
Patterson & Welch were granted a license
to keep a lunch car on the corner of Main
and High streets one year on payment of §10.
Petition of F. B. Knowlton for permission
on

Ball.

Webster of this city,who is to play with Mr.
Bacon’s Belfast team this season, while a
young man, has been playing base ball for
several years in the New England, South
and New York State league. Webster at
present is in charge of the billiard hall at
Swett’s Hotel. [Portland Argus May 29.
The Maine intercollegiate base ball season

tion

ami 4 months. He was a native of
North Haven and a grandson of William
Dyer of Marshfield, Mass., one of the pioneer settlers of the islands of Penobscot
Bay. Capt. Dyer lived at North Haven until 1806, when he moved to Belfast, and lived here until about ten years ago, when his
daughter moved to Mt. Desert and he accompanied her. He was an active, energetic
man, and in his prime was well known both
as a

Base

given leave to withdraw;
for walks on Main street, Bradbury street
and Lfncolnville avenue, prayers granted.
The Committee reported favorably on peti-

years

THE SUCCESSORSHIP TO THE
MILLIKEN.

son, Moses

a

the several
important trusts with which he
has been honored in the
past with ability
and great credit to himself, and his
gauiey
campaign »f four years ago certainly dein oust rated that he does not lack the
lighting quaiif.es of a congressman. The old Jd
wq] make n<> mistake in electing Mr. Bur-

by Hurper

cessor

generally conceded fact that
Ex-Governor Burleigh will succeed the late j
Congressman Milliken as representative of jIj
the third district in the National House. |!
The popular Ex-Governor has discharged

■■ght Grange, while 1mmt
s decree of an all-wise
hut regret that Sister Bertha.
smile and cheerful, pleasant
m

petitioners

Capt. Nathaniel Dyer died at the home of
daughter, Mrs. Mary H. Tibbetts, Bartlett’s Island, Tremont, April 30th, aged 81

of Congressman Milliken, was born
in Linneus, Maine, Nov. 27, 1848. He was a
son of Parker P. anti Caroline (Chick) Burleigh. He is a descendant of Giles Burleigh,
who came from England to Ipswich, Mass.,
where he settled in 1848. James and Josiali,
son and grandson of Giles, settled in New
Hampshire, the former in Exeter and the
latter in Newmarket. Thomas, son of Josiali,
settled in Sandwich, N. H., in 1775, on what
is still known as Burleigh Hill.
His grand-

as we

Gov. Powers has issued the proclamation
for an election in the Third district to elect a
successor to the late S. L. Milliken.
The
proclamation calls for an election June 21st,
the third Monday of the month. The Kennebec Journal of this
mourning announces
the candidacy of ex-Gov. Burleigh, and the
indications arc that he will he nominated by
acclamation. [Biddeford Journal.
Now that the governor has issued his writ
calling for an election to liil the vacancy
caused by Congressman Millikeu’s death
and fixing the date on June 21st, the campaign in the Third district is fairly on. That
ex-Governor Burleigh will receive the Republican nomination seems a foregone conclusion. Nomination will he equivalent to
election, and the Third district is to be congratulated .n advance on the prospect of
having n representative who may be relied
upon to lo,»k after its interests as faithfully
as his predecessor did.
[Portland Adver;

wiil

he

REGARDING

Express.

mock town

all, May 11th.

ge 1

SAY

have observed there is no division
of sentiment
among Republican
papers, both in and out of the State, regardthe
eminent fitness of ex-Governor Buring
leigh for the position in Congress made vacant by the death of Mr. Mil liken.
We give
below extracts from a number of them bearing upon this subject:
Ex-Governor Burleigh seems sure of succeeding Mr. Milliken as Representative from
the Third District.
[Maine Statesman.
The Kennebec Journal is a pretty lively
sheet, but it is behind in an important piece
of news which it gives out this
morning.
The people of the Third district had made
the announcement of Mr. Burleigh's candidacy long before the Journal did. f Portland
So far

lot ham. .Beaut}, in a Schoolhouse.
Islesboro Man..President McKinirihute. Ihe Grant Monument In

t-
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his
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ami
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The regular meeting of the City Council
was held Monday evening,
May 3d. There
was a full board in the Aldermen’s
room,
and one absentee from the Common Council.
The roll of accounts was passed and contained only the routine bills of the month.
The Committee on Sidewalks reported
and their report was accepted, as follows:
For walks on Cedar street, Northport avenue, Mayo street, and the Head of the Tide,

5.

PAGE

f Belfast.
n.

City Government.

Josephus C. Shermau died at the home of
his sister, Mrs. Esther Hartshorn of East
North port, April 30th, after a long illness.
Mr. Sherman was a native of Knox, but
came

Oonnty

and

Obituary.

Belfast when a young man and entered the employ of the late Josiah Mitchell.
For nearly forty years he continued in the
same company, now the Belfast Livery Co.,
and was one of the most efficient and faithful men in their service. He was ever ready
to do any duty that devolved upon him,
night or day, and was always cheerful and
agreeable. As a hackman he was deservedly popular, and while polite and courteous
to all, ho was specially careful and attentive
to the aged and feeble, and looked particularly after the interests of all children committed to his care.
About three years ago
his health failed so that he was no longer
able to drive the hack and he hired the Hayford feed and boarding stable, which he conducted until his health gave out entirely
and he went to his sister’s to live. His
father, Hiram P. Sherman, died in the west
four years ago. He leaves five brothers and
one sister: William and George live iu Dakota, David and John in Montana, Elisha
iu Belfast, and Mrs. Hartshorn inNorthport.
The funeral was held at Mrs. Hartshorn’s,
Sunday forenoon, Rev. L. M. Burrington
officiating. The interment was at Knox.
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Aroostook.

Our Washington
Barley Raising
products for many months to come.
People who complain that the promised
One of the thiugs that the Aroostook
j
of The Journal.]
Foreign manufacturers and producers business
farmer is possessed of, much to his credit
activity is not at hand should re- [Special Correspondence
continue to complain of the Diugley bill.
Washington, May 3, 1807. The sad- and the enhancement of his
member these facts.
good standing
This fact increases the demand by home
dest lot of people in Washington just now
and respectability, is a strong sentiment
manufacturers and
producers for its
are the Populists, the maddest lot are the
The man who would expect to gather
on the side of temperance.
The farming
And when you get the saddest
prompt enactment.
roasting ears the next day after planting lobbyists.
neighborhoods of Aroostook have been j
and the maddest people co-operating they
The Bailey and Bryan forces in the his corn is no more unreasonable than
developed into prosperous communities !
make some noise at least.
by the industrious tillage of fertile soil,
those
to
see
who
returned
House or Representatives are “resting on
prosperexpect
That is what’s the matter with the and because of the further fact that the
Noth- |
tlieir arms." But neither is asleep. Bailey ity before the tariff bill is passed.
has paid very small tribute to
“statesmen” who are nagging Speaker industry
aud his lieutenants are on the alert, and ing so unsettles business as the pendency
the demoralizing and thrift-destroying
comto
Heed
he
refuses
because
appoint
of a tariff measure affecting importations
habit of intemperance.
Some few localare able to defeat the Bryauit.es at every
The lobbyists ities, to be sure, can be pointed out that
The manufac- mittees in the House.
of articles of all classes.
turn.
are
to
this
rule, neighborhoods
exceptions
so that they
turer is unable to entei intelligently upon want committees appointed
where the habits of the population are
The appointment by President McKincan begin their usual work upon Congress
and have been inclined to intemperance,
manufacturing operations and the dealer
in behalf of their various jobs. Why the but such
ley of three bimetallists, two of them is
neighborhoods bear the plain
utterly unable to place orders with the
Republicans, to negotiate for an interna- manufacturer until the rates of duty upon Populists want them appointed the read- impress of the evil they have nourished
in their prevailing poverty, unthrift and
tional silver conference, has led to a reer can infer.
It seems scarcely probable,
goods are determined. Thus there can be
vival of the history of the former silver
of ignorance.
that
the
combined
pressure
however,
unin t lie micistot the great body of clean,
no activity in the manufacturing lines
and the section of soberly industrious and prosperous peoconferences, which shows that the Repub- til the tariff' bill becomes a
law, and with- lobbyists, Populists,
lican party has been the prime mover in
which is co-operating with ple representing Aroostook’s farming
out activity in these lines the prosperity the Democracy
in driving Speak- population such localities as we speak of
successful
them
will
be
bringing about all former international
thereEditorial Notes.

Letter.

tlieir

which other industries would feel
from of course cannot be realized.

bimetallic conferences.
The silver-mine owners and their followers want the United States to take action on the silver question without wait-

j
|

The Southern Democrats who are

favoring protection

must

illing

People who assumed last fall that the
United States has not enough money will
he interested to know that the money in
oilculation to-day in the United States is

nearly

l b1 million dollars greatei than a
The Treasury figures show the
ago.
ulatien April 1, 1SPT. to be S1.<b'*■ i.-

year
ii

ud that of

April 1,

si,528,-

b000.
The

Washington

Post (Demo rath .) looted at the seat of Government, and Thus
1
-0 ub;e
accurately gauging business
*111i

eonditions. sjteaks

iee.l

.'t

ali/:ir.g

Hi-':

manufacturers

to

and

ado.

in ail the

news

from

Japan

about the

tlie gold standard tliei«' is not
';■•}
•i wi.nl to indicate any
complaint on the
The Japs. who were
par: -.»f 11: people.
'•■inuii to by the silver people during the
;

a! "i

rainpaign as the shrowi.iest business
people in the w.uid. aie now adopting the
•‘ate

gold

standard without

ntly

anybody.

Inun

silver-mine

no

murmur

a

apparthere are

Probably

over ooO paragraphs in the
tariff bill, and in many cases each
paragraph relates to dozens or scores of
different articles.
It is not

surprising,

therefore, that manufacturers are not able
to push business when the prices at which
these articles will be

brought

into this

country are still undetermined.
Those
who complain that business activity is not

fully apparent

vet

should remember this.

Call the roll of the nations which have
within the past year rejected the silver
standard.
Costa Kica with a population
of

250,000; Bolivia, 2,010.540; Chile, 2,500,000: Peiu, 2.050,000: Japan. 43,000,-

f>00;
•

Bussia,

will, her

Jena.

lung

a
s

130.000,000.

Add to these

400,000,00<>.

stride

which has

towards

the

andaid and which uses silver

weight, and it will be

seen

gold
only by

that the cause

of the silver standard has nut
the year.

flourished

during
The

who waited four years for
piuspeiity under Cleveland and his freeade theoiy should not he
impatient if it

their interests

the

are

hovering about,

still

However, with the

ity of that.

them and thus aiding the agriculturist is
again takimi possession of the Southern

interests at stake

trusts and combinations as does this

CORRESPONDENCE.

The Southern element is well representasking increased protection

tor

at the

of that part of the coungrowers of Texas, the

the

Mississippi,

iron

manufacturers

of

Tennessee and

ing interests

Virginia, the manufacturof Georgia and Alabama, the

men of Florida, the rice and cotton
producers of Smith Carolina, and the representatives of the great mineral interests

fruit

the elet trie railroad between Portsmouth
and York Bruch.,. .Miss Carrie Upt-on and
Mrs. E. I). Cr *ckett are ill with scarlet
fever.. .Miss Louise Hosmer has returned
from a visit to Vinalhaveu.

edding took place

The wool

sugar aud rice producers of Louisiana,
the cotton raisers aud timber owners of

Rockland, a literary
organization, held their clusing banquet at
w
Hnuse i.ist week-Robert S.
the Bay V
Davis has g> tie to Portsmouth, N. If., to
take charge of
instructing the bridges for

able to lesume operations and that busistill lags?
I lie Democrats who voted for tlie
DingIcy tarifl bill and those who contemplate

supporting

it. in

or

out

Georgia, and the
hemp growers of Kentucky
pleading for thorough protection

of North Carolina.

to-

baeco and

are

all

for

their industries and for aetiou to this end

by the Finance Committee aud the

Sen-

ate.

residence of Mr.

“It is

S. H. Berry at 2 } in. Sunday, April 25,
when his daughter, Miss Kittle M. Berry,
was united in marriage with Mr. John W.
Tibbetts of Palermo, Rev. T. R. Pentecost
officiating. The near relatives and a few
intimate friends were present. The bride
was prettily attired in a cream white costume.
After the ceremony refreshments
were served and the bridal party soon left

extremely interesting and gratifyChairman Dingley, of the

said

ing,”

Ways and Means Committee, “to observe
growth of protection sentiment in the

the

j

Congress, need
company they are

be ashamed of the
Five of the men who voted for the
protective tariff bill of 1824 became Presinot

in.

dents. and four of them Democratic Presidents- \ mi Buren, Tyler, Polk and Buchanan.

What

glorious

future awaits
the Democrat who has the manhood to
vote as he thinks and as his constituents
think

on

Tl>e

a

lumber, iron, coal,
wool and other articles of that class, but
it has also proved advantageous to the
general agricultural interests of that secments

ArrLETuN. Mrs. Walter Gusliee and little daughter Vera of Cincinnati!.-*, N. Y., are
visiting Mrs. Frances Gusliee... .Our village
schools began Monday. Mrs. Carrie Gray
teaches the grammai school, and Miss Annie Stevens the primary.
Miss May Dun-

such

as

cotton,

tion."

factory beside the farm,” continued Mr. Dingley, “and you increase
enormously the value of the products of
“Plant

Appleton, .Miss ranine
Gusliee lias the Ridge school, Miss Lottie
Wadsworth takes charge of the West Appleton school, Miss Addie McLain the Burkett ville, and Mrs. Cyrus
Berry has the
school in the Pease district... .Jesse Wentat rsortii

a

that farm.”
“Because of the increased demand?"
“Not

this subject.

workingman

will not object to paying fifty cents more for liis suit of clothes
l liis wages are increased
times as

fifty

much

tity

month.

a

of wool

going

might add this
ee>st to

the

instead of

The

man

sum

who

idleness,

duty

into

a

upon the quansuit of clothes

temporarily, but its
is given employment

those whose wages
or houis of labor are
increased, and to
those whose farm products are
given a
to

market, a temporary addition to the cost
clothing will not be unwelcome in view
of the general improved conditions which
of

accompany.
The

“retrospective” clause cf the Dingley bill which proposes to collect the new
tariff rates upon goods ordered from
abroad after April 1st, is not yet producing

mucli effect in

checking importations.
large share of goods ordered by

A very
American importers are manufactured after the older is given.
Many millions of
dollars’
were

worth of

foreign goods which

ordered prior to

April

1st

arc

now-

being manufactured,

aud will come in
under the Wilson law rates, thus furthur
embarrassing the manufacturers of this

country and reducing the demand for

mand

principle,

Sole

may seem to others to be straining a point
of morals needlessly far, no one has a
right to censure wliatmay seem to be undue tenderness of conscience.
saia

out mat

bilities.
If barley raiding was carried on in
Aroostook without a special contract, as
an initial step to industry, to supply a New
Hampshire brewery with the means of
more or less mischief, and the crop simply
went into the market and was absorbed by
Mr. Jones in the way of trade and subsequently in liquid form by his customers,
it would he all right.
There would be no
violence done in such case to Maine temno
concession to tlie
perance. sentiment,
assumed lower moral standard of another
of
the spirit of outno
infraction
State,
laws, nothing that tended to impair in
the eyes of our own or other people the
value and importance of a principle which
Maine has written in its constitution and
eu.rifted iu a whole volume of different
statutes.
But as it is, it is hard to argue
out of sight the logic and consistency of
the protest made by the Grangers.
[Presque Isle Star-Herald.

niA

it will

con-

Republican strength

in that section.”
The members of the Silver Commission

He receives The Journal

passed.

vteek and it is like

an

expect to leave for Europe about the mid-

Daniel Lane of this city sent us the
following extract from the Boston Evening
Record, and tlie note given below:
A story is going about Wall street of a bet
that a certain bank clerk could not imitate
the signatures of the bank’s officers well
enough to have a -Leek cashed.
ii diuuu

And

“Beyond question.

dle of the present month.
One result of
their appointment has been the bringing

Mr.

uic

is

tinue to grow and to carry with it a division of sentiment which will result iu a de-

Expert Penmanship.

cii

to the surface of

request of parties and they went through
the bank all right. But 80 years have taken
the faculty of imitation as well as penmanl.
ship out of me.
CASTORIA.

some

historical facts with

reference to former action in behalf of international bimetallism. These researches
show that the

ucjicmieu ;

Some years hack, when I was in the Legislature, I imitated the name of E. F. Spinney on the register. Every one who came
in asked what room he had and seemed
very desirous of seeing him.
Among them
were Nathan and Joseph Farwell.
I made
the statement that I could imitate their
names so that they could not tell which they
wrote. They wrote and I cut them into
slips with two or three of mine and they
failed to pick out the ones that they wrote.
James White, the Treanurer of the State,
was served in the same way, and he was
very much vexed because lie picked out the
wrong one. Capt. Robert Patterson tore
in two a check which he did not use and I
wrote another and Mr. Faunce showed him
the pieces and he was frightened and they
said he drew out what money he had in the
bank. I signed a number of checks at the

Powder

cleans everything and
cleans it quickly and cheaply.
Largest package—greatest economy.
THE N. K. FAIRBANK
St. Louis,
New York,

Chicago,

COMPANY,
Boston,

Philade!:

NO-TO-BACc“S°D CURE f|

Over 1,0011.000 bores sold. 3t\UV.o cures pror o its power to destroy thedesire for tobacco in an
form. No-to-bae is the greater nerve-food in the world
Mu'nv gain lit p-mmis in in details to make thu weak impotent man strong, vigorous and magnet
Ju>; ir' a :»>x
\
lighted. We expect you to believe what we bay for a cure i'- absolutely guaranteed ov dn._v
where. Send tor our booklet Don't Tobacco Spit md Smoke Vour Lite Away
written c
free sample. Address Til E STEttLl.NU HEED Y CO., Chicutfoor .Vcw York.
,a

|
j
j

Sold and Cln yrunteed by RICHARD II

An

MOODY, Helf.ist,

>1,.

JUST RECEIVED.

♦

Elegant

flf

*

Line of

$HII

from 5Cc upwards

CUSTOM SUITS
to order, $12.50 and upwards.

Mens, Boys & Children's

Hate, Saps, Etc.

|

j
j
;
j

the

GLOVES,
HOSIERY

and

NECKWEAR.

Agents, Belfast.

I

STAPLES & COTTRELL.

Broken-down Health

Aroostook

in that part of the country where he is
located, would be gladly welcomed by
He speaks of a twenty mile fourhim.
maud for fair elections, and thus increase horse stage drive through scenery unsur-

condition to be occupied by Mr. and Mrs.
Wm. Newbert... .E. Merton Wadsworth arrived home Friday from Beverly, Mass.,
where be lias been at work during the wiutep in a bot-bouse.

Minuci

Washing
It

Main St., Belfast, Me.

was

very greatly.
only
has it increased the demand for material
for use in the manufacturing establish-

Alton Clement and two children have
Islesboro to visit her father, Mr.
Whitcomb, who is very ill....The recent
w arm,
spring-like, days have started the
grass, the sight of which is welcome to all.
Mrs.

tlu* result of a trial
The clerk drew a
cheek on the hank for s'JoO, signed the president's name, endorsed it as cashier, handed
it over to the paying teller, who examined
the signatures and paid the money, placing
the check on file. He then went behind the
counter, paid the money back and took the
check.
This looks to me like dangerous
business. That clerk is too clever.

si

—

it coma not ue

South.”

gone to

on

if you get a
package like
this. It contains the genuine

—

acting consistently with the moral
“More strongly marked than ever, is it claims of the
State, with the spirit ami
inteut of its laws, and wTas setting no examnot, Mr. Dingley?”
law and good morals in
to
“Yes, undoubtedly. The experience ple damaging
the pursuit of a branch of industry which
of the South in the past few years with
is outlawed by the laws of our own comfor a short trip to Ellsworth. Many pretty
the new industries developing there, the monwealth.
The difficulty about it is
and useful presents were received. The
manufactures and the new demauds which that the proposition of Mr. Jones has a
bride is a very estimable young lady and
call out, has strengthened the pro- blunt directness and an openness of purher many friends extend congratulations.... they
pose about it that gives it harmful possitective sentiment
Not

of

POWDKR.

Qo Amiss

j

—

altogether. The increased desomething, of course, but two
other important factors operate to add to
McKinley and protection four
.11 nth.> to
accomplish what the other peo- worth fell from a staging -n G. H. Page’s the net value of the productions of the
ple tailed to bring about in tin* four years, house while at work on the roof and receiv- farm which has a factory in its vicinity,
ed a badly sprained ankle.... Mr. F. L. Dait goes without
first, the diversification of its products
saying that business acvidson has received the appointment of and market for diversified
tivcy cannot grow while all business
products; secA Welcome to California.
postmaster of our village office-Mrs.
the market which is reached withond,
undertakings are held in check by the unwho has been the guest of Miss
Tewksbury,
We have received a neat little booklet
certainty w hich must exist until the new LindaAnnisa few weeks, returned Friday I out a heavy cost of transportation. Farm
rates on importations are determined.
products are bulky and heavy, and where illustrating the Laurel Dell Hotel and its
to Wmtlirop, Mass., where she will remain a
Laurel Dell is JO miles
must be transported a considerable surroundings.
short time....Mrs.
Sylvanus Fuller has they
to market the cost of transport- from I'kiah, situated on Laurel Dell Lake
1 he procession of vessels laden with for- moved into Mrs. Virum Keene’s house. Mj distance
eign goods which is passing up the Xew F. Hauley, Esq., will occupy the rooms va- ing them absorbs the profits. With a (formerly known as Lower Blue Lake) and
cated
Mrs Fuller, which were formerly market alongside the farm, or in easy is one of the most picturesque places in
^oik harbor, day after
day, depositing Mr. by 's law ortiee...
Hanley
.Harry Pease will reach, the cost of transportation is small California. Accompanying the book was
goods in warehouses under the low rates
move into the Geo. A. Pease house....The
the following note.
and the profits increased.”
of the Wilson law, means that thousands
engagement of Mr. H. C. Pease of Appleton
“John Wilson formerly of Belfast sends
“Then you think the growth of producof tons of those
foreign goods are being and Mrs. Tewksbury of Winthrop, Mass.,
tive sentiment in the South exteuds to this to The Journal and says he would be
landed for distribution.
Is it surprising,
has been announced....S. J. Gusliee, who
therefore, in view of this influx of mil- bought the farm and buildings owned by the farmers as well as those directly glad to see any one coming to San Franaffected by employment or sale of mate- cisco on the C. E. excursion in June; and
lions of dollars’ worth of
foreign goods at the late Mrs. Icliabod Foss, is having the
those wishing to view the beautiful scenery
*ow !*ates, that our factories are still un- house painted outside and inside aud put in rial for the factories?”
ness

WASHING

—

pleasant

very

products

the

try.

.The lJ-ii'.o r!u 1 > of

A

one.

DUST

You Can’t

j

ed here now.

Camden. Revs. T. S. Ross, V. R. Wardwell and Rev and Mrs. S. H. Beale attended tlie East Maine Conference at CalaisThe puh-i
horary is closed on account of
scarlet fev.-r.And interesting farmer’s institute was held in Engine Hall April -Oth.

Moktville.

afford to tight

the last, for it is generally recognized
that no tariff bill before Congress for
many years has struck so hard a blow at

! Deferred from last weekC

..

enormous

to

mind.
COLM’l

they

can

GOLD

—

by tlie Senate Committee or the Senate,
but they add that there is little probabil-

Now that manufactures are springing up
the
"iith, the theory of protecting

ton teaches

people

de-

bill.

in

w

There are

of

The sugar trust aud other
great organizations which were successful
in manipulating the Democratic bill in

thus benefit the farmers of that section.

Centre

new

in

the

lot

anxious

hoping to get some crumbs of comfort out
country." of tlie Finance Committee of the Senate.
Calhoun only abandoned this theory when They admit that the bill is far less advanlie found that manufacturing industries tageous to them than the present law and
their only hope is for some amendments
were not being established in the South to

in Japan.

owners

people

Washington just now is made up of
representatives of the great interests
siring to control the final shapings of
tariff

care

<

t:

the announcement of them before the

will diffuse itself through all the

the

people "'ho expect an immediate revival
•f
business prior \
the revision of the
wifi is insanely ->ptimistic, an
adds,
>ubt as t■• the tarifi' schedule is always

or

Ihe most

of the Government, * * *
the farmer will find a ready market for
his surplus products and a certain and
cheap supply for all his wants; prosperity

tering

to consent.

Heed to the selection of his committees

close of the session.

now-

on
ing for the ‘‘consent of any other nation,” j ing the remarks of John C. Calhoun
“When
yet they hold up their hands in holy hor- the tariff of lSld, when he said:
manufactures are grown to a certain
lor when the Republican
party proposes our
a tariff bill to which other nations are not
perfection, as they will he under the fos-

w

er

have been read-

The SenWashington Whisperings.
ate’s prompt confirmation of the nomination of Harold M. Sewall as minister to
Hawaii excites remark.
The nomination
was confirmed within an hour after its receipt, and without the formality of reference to a committee.
This is an honor
usually reserved for Senators and ex-Senators.The Senate in executive session
April 21st confirmed the nomination of
George X. West of the District of Columbia, as consul of the United States at l’ictou, X. S. As the nomination was not
sent in until that afternoon along with a
long list of others it was a decided compliment to Mr. West that this action
should have been so prompt. Mr. West is
a Maine
man, a native of Bath, but he
has been an efficient employe for many
years past, principally in the treasury deWhen the Senate was organpartment.
ized two years ago and Senator Frye placed as chairman of the committee on commerce Mr. West was selected as assistant
clerk of the committee which place he
still holds.The Republican senators in
caucus, Apr.23d,decided to accept the proposition made by the opposition for the
are isolated and shut up within themof Senate committees, leaving the
selves.
They gain nothing from within filling
arrangement of the details to Senator Mcas the products of any worthy aims and
The
well-directed efforts of their own toward Mellin’s committee on committees.
the question of
caucus also considered
improvement, and they gain nothing
from without by new-comers who bring filling the elective offices of the Senate
and the
committee was authorgood habits or material possessions of ized to managing with the
opposition to
negotiate
thrift, because all good citizens naturally
avoid such localities, and seek homes iu the end of securing a division of these
Col.
Jacob
Kline, ihh inplaces.Lieut
more congenial and favorable neighborhoods.
Such localities are few iu num- fantry, has beeu detailed to attend the annual encampment of Massachusetts volunber, of small extent, and their people are teer militia
from June to August, and 2d
but a trifling percentage of the whole
23d infantry, has
Lieut. 11. X.
population of our county. They only serve been ordered toHoyden, a similar
service
perform
to bring out more sharply by contrast the
at the Maine national guard at Augusta in
great fact of the general sobriety and the second week in
August.
thrift of our farming population, and to
illustrate the value, importance and desirability of having an underlying bedrock
of good moral sentiment under any community in order to make it prosperous,
as
a
attractive and progressive.
Stamped
good
It is well enough to preface with a stateshoe ought to be.
The
ment of the foregoing facts the discussion
name
and
the
of the question which has ree inly arisen
price on
in our county growing out of a proposithe sole of every pair of
tion to introduce barley raising in AroosCrawford Shoes we make.
took County as a source of supply tor the
Y"U pay your dealer the
extensive beer brewing industry of Hon- ;
Frank Jones, of New Hampshire. To the
same prices
that we get
mind of the layman, so to speak, in the
line of commercial morals. this proposition
everywhere-—in our own
might seem to be exclusively one of mere
stores.
practical business, to be weighed in the
scale of the probable chances of piotit it
offers our farmers in comparison with
other branches.
The proposition lias,
however, elicited a strong temperance
protest, emanating, not from the churches,
or tlu
\V. C. T. I*., but from a representative body of the farmers of Aroosi'his stamp guarantees
took themselves, namely,
one
of the
subordinate Granges of the (’ounty. which
the best workmanship that
has passed resolutions denouncing the
is possible to secure
anyproject as an encouragement of a Gallic
where.
It warrants the
detrimental to public morals, and proscribed by the laws of the State.
leather good
it ensures
The protest is a natural enough ex pres- :
comfort
it
the
means,
sion of the sentiment entertained by the !
majority of Aroostook farmers in regard
style you want.
More titan
to temperance, and is entitled to respect.
your comail, it means
If they see lit to act in accordance therewith and refuse to engage in what promsatisfaction.
plete
ises them profit at what they conceive
b. H. brands & Co.,
to be a sacrifice of
while it
in

original

Republican party

lias been

in all former bimetallic conferences, as it is in this one.
mover

Electric

Bitters.

Electric Bitters is a medicine suited for
any season, but perhaps more generally
needed in the Spring, when the languid exhausted feeling prevails, when the liver is
torpid and sluggish and the need of a tonic
and alterative is felt. A prompt use of this
medicine has often averted long and perhaps
fatal bilious fevers. No medicine will act
more surely in counteracting and freeing
the system from the malarial poison. Headache, Indigestion, Constipation, Dizziness
yield to Electric Bitters. Only fifty cents
per bottle at Kilgore & Wilson’s City Drug
Store.
A well known vicar gives a curious experience. It was his custom to point his sermons with either “Dearly beloved brethren”
or “Now, my brothers,” until one day a
lady member of his congregation took exception to this, aud asked him why he always
preached to the gentlemen and never to the
la lies. “My dear lady,” said the beaming
vicar, “one embraces the other.” “But not
in the church!” was the reply of the astonished lady. | Tit-Bits.

Fifty tears.
A n Old and Well-Tkied Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea. Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.
For Over

Fisii and Game.

each

takes

Mr. Charles G. At- ;

23d to consult with the tish commissioners relative to aid from the State
for stocking the waters with sea salmon,
which work it is proposed to increase this
As tide waters are almost wholly
season.
benefited it is held that this aid should
come from the appropriation for sea and
shore fisheries.The Bucasport cot respondent of the Bangor Daily News writes
“The salmon
under date of April 15th:
season is decidedly poor thus far.
Only
seven fish have been taken and Decateur
Bridges has been the lucky man three
times, liislast capture being a J1 pounder.
The weirmen think the first run got by
before the weirs were up and are in hopes
A few aleto receive later patronage.
wives are being taken, but the fishing
business is not particularly encouraging
just at present. A. II. Whitmore, who is
usually high line, scooped in his second
Saturday, a 21-pounder, which was marketed at Bangor.For the past four
years considerable interest lias been taken
by Fish Commissioner Carleton in the
stocking of Lake Maranacook with trout.
W. C. Bailey, the guide for this fishing
ground, reports five handsome trout,
weighing 15 pounds, caught April 24th.
Must have been Flood Tide.
A faith cure apostle took passage
steamer from Bath to Boston recently.
steamer ran aground. The faith cure
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One application of Dr. Thomas’ Eolectric
Oil takes away the pain of the most severe
burn. It is an ideal family liniment.

FOR
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bottle. Avoid Imitations.

NERVE-LIFE

restores

to

sell the

commission.

I

IT GIVES illustrated fashion articles.
IT GIVES humorous illustrations.
IT GIVES entertainment to young and
IT GIVES satisfaction everywiere to

We Furnish The

of

Republican Journal and
5*

5 Address all orders

\sn

IN

old.

everybody.

N. Y.

ONE YEAR

MICH?

line

of the World.

IT GIVES scientific and mechanical information.

|

I

<‘ash :ol-

news

fascinating short stories.
IT GIVES an unexcelled agricultural department

restores

host

of the Nation.

IT GIVES

Tn

Weekly

FOR $2.00.
YNCK.

\l>\

to

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO, BELFAST, M‘

SALESMEN.
or

news

i

NERVE-LIFE MEDICAL CO.,

Salan

>m;iiih.x-

IT GIVES the most reliable market reports
IT GIVES brilliant and iistrietive editorials.

scientific treatment and affords relief from
the first day's use. It removes the cause
and assists nature to effect a cure. Cures
guaranteed. Special discount to physicians.
Our new treatise on Nervous Diseases,
Manhood, its Loss and Recovery, mailed
free in plain sealed wrapper for two 2 cent
Stamps. Mention this paper.
Send 50c. for Trial Treatment and be Convinced.

WANTED

M:tnlio<xl,
\N

;

refreshing

development to all parte of the body.
NERVE-LIFE is the only purely

Nursery Stork.

'Noble

important
IT GIVES ail important

Cures Impotence and restores
full vital power.
Cures all wasting

diseases ana

Education,

FOR

IT GIVES all

Restores perfect
health, vigor and
manhood and re_y~~* moves
all obstacles to marriage.
Restores the
/r^* entire nervous
system and stops all
vital losses.
Removes effects of the
sins of youth and excesses of later years,
Removes all effects
of dissipation and repairs all waste places.
Cures Insomnia and

sleep.

FOR

FOR /Fine

Great RESTORER

AdF.NTS

EVERNr

EVEKY fiirm, in

Atw ood's Bitters

purify

1 *iiw:■ i,,

3,St.

n

must

vou

food and

to

your name and address on
Tribune Office, New York City, and

Write

!

a
a

postal card, send it lo Geo.
sample copy of THE NEW YORK

W
W

TR! 'UNE will be mai'ed !o you.

vanned for expenses. Write for particulars.
CIS ASK ro., Malden, Mass.

tup: li. (i

Closing Out Sale
STonm
but are treated for other dis.uses. Thesymp1 toms are—indigestion, with a variable aj>petite, foul tongue; offensive breath; hard
and lull belly, with occasional gi ,nngs and
pains about the navel; heat and itching sensat-ion in the rectum and about the anus: eyes
heavy and dull; itching of the nose; short, dry
cough ; grinding of the teeth; start -g during
sleep; slow fever; and often in children, con-

|

vulsions.

The best

worm

U
{{
t]
i;
Vi

fURNlfF

of

^ro

lfjt.

J. C. THOMPSON

& SON

111

Have special cuts in prices to close out their stock.
Have still lift a fine'assortment of

If

I//
HI

remedy made is /a

TRUE’S ELIXIR | Oak & Ash Chamber Sets, Extension Tables

It has been in use 45 yrs. is purely vegetable,
harmless and effectual. Where no worms are
present it acts as a Tonic and corrects the eonI dition of the muco"s membrane of the atomI

|1

for Constipation and
Biliousness, and a valuable
remedy in all the common
complaints of children.
35c. at all Drunfrists.
UK.J.F.TRIIE & CO.,
Auburn, Me.
For Tape worms we have
a special treatment.
Write
for pamphlet.

/if

yl

/I
VI

cure

FOLDING BEDS very low, also MATTRESSES and CHAIRS
CALL EARLY WHILE THERE IS A LINE ASSORTMENT.

J. G.
TRADE-MARK

](

long praver, and the ship floated

There is a barber’s chair in Houltou, Me.,
in which Hauuibal Hamlin, Fred Douglas,
Blaine, Garfield, Theodore Tilton and McKinley have sat. [New York Sun.

The NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE

run 4
right.
an engine, and
you must burn £
it right to get the power. To *

fuel

KALAMAZOO,

April

a

It

old friend.”

kins, superintendent of the United States
tish hatchery at Orland, was in Augusta

offered
off.

He>lTx;

may be restored if you

Attention Pensioners
p Having purchased the original records of the
estate of J. C. Cates, for the convenience of all
pensioners having claims pending, and of those
who may wish to present claims tor additional or
increase* of pensions, 1 will he at C. F. Cobbett’s
shoe shop, 127 Main street, opposite the postoffice,
tf 12
May 24 and 25, 1897.

L. C. MOUSE.

Thompson

<£

Sen, 39 Main St,

Arthur Ritchie,

Attorney at Law,
LIBERTY, MAINE.
OFFICE IN

aiu,

CROCKETT’S BLOCK.

JE^PROnPT

ATTENTION TO COLLECTIONS.

The Nose and Throat
No. VM i»
Nl \K

Nowlmrj

II I I' S

other hours

by aim

or

MASS

BOSTON.
Hours, 12

only.

October,

to
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duatemala’s Capital.
urt;t.si and Handsomesl City

when the great door is left open, passersIn

America.

irespondence of
v i.a Xukva,
\

The

Journal.]

March 7, 1897:
first 250 years after the consmall country indulged in the

j

arado in 1524, was buried
later under floods of sand

ars

vomited from

the

|

Volcan de

capital—now spoken of
Antigua—was built a few

mild

rected their third

capital

mother

Many of

a

marvels of

beauty.

But

president
clergy

soon as plucked turned to ashes.
We
also read of the apple of
discord, a subject of contention and envy, so called
from the mythological
that
golden

as

as

apple

Eris, goddess of discord, threw among the
assembled

gods, first
“To the fairest.”
It

capital—post office,
house, prisons, barracks, colleges,

in Guatemala’s

custom

now

»

templada,

or temperate zone,
all sides by green liilis and
'lee gloves and sugar plauta-

within

of

tin* Kepubiie, M miles by
Caeiiic port of >au Jose, but

It is the Palace Hotel

>au

and

it lie.» almost in

"graphically,

absolutely powerless.

Francisco, on a lower but not
otherwise smaller scale, being tw o-storied

deep

cordon ot

a

is

The Gian Hotel, in which we are domiciled, is said to be the best one between
Mexico and Peru.

a)

’.-iu

it

!

enclosing

an

inner

courtyard,

this wonderful

filled

enclosed with

picturesque landmark.

The

glass,

to find
strike down the

and steal the apples.
And again
the Dead Sea apple, fair to look
at, but oh, so bitter and puckerv. It is

there

was

quite

a

expression to speak of
apple of politics. Those
(and they are many) have a

common

the Dead Sea

in

sliding
between.
Frmita (llermitpanels, because at this altitude, though
its
name
from
the
half in the
got
tiopics, the nights and early morn: fortress in the
midst, w hich ings are often quite chilly. This beauti*> Jesuit monks a hundred
ful building was once the private residence
ae the
new capital, and still
of a very wealthy family, whose head
are

garden,

guard

with peach and palm, orange and breadfruit trees. There are balconies all around

conies

upon it
contended for

part of the labors of Hercules

the court, overlooking this interior garden
with its fountain and tiowers.
The bal-

the Atlantic ports by 100
iv vious trails, without even a
•mi

was

by Juno,goddess of marriage and queen of
Heaven; Minerva, queen of war, arts, etc.,
and Venus, queen of
love, and after much
hair pulling Venus won.
Then again we
have the garden of the
Hesperides, the
old maid daughters of
Hesperus, god of
night. In this garden were trees bearing
apples of gold and the entrance was
guarded by a big dragon. It w’as a great

»f the ruined cities, in the !
etc.. are transformed ecclesiastical edifices.
ihe Hermitage.’*
Guatemala! It
was, indeed, a bold act on Barrios’ part
as the the present capital
is |
to deal the church such a blow, for beii! odds the handsomest and j
fore that time it was lord of all—while
; as thi' most modern and !
Its ;
.’•> in Central America.
al: 7.000 feet above the sea, \

inscribing

who taste it

twisted and distorted face.

Some of the
will get a good

would-be post masters
bite.

Leaving ancient mythology and coming
down to modern facts, the first criminal

banished by the elder Barrios for supposed complicity in some conspiracy. His
property was turned over to the State,

nvery true

perfection--the very ffuest in the world,
as many assert, never rising above 80 de-

it is supposall its guns point-

town

by having

Tlien you pass

QOUGHS

to

summer

the entire population should
wrong" en masse; a few suburetc

h-nces, the newer ones
spite of earthquakes; then

belonging

>

the

to

two1

some

Hailway

Co.

!

and

winter—more

properly

by demoralizing digestion.

ANCIER’S

ETROLEUM

around.

And such

roses

and pansies

as

bring

about this desired result

worked and

!

they

sweated and sworn.

Druggists 50c. and $1.00.
free.

for >12, less than the pi ice of the
All who can are giving away apbarrels.
ples, but there are no takers. You can-

offering

k

r

uego

..rat ion

lias

has

overilowed again, or
broken out some-

large closed mail wagon, like
-i-n in
Washington, stands ready
the mail; and at the custom
officers speak to you iu a good
■.el English than you can address
-V

■

( astilano.
in New

1

■

notices

You

York,

are

enter

a

j

I

j

j

street'

printed in English

iu-

rings

wiistles

‘‘like mad,” and you are
away as last as horses can travel
‘■shed incessantly, through rough-

1

ed streets bordered
>

>

on

both sides

me-story shops aud dwellings that
in earthquake-haunted regions,
■y spreads out six miles or more
population of many nations and

mingles the 10th aud 19th cenmost curiously in customs and busiays. Clearly, it is a towTn not to be
■;I a
glance, nor understood in a few
1

visit.
•f

The Guatemalans

their

are very
aud love to call it

capital,

of C entral America—or Pequina
in their own vernacular.
It is a
living that “Paris is France,” and
is

u

ally

that Guatemala la
Guatemala'—the other cities of

in

true

oue

following its lead in all
Idle streets are wide and straight,
lutially paved with rough stoues,
antry

sidewalks and lighted !
■■.■tricity, and tramways run in all !
"•us.
The architecture is that of
\:th

n
1

narrow

Spain.

The houses

<"iobe made to

are

exactly

so

of stone,
imitate it

nobody can tell “which is which,
ally one-storied for safety, bul large
omfortable.
Truly, in this country
y man’s house is his castle, and some
"tin are large enough to shelter a
regi:i

nt.

As

in other

parts of

Spanish

they are not particularly pre""essiug outside—blank walls, painted
-ming white, each casa with an enorb”'''s window reaching from floor to ceillaced with heavy iron gratings which
mu-iica,

'‘"ject

far

the sidewalk that pe“U ians must look
sharp not to dislocate
eii elbows in passing. Entrance to such
so

over

house is through a massive porte
dichere—the only door leading to the
"beet, made solid and strong enough,
4

"'Hi bolts and bars and
"

serve

a

fortress,

or

padlocks galore,
But
a prison.

sued

a

Department
statistical

mated that there

by

2,000 barrels within
three miles of this village.
It has been fully demonstrated to the people that next toa famine, a surplus is the

of

Agriculture has isreport showing the num-

worst

bers and

prices of farm animals in the
United States on January 1, 1897. It is
specially interesting and valuable in re-

the horse-breeding industry,
the last few years has taken a
downward course and continues to be
This state of affairs is
much disturbed.
usually attributed to the rapid introduction of the trolley and the bicycle, but
the figures submitted by the department
prove these to have been but minor causes.
Most of the decline in prices is due to the
heavily increased production of horses on
the newly opened ranges of the West, and
the facilities afforded for handling the
traffic by the transcontinental lines of railThe world has never before seen so
way.
large a region suddenly made available for
horse-breeding. Between the years 1889
and 1893 the number of horses in Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico,
and further west, increased from 1,479,708 to 1,972,532, or about one third.
The
surplus was shipped to outside markets.
In the year 1800 the average price of
horses in the United States was $59.80.
From 1883 to 1889 the average price ranged between $70.59 and $74.04, the latter
price having been reached in 1884.
By
1892 the average was $05.01.
The rapid
decline set in after 1893, in which year the
The figure in
average price was $01.22.
1894 was $47.83; in 1895, $30.29; in 1890,
$33.07, and at the beginning of the present, year, $31.51.
On Western ranges the
prices are about the lowest on record. The
average juice of a horse there is but twofifths of what it was in 1884, and of mules
less than one-half.
In some parts of the
range country horses are rated at $2 a
head. They have even been given away,
or shot to save pasturage.
Cheap Western horses have reduced breeding in the
East and South, and it is well known that
their quality is inferior to that of the
horses displaced.
As to its future the Department of Agriculture takes an encouraging view, and
gives the reasons for it. Since 1893 the
number of horses in the Western ilivision
has declined from 1,972,523 to 1,020,402,
or nearly 18 per cent. Our foreign exports
of horses have grown from 3,000 a year
prior to 1893 to 28,000 in 1890. The horse
has lost much of its value as a product in
Western breeding areas, and they will be
devoted to industries that pay better. An
improving demand is reported for the better class of horses, especially young ones,
for draft and driving purposes. The department expresses the belief that “the
depression in the horse market has already passed its lowest point.” Probably there is no direction in which the
breeder can look for better prices more
hopefully than in that of good quality. At
all events, the market for cheap horses of
poor quality is greatly overstocked.
[St.
Louis Globe-Democrat.

than

more

The cider mi'lls

every man, woman and child, is
full of new cider.
And yet many of the
cellars are half full of apples.
It is esti-

F uture of the Horse.
The

boy

apples.

nearly

thing

to

are

be dreaded

But amid afflictions
Those of

us

by

who have fed

apples

There

many fat hogs in this vicinity
and most of them were wintered
so

on

apples.

I have fed

each of my

they

are

horses, with
looking fine.

stock

to

were

never

STEAMERS PENOBSCOT and
CITY OF BANGOR.

be found

in Waldo county.
He has also fed a newcow on them and she is looking fine.

milch

I have taken milk from him all

1

much

more

easily.

cook knows

Every

that it is

the exception when tempting
sugar cookies can be made without once
using a knife, for these need as little of

possible. Still every cook who
Magic Cover linds it unnecessary
to “scrape sticky dough,” for no dough
is sticky, no matter how soft when rolled,
with the magic covering for the rolling
pin upon the magic cover for the breadflour

as

the

uses

board.

The device of Mrs. llackliff is of

The Laundress:

interest to the men, because it saves more
than enough flour from each barrel to pay

4‘

for two magic covers, and again because
to make poor pies, doughnuts, cookies
bread is impossible.
Mrs. Kacklin has used these

or

than

a

covers

for

i

year with great satisfaction,

She has been awarded

medal and has

applied

for

has also been offered liberal

sums

|

Mrs. Rackliff is

business

mean

of

no

The J. B. WILLIAMS

CO., Glastonbury, Conn.
Shaving Soaps.
u rite for catalogue of choice
premiums.

Makers of Williams Famou

for the

right in certain States.
woman

condition, mum. I must have IVORINE WASHING
POWDER, the kind that has that splendid cake of Toilet
I can’t do my
Soap in every package.
washing without

She

patent.

a

on

Ivorine,”

silver

a

stay

one

continually receiving voluntary tes-

covers.

will only

I

ability

a

and

she proposes to have a general manageer,
and to put agents into the field.
Every
woman

have

in every town of every State should
of these “Magic Covers.” This

THE WHITE STORE

one

Rackliff’s is

Mrs.

of

the

Is the

those for the work of

so numerous as

may well feel
inventor.

This is

a hard year to find money, and we are
making
effort to please and satisfy you in finding great
values in clothing from the largest stock in the
of

city

Journal: Having
lately renewed my subscription for The
Journal I wish to say that I find myself just
as much interested in its perusal as ever, but
at the same time the absence of any mention
of the old familiar names in the County
Mews columns reminds me that time is pass- ;
ing and with it the old friends of my boyhood and early manhood. The names most
often mentioned in the news from Brooks,
Editor

of

buy your

an

More About the Spring of ’62.
the

to

CLOTHING!

just pride iu its

a

place

The

my native town,

are to me entirely strange;
also, those of the adjoining towns, where
in the sixties I was well acquainted.
A'here
are they ? Echo answers where.
Many liavi

Mens, Boys and Youths' Suits.
We will guarantee all
or money refunded.
We will sell you

buy anywhere

our

sales

Clothing CHEEAPLR

else.

Now

we

mean

than you
business.

w

inter,

and better flavored milk I never tasted.

can

so,

gone

to

t'ommencinp Tuesday. May 4, 1807,

steamers

leave Belfast as follow-:
1'*1' Bo-ton via « Auden and Rockland. Monday
and Friday at J.4f>. Tuesday. Thursday and Saturday at f> »•. >t.
l or Rucks]>ui't. Winterport am. Banpor. Tuesday. Thursday and Saturday at 7 3c a. m.. Wedne-.ay and Sunday at about 8.10 a. m.
For Sear-port. Wednesda\ add Suudav at about
8.10 a.m.

I

length

art;

scattered

througlu

I

Lamson & H ubbard

that “bourn” from which “no travel-

ler returns:" others
the

I

ut

I

breadth of this vast land of

and

<

ours.

I

But enough ot this. I just wish to mid my
testimony to that of your Palermo <-orre_
spoudent, and <>f: Mrs. P >y;ti, with regard to
the depth anti hardness of the snow in the

I
I
(
I

with one modification, i. e
!
[
one month too late; for between
!f K I'UKX ING :
the 2d and 10th of April occurred one of the
From Bo-ton every day except Thur.-sdav and
heaviest snow storms J ever knew at any
at
n.
a-.
Sunday
From Banpor, Mondays and Fridays at. 12 noon. season of the year, and on the 14th of the
and
at
2
i*.
m.
Tuesday, Thursday
Saturday
month it had so melted that the roads were
Steamer Rccklaml is withdrawn from local ser- almost impassable by reason of slush and
vice to undergo thorough repairs and repaintinp,
mud. Tiie birth of my sou, April 2 1, and the
spring of
the date is

I

Spring Style, 1897.

PisoruiKioit.

and about The middle of June will po on the route
from Belfast to Brooklin, tonchinp at intermedi-

death of his mother, April loth, serves to tix
the circumstances in my mind beyond a
('HAS. F. JOHNSON. Apent, Belfast.
(’ALVIN Al'STIN, Gen’l Supt.. Boston.
question. I also know that 1 hauled my wood
WILLIAM H. HILL.Gen'l Manaper. Boston
on the crust between the 1st and 20th of
i
March.
Wiahiug you continued prosperity, and
hoping that your Brooks correspondent will

ate

landinps.

Maine Central R. R.

get

On and after Oet. 4, 1MM>, trams connecting at
Burnham and Waterville with through trains for
and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Boston

wiii

run as

follows

a move

1

TIM E-TA BLE.

now,

neighbor, has fed a half bushel each to
his horses, with no grain, and he has a
as can

is of special interest to
the
because it makes it possible to do
the cooking in much less time, as well as
women

:

am

COLUMBIA BICYCLES.
1897 Models, 7 per curt. Nickel Steel Tubing, Standard
of the World, have no equal, SIOO.

on,
yours

truly,

1896 COLUMBIAS

W. N. Roberts,

Lowell, Mass., April 23,1897.

Types

of

Kentucky

Models 40, 41 end 44, known everywhere and haw
superior except the 1 >'.'7 < n Ik s,
Model 42, 26-inch wheels,

Sadille=Horses.

u<»

...

as

entirely
a peek a day to
a little grain, and
Dr. Clough, my

stable full of as fat horses

device

Pamphlet mailed
CO., BOSTON.

INCREASED SERVICE TO FIVE
TRIPS A WEEK.

the farmer.

there are mercies!

have had tine results.

j gard to
I which in

in which all the

The conductor

Spanish.

J

him

have been in operation for the past threeweeks and every barrel, keg and jug, and

j

bells, until

insult the small

not

j

ringing

barrels

all,

and

1

whistles and

baldwins,

hundred barrels of line

rolling.

the softest of dough can be rolled without
too much flour adhering to them, or without the dough clinging to either.
The

ANGIER CHEMICAL

Their

paid here was sixty cents per barrel.
Many have made shipments and received
much less, none more.
One man sold a

that the flour does not adhere to

It is necessary to cover both these cloths
with a liberal amount of flour and then

To

have

every man’s door step, and almost everywhere else.
The highest price

so

them in the

woman

was

on

cess

inna

have been bored by the apple
borer, and they have been bored by
the apple tree agent.
Apple orchards
multiplied everywhere, until last year we
were deluged with apples.
To-day apples are like the frogs of Egypt, to be
found

be used in

men; and because women themselves are
not so distinguished as inventors.
Cor-

trees

»

covering for the bread-board (or to
place of the bread-board,) and
a jersey
covering for the rolling pin, and
these are subjected to some chemical pro-

vas

not

| tree

•

Littlefield.

Eben

greater interest because the labor saving
improvements for the work of women are

is a two-fold help. It soothes and
heals the soreness and inflammation of throat and lungs, and at the
same time assists stomach and
bowel action. Perfectly agreeable to take and greatly superior
to Cod-Liver Oil in results.

For the past forty years the people in
this vicinity have thought that in an apple orchard lay their bonanza, and to

a

the

invention of

circumstantial evidence against the accused, the justice did not think them

you see in Guatemala can be found in few
tine brick sta- ^
othe! places on the globe.
We are in the
might be tlu railroad depot at | last
days of the dry season, and need give
or
other
of
our j
Buffalo,
any
no thought to weather probabilities
in
ces, so far as appearances go.
planning our excursions ahead, because
o
a
few soldiers lounging
it is certain'to be bright sunshine every
the uniform of officers in j
day. The rainy season begins in May and J
i c
walls of the
irmy
lasts t" the middle of October: but there
o
ked with pictures 1
1
are nevei
any long dreary rain storms,
!
:i;.; excursion boats. Broad- |
such as "Hen afflict, us at home in April
<
in panics' calendars and
and
November.
Every afternoon, at*
printed in English, and »f
about the same lime, a
tremendous
ago. Philadelphia. Boston,
shuwei washes the face of nature clean,
m*
emeu,
tanned
to
p
though
the streets run rivers, aud it seems as if
\cry of the burnished the
very gates of heaven are opened
doubt
beyond
importations: wide. lint
presently the sky is blue and
neraUi Isle via New York: the
clear again, the water quickly runs off, and
expanse of uppei lip and rich
everything is brighter and sweeter than
: heir rendition of
Spanish, and before.
Most travelers prefer the wet
:.
he-slig li test- pro vocation air; I season
to the deep dust of the dry months,
Pie full uniform of New \-uki
although it occasions considerable delay
r.
buttons, ‘-billy" and ail. j while
waiting for the clouds to roll by,
hacks in waiting, too—the I
aud llie torrents sometimes render the
-it
of those which pick up 1
roads difficult and often dangerous to
c
our northern
depots only
traverse, with their bark bridges over deep
livers of tiiese are much more
barrancas, and often no bridges at all.
am-cars start at
regular interFannie Ejiioiia.m Wakd.
the station door, the conductors
into

steam

u

EMULSION

He obtained

for conviction and she

late

of

The invention of Mrs. Backliff is known
as the Magic Cover and is a
heavy can-

timonials from ladies who have used the

was

speaking, between the wet season aud the
dry: the atmosphere just adapted to strong enough
gardens of roses aud pansies the year acquitted.

daughter

and is

Don't rely upon ordinary cough
mixtures if you have a really bad
cough. They usually contain
opiates and make matters worse

a warrant for her and
tried before old Squire Nesmith.
Many amusing incidents were developed
at the trial.
Though there was strong

she

grees and seldom falling below 00. There
is hardly 10 degrees difference between

enormous

an

penitentiary—big enough

fruit.

in all advancement and

more

i:

.deuing the

moth-

er’s heart gives an
anxious throb at the
first approach
of
sickness or iniurv to
first
is
to
send
impulse
her little one. The
for the doctor. But this is seldom necessary.
By having at hand a copy of Dr.
Pierce’s great thousand-page book, “The
People’s Common Sense Medical Adviser,”
a mother is
provided with the highest
professional authority for treating ailing
children.
It tells how to prevent and cure common
illnesses by the use of simple remedies; and
what to do in case of the numerous accidents to which children are liable every inIt gives valuable sugstant of their lives.
gestions for nursing the sick, and over two
hundred reliable prescriptions for the cure
of every disease that is curable without a
doctor. In fact, it is a family doctor always
in the house.
Anatomy, physiology and the origin of
life are clearly explained with over three
hundred illustrations. A paper-bound copy
will be sent free for 21 one-cent stamps to
Address,
pay the cost of mailing only.
World's Dispensary Medical Association,
Buffalo. N. Y. For a handsome cloth-bound,
beautifully stamped copy, send ten cents
extra. 31 one-cent stamps in all.
Many sicknesses begin by constipation.
It is one of the first symptoms to overcome
in nearly all diseases. It blocks up the
system and prevents all the natural functions from going on in a healthy way. Dr.
Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets are a simple and
natural laxative to put the bowels in regular
operation without griping or violence.
They are harmless to the most delicate
child. They cure dyspepsia and biliousness, and make the w’hole system regular.
They are the most perfect pill ever invented.
Don't let the druggist palm off something
else on you. There is nothing else of the
kind quite so good.

"

v

progressive city like Belfast is i

a

always interested
all improvement,

it will feel double interest in the invention of Mrs. H. 1>. ltackliff of Corinna.
Mrs. Kackliff was known
in Belfast as Miss Nell O. Littlefield,

action

was

ear

While

medical guide

brought in what is now the city of
windows,
the first in Waldo counBelfast—perhaps
winds slowly around the hills
ty—was through the influence of the appass it. reminds you of the
and his daughters, who were born in this ple and the woman
Among the lirst set: Bogata, in Columbia.
The
palatial home, are now poor seamstresses. tlers of Belfast was one Dr, Crooker, who
over a wide and
landlovely
The hotel is kept by a German, and is settled on the East
Side, near what is
een the Cerro del Carmeu and
Several members of the known as the Steele place, between Belfast
full.
Buena Vista, to the northern always
and most of the foreign and Searsport.
He brought apple seeds
•muled by a range of the Andean diplomatic corps
merchants reside in it permanently, and with him and plauted an orchard.
When
while in the background tower
just now a French Opera company has the war of the Revolution came on the
twins, Fuego and Agua. their
swelled the number.
The proprietor and settlers had to leave.
On their return
-tantly veiled in ever-changing his clerks
speak
English;—indeed,
nearly after the war the doctor found quite an
i- it the city of 70,000
people is
we
meet in Guatemala is a orchard in bearing condition, and this was
lishable until close upon it— everybody
more or less accomplished linguist, as a
the only orchard in town.
The apples
used mass ot trees and foliage,
of English, Spanish, German, were stolen by the settlers.
The doctor
church towers, with here and knowledge
French and Italian is essential to doing learned that a
imraer of whitewalls.
highly respected young
Coming business in this
cosmopolitan city.
lady of the vicinity,named Clark, was one
see a curious fortress, built of
The climate is little short of absolute of those who partook of the forbidden
ci painted squares to imitate
it from the

»i

-t

“Magic Cover.”

tree

the

the apple of Sodom which was
very beautiful to look upon while on the tree
but

terrible set-back when Dic-

Thus it is that almost all the public build-

JO

in

chestnutty expression) more plague than
profit. We read in ancient mythology of

much of their property in money,
lands and edifices as he could find use for.

ings

'unpleasantness

Mrs. Rackliff’s

r/\0THEf^i

Ih<*
Journal:

mooted question in the minds of
many
whether or not it has not been
(to use a

the

with ruthless hand and confiscated to the
State

that

The

of

Eve,the apple'has been a source of
as
well as pleasure; and it is a

discord

of tlie same name—banished the

of two active volca-

i;tc noses

them all.

tator Barrios—uncle of the later

where else than

some

once

all suffered

completely destroyed by an
Finally the slow-going peoo the realization that it might

>:

Ever since

older sanctuaries cover whole squares and
are richly adorned inside—and their gardens were

the former site; and in 177J

:

dwarfing

cathedral

Many Apples.

Editor

Garden of Eden, when Adam ate that
pippin and shirked the responsibility onto

with statuary and other works of art.
Towering high above the low, white
than

second
ala la

To the

houses are the domes and towers of more
a score of grand, old
churches, the

extravagance of three capitals
The first,
J (Guatemala city.
A

Too

by get ravishing glimpses of verdure and
beauty within; the patio with its central
fountain, palms and flowers, and often

central

FROM
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Kentuckians
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Belfast, depart. 7 20
<7 25
City'point....
Waldo.
Brooks
Knox
Thorndike.

t7 3(3
7 48
8 02
8 lo
Unity. 8 20
Burnham, arrive. 8 45
Bangor. 11 50
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10
45
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9 11

Waterville

3 13

7 05

5 35
9 20

1 40
5 58

P M

Portland.... 12 25

Boston,]*;;1};.

AM

for

There is

o

bred

saddle-horses

beauty and charm,

horse that
N

have

and have got them.
charm about the Kentucky

a

no

Hartford

other American horse has.

other animals I have met in the

e
memory with quite the
fascination of certain horses I have seen

Kentucky.

There was, for

Patterns 9

“

10

“

$60 to $55

Equal
any bicycles made except Columbias.
We ask experts to examine them piece by piece.

a

a roan

Other Hartfords, $50, $45, $40.

His
difference.
SOME SECOND-HAND BICYCLES AT BARGAINS.
PM
AM
In conclusion I would say that I am not
9 00 beauty appeared particularly in the shape
7 00
| E. D
Boston,
Columbia
Catalogue free.
a believer in the power and efficacy of
83() of the rump and in the carriage of the tail.
jw D.
QEO. T.
Belfast.
p M
There was an exquisite trick in the conNeither
am
I
a
disbeliever.
I
prayer.
1100
120
Portland.
formation of the quarters.
“Charming
44
AM
MAIN
AM
STREET.
am simply an unbeliever.
To that extent
4 30 and very Kentucky,” you said, as you
7 00
Waterville. 0 00
I am an agnostic.
1 40 looked at them, and
But to those who do Bangor
7 15
yet you felt you had
AM
AM
PM
believe, and do pray, I would suggest Burnham, depart. 7 10 8 50 5 06 never seen quite that before. It was per5 25 haps a bold flight nearer the Kentucky
9 10
7 50
this amendment: When you are praying Unity.
5 38 ideal than you had seen.
8 10
9 20
This quality of
for good crops leave out the word abund- Thorndike.
15 44 the
Knox. t8 25
t9 27
figure was certainly due to an infusion
5 50
8 50
9 42
ant, and use in its place the word suffi- Brooks.
The tail was the
tO 08 of the Denmark grace.
t9 53
cient.
The word abundance means an j Waldo. t9 02
10 18
I
t9 15 tlO 05
other chief beauty !* There was an airy
overplus; a sufficiency means just enough Citypoint.
0 25
Belfast, arrive. 9 25 10 lo
in
the
of
it
which remindgrace
carriage
to supply all our wants and no more.
,r.
ed you of the fortunate work of some
tFlag station.
Over Thirteen Millions \($139000,00o) Fire Insurance Assets.
Liberty, Me.
[ Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at $5.00 architect of genius. “What have you
from Belfast ami all stations on Branch.
lone to him?” I said, referring to the J SriUNCiFiKi.i) Fiim am) M Akim-:, (iHanitf Si a m Fiim: Insci.wnct <
}■'
1, AsNewspaper Men.
sociation OF I I 11. A I > FI, I 111A
(A I ITO 1. FllM IlWlMWil (".
Through tickets to all points West ami North- graceful lightness w ith which the tail was 1
west via all routes, for sale by F. E. Crowley,
National Fiim: I xsi jiaxc k ('o.. IIai:tf»>im>, Cu.nn.
held.
“Nothing,” said the farmer; “as
Mr. John M. S. Hunter, editor of the
GEOKGE F. EVANS,
you drive out of the gate you will see his DKSIRAI5LK RISKS WRITTEN AT CURRENT
Farmington Chronicle, who recently return- Agent, Belfast.
RATES
ed from Mexico, is giving a stereopticon lecGeneial manager.
old dam in the pasture to the left, and i
ture on that country, which is delighting the
F. E. Booth by, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
TRAVELERS LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE CO.
you will see that she carries just the same j
people « f Franklin county.
tail that he does.”
I did look at the j
Portland, Sept. 28, 1890.
TORNADO INSURANCE WhlTTCN FOR 5 YEARS, ai l< w iatcs on huildirgs acceptable.
mare on my way out, and it was so. This
John B. Porter, business mauager and
CORRESPONDENT OK MERCHANT MARINE INSURANCE CO.
of
the
tail
is
also
a
Denmark
of
owner
the
Rockland
Courier-Gazette,
carriage
part
INVESTMENT SECURITIES BOUGHT AND SOLD.
died Sunday, April 25tli, from creeping
characteristic.
It is said, by the way,
LOANS NEGOTIATED.
paralysis, after an illness of three months.
that this tail has been transmitted to the
Mr. Porter had been identified with journalREAL
ESTATE BOUGHT AND SOLD. &gf“Copre8pondence Sollclied.
horse from the Arab progeni
41tf
Kentucky
ism in Rockland for 25 years.
With his
Tbe corporators of the Searsport Savings Bank tor of the
English thoroughbred, and that
father he published for years the Rockland
are requested to meet at their banking room on
the trait is due to the fact that the hair
Gazette. His age was 55 years. He was
Saturday, May 8, 1897, at 10 o’clock A. M., for was not allowed to grow upon the tail of
highly esteemed.
the choice of trustees for the ensuing year, and to an Arab till he was five
Who art* injured by H e me of coflee.
years old; the
Recently
acton any other business that may legally come custom of
there has been placed in all grocery store's a new
keeping the tail shaved, obbefore the meeting.
made
served
called
of
made
preparation
(Jrain-o,
many
through
generations,
pure grains,
CHAS. F. GORDON, Treas.
that takes the place of coffee. The most delicate
it thus light aud easily held up.
[HarSearsport, April 15, 1897.—3wl6
OF THAT...
TO BELFAST.

istics—and yet

Lexington,

“

to

instance,
gelding
that hud this fascination to a high degree.
He had the graceful Kentucky characterfew miles from

Bicycles

Patterns 7 and 8 reduced from $75 to $60

coun-

try exist in th
in

S75
S65

with

a

.....

READ, Atfent,

..

Fred Atwood,

Winter port.

Me.,

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.

j

Searsport Savings Bank.

TWO TONS MORE

No

Gripe

When you take Hood's Pills. The big, old-fashioned, sugar-coated pills, which tear you all to
pieces, are not in it with Hood's. l asv to take

Hood’s

and easy to operate, is true
of Hood’s Pills, which are
up to date in every respect.
Safe, certain and sure. All

druggists.

j

The

*

I I

III
■

...

per’s Weekly.

stomach receives it without distress, and but few
tell it from coffee
It does not costover 1-4
as much. Children may drink it with great beneti. 15 cts. and 25 cts. per package. Try it. Ask
can

for
A story and a half house, pleasantly located;
fine view of Belfast bay; ten rooms all finished
fine cellar, city water in house; nice garden, under
good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees
Nice neighborhood. Inquire’of
etc.
M. C. DILWORTH,
44t
Or C. B .HALL, Main St.,. B elfast.

SUBSCRIBE FOR

III

25c. C. T. Hood & Co.. Lowell. Mass,
only Pills to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

THERE IS A CLASS OF PEOPLE

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

Stands at tbe Head.

Aug. J. Bogel, the leading druggist of
Shreveport, La., says: “Dr. King’s New Discovery is the only thing that cures my cough,
and it is the best seller I have.” J. F. Carnpbell, merchant of Satt'ord, Ariz., writes: “Dr.
King’s New Discovery is all that is claimed
for it; it never fails, and is a sure cure for
Consumption, Coughs and Colds. 1 cannot
say enough for its merits.” Dr. King’s New
Discovery for Consumption, Coughs and

Colds is not an experiment. It has been
tried for a quarter of a century, and to-day
stands at the head. It never disappoints.
Free trial bottles at Kilgore & Wilson’s
Drug Store.

30c. Tea 30c.
Just

received,

direct

pay

50 cents tor elsewhere.

A. A. HOWES 6l CO.

lmlO

House for Sale.

from China.

Our customers say it is as good as

they

for Orain-o.

subscriber offers for sale

at a great bargain
on Northport avenue.
The place is
from the post-office, with sidewalk the
whole distance; house 1 1-2 stories, new, 1-2acre
of land, city water. One of the pleasantest locations in 1 lie city, overlooking the bay. Inquire of
C. W. CROSS, 387 Broadwav, Bangor. Me.
Or of C. E. TIBBETTS, Belfast,‘Me.
I5tf

house
THEbis
mile

one

Yachts

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

Eecublican Journal Pub. Co.
J

Maine.
! Belfast,

l!lisil;els|

{

i'lLSl'.l liV.

A

CONVENTION.

DISTRICT

Nourish
Him.

Belfast is to build a yacht to compete not
only for the Queen’s Cup hut for the America’s Cup; hut it is Belfast, Ireland, and not

Pl'BL.lMlEl* K\ Kin Till KM‘AY JIOKMNO BY THE

HAi:i.l>

NORTHPORT

Boats.

J. F. Burkett sold one of his row-boats to
Capt- Robertson of sell. Andrew Nebinger.

G, 1897.

Uhl.1 AST, THURSDAY. MAY

and

got ready for

he

Tlie Rej ublieans of the Thiril
district will meet in comen'ion in City Hall,
V\ater\ille, on Wednesday, "lay 12th, 1897, at
tor the purpose of nominating a
11 o'clock A. M
cat didate tor representative to t ongre.-s to till
the vacai e\ occasioned by the death of Hon Seth
1
Midi ken. and to transact any other business
that n a\ properly come before them.

Congressional j

use.

Wm. A. Kimball has done a good job on
the lauding stage at Carter's wharf, raising
it about S inches ami making other improveII Siub>rn furuishel the necesments.
sary iron work.

yachting season at Portland was
Each (ity.town and ]>lantation will he entitled
opened last Saturday by the running up of
t<. one delegate; and tor each To votes cast for
the Republican candidate for Governor in 1890. the tiag over the house of the Portland Yacht
an additional delegate; and for a fraction of 40
Club and the tiring of the first gun. Later,
in excess of 75 votes, an additional delegate.
the first visiting yacht of the season, the
I pmi the above basis, the representation of Waldo county in the convention will be as follows:
Princess of Boston, was saluted.
No. of
No. of
Capt. W. R. Keene of South West Harbor,
Belfast.11 Northport. 2
Mt. Desert, came to Belfast April 28th in his
1 Palermo. 3
Belmont.
Brooks. 3 Prospect.2 steam yacht Bismarck, for slight repairs to
Burnham. L' Searsmont. 3
4 her machinery, which were made by the
2 Searsport
Frankfort.
Freedom. 1 Stockton Springs.... 2
The trip of
Belfast Machine & Foundry Co.
lslesboro.... 1 Swanville. .2
Jackson. 1 Thorndike. 2 45 miles was made iu 5 hours and they were
2
Knox.
Troy. 2 obliged to run at half speed part of the time
2
Unite
3
Liberty.
Lincolnvile. 3 Waldo. 1 on account of fog and also had a row boat in
5
Monroe... 3 Wiuterpon
tow. The boat is 40 feet long and 0 feet wide,
Montville. 3
Total.68 and is very handsomely finished, furnished
2
Morrill
um\
in
nt* mmu,'
wm-it*
nr uuaia)
and upholstered. She has an upright, tubuThe

REPRESENTATION

Congress—Hon.

l-or

By

Burleigh.
E.

BurL.

Bepresentative to Congress

as

from the Third Maine district.
hut merited

:are

C.

the late Hon. S.

will succeed

Milliken

Hon.

consent

common

leigh

E. C.

|

compliment.

This is a
The peo-

the

personally and officially, and that knowledge gives them the fullest contidenee in
his ability and in his integrity. They
feel that in his hands theii interests will
be safe.
ous

and

They feel that
painstaking in

lie will be

as

zeal-

his official duties

late Bepresentative, and that

as was our

the aftaii>oT the district, and the business
or his e. ustituents. will be carefully looked aftei at Washington.
As ilie Bangor
Whig A Cornier well says: “His acquaintand

public

with

ance

Maine is wide and bis
and

business

knowledge

business affairs intimate.
of

man

untiring industry,

of

men

of State
He is

dauntless

a

en-

eigv, superior grasp ot affairs and systematic business habits, in whose hands
the interests of the Third district would
suffer detriment, because of the lack
intelligent attention and energetic
effort upon his part.” To this we may
add the tribute of a political opponent.
not

of

The Maine Democrat says: “Ex-Gov. Burleigh will add to the reputation of the
well k nown and admitted able
of the lower House

delegation
Congress from

of

Maine."
the Otli page extracts
publish
from two articles in the current issue of
We

on

the Atlantic

Monthly

ou

rural life in New

The Bangor Commercial deeditorial of more than a column

England.
votes

in

an

review of these papers and
concludes iu this caustic manner:

length

to

a

In neither of these contributions are
the problems of rural New England touched upon.
If there are problems to the
rural life of New England they are nowhere stated; uo reader can tell what
they arc; uo Intimation of their solution
is pioposed.
They simply present a caricature of life, a travesty upon real charac- j
a
ter,
misrepresentation o: actual condi- i
lions.
For this defamation of the sturdy j
manic a d aid pure womanhood of rural
NV'v England, the
Atlantic Monthly,
slu-imi be put on the black list of every
public iilmuy and reading room in bun- !
dreds of intelligent country communi- !
tics \ih«
the people aie moral, respect- j
tble ami nobh but who are defamed by |
artich s which should have been excluded
from its pages.

matter.

Belfast

this kind if

a

have had

might

certain medicine

a case

of

pamphlet

had been mailed.
J

lI favor

tariff,

gold standard, a high protective

the arbitration treaty and the adMcKinley. You

ministration of William
will

lind I am not

[Senator

Deboe of

a

friend of trusts.”

Kentucky.

“Even the ancient, slow going Sun has
succumbed to the influence of the new

journalism,” says the Lewiston Sun of its
New York contemporary of the same name.

George L. Maker et ais. vs. Francis L. Lassell et ais., petition for partition, involving
Lassell’s Island, so-called, in Penobscot
Bay. The report of the referee was filed,
making the partition between the various
owners.
Montgomery for plaintiff. Cillev
defendant.
W. Clark vs. Alfred H. Clark, action
on account, with account in set-off. Referred
at a previous term to E. H. Garcelon aud J.
II. Cook. Referees reported nothing due the
for

Geo.

plaintiff.
plaintiff.

Report accepted.
Libby for
Thompson for defendant.
The cases against Freeman C. Pendleton,
on account of alleged interfering with labor

The Uuitariau State Conference, which
to have been held in Belfast June 5th,
has been postponed to June 12th, on account
of the Augusta celebration.

contracts
term.

Walter Holland vs. Frederick R. Page and
Petit Manan Land & Industrial Co., trustee,
Court are set for a bearing in vacation.
Petit Manan Land Co. in Equity vs. Petit
Manan Land & Industrial Co., hearing to be
held at the Court House in Belfast, before
Joseph Williamson, Jr., Master in Chancery,
June Uth at 10 o’clock a. m.
Iu three cases of Inhabitants of North port
vs. Abbie E. C. Wright, actions for taxes,
judgment was rendered for the plaintiff for
the amount of the tax. One case between
the same parties was entered neither party.
Lizzie F. Patterson vs. Herman Patterson,

State Convention of Christian Eudeavorers of Maine will meet in Biddeford
next August, and already plans are being
made for the reception and entertainment
of the seven or eight hundred delegates who
are expected to be present.
The

petition for support. Ordered that the defendant pay £2 per week for support of
petitioner; execution to issued at the end of
each week.
origgs d. Daggett, appellant from decree
of Judge of Insolvency Court, in which the
said Judge refused a discharge in insolvency

services at the Universalist church
next Sunday
will be as follows: Morning
worship with sermon at 10:45. Sunday
school at twelve ami young people’s devotional meeting at six, led by Lillian Jones.
Subject, “The Effect of Hope.”
The

liled.

Martha M. Merrithew vs. Harrison Steele
(reported last week) motion for new trial
hied.
Elizabeth B. Whittaker vs. William P.
Smith, (on trial when The Journal went to
for defendant.
press last week) verdict
Motion for new trial liled.
A. P. Cargill vs. Sarah Richards, action on
a mortgage; judgment as of mortgage for
8500.(id. Dunton for plaintiff.
Thompson
for defendant.
Catherine J. Hills vs. Isaac Hills; Clerk
of Courts to determine amount now due the

next

desired.

petitioner.
Wayland Knowlton
son, action

County

Commissioners, vs. Winterport
Water Co., in regard to land damages, was
referred to Win. P. Thompson, R. F. Dun-

and I). B. Southworth. MoLellau for
appellant. Bowden for defendant.
Hugh I). McLellan of Belfast was examined and admitted to the Bar.
ton

and H. E. McDonald; Committee on
music, R P. Chase, Miss Charlotte W. Colburn and F. J. Rigby.

Swan

The
1 noon

Home Mission concert at
the Baptist vestry this evening. Subject,
“Home Mission Work ou the Pacific Coast.”
All are invited. At the Baptist church next
Sunday the subject of the pastor’s morning
sermon will be, “The Power of Positive Belief,” 2d Cor. 4:13. The evening sermon
will be the second in the series ou “Applied
Christianity,” the subject being “Religion
and Pleasure.” Below is a list of music for
the day: In the morning the quartette
will sing Marston's “I’m a Pilgrim, I’m a
Stranger,” and “Singing in God’s Acre,” by
R. P. Chase, alto solo and quartette. lu the
evening a selection by the chorus ami
“Evening Brings us Home,” by \V. C. Philbrook, duett and quartette.
a

Deafness Cannot be Cured

The

Early

Violets.

Flag Raising

It is

a

picked

at the Pitcher

nine.

School.

flag was raised over the
Pitcher schoolhouse, April 29th, with appropriate ceremonies, in the presence of a
large number of visitors. The flag was
bought, by subscription by the pupils. Owing to unavoidable circumstances, the SuperA

handsome

new

intendent and members ef the committee
were unable to be present.
Following is
the program:
Concert Recitation, The

Flag of Washington,

School

Belle Carter
Recitation, Grandmother’s Story,
Recitation, The Picke* Guard, Everard Bakeinan
Carrie Elms
Recitation, Hurrah for the Flag,
Declamation, Barbara Fretchie,
Clyde Gray
Recitation, The colors of our Flag,
Charlie Coombs, Edna Coombs, Daniel Gould
Recitation, Stand for Independence, Rob’t Carter

Recitation, Patriot Words,
Norman Staples, Leslie Elms,"Willie Brackett,
Martin Gray, Cleveland Armstrong, George
Frisbee, Edgar Frisbee, Henry Wescott
Daniel Gould
Declamation, Liberty and Union,
Recitation, Hurrah for the Flag.
Cora Gray, Maggie Wescott, Martha West
Carrie Beckett
Recitation, Warren’s Addrsss,
Eugene Carter
Song,
Wm. J. Brown
Presenting the flag,
Miss Edith M. Thomas
Accepting the flag,

less the inflammatian can be taken out and this
lube restored to its normal condition, hearing will
be destrojed forever; nine cases out of ten are
caused bj "catarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any case
of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that cannot be
cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars;
free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO Toledo, O.
4wl8
{gp^Sold by Druggists, 75c.

Concerning Local Industries.
Mark Wood & Son have sold a handsome
3-base cap monument of variegated marble,
standing 7 feet f> inches high,to the family of
the late Capt. Willard Mathews. It will be
set in Grove Cemetery.
I. L. Perry’s cigar factory is

now

juries

turning

( ut a cigar which is creating no little sensa
tion among the smokers. Mr. Perry for the
past few months has been working on an
idea of apply ing pepsin to a cigar, which lie
has at last perfected. The pepsin is put in
between the w rapper and binder on the end
of the cigar which goes in the mouth, and
must necessarily offset the nicotine and at
the same time aid digestion, as each cigar
contains enough pure pepsin to digest 500

grains of food. A patent has been applied
for, which if granted will prevent all others
j from
using pepsin in the manufacture of
! cigars.

discharged Thursday foreCourt adjourned sine die, Sat-

were

and the
urday forenoon.

Ellis L. Berry vs. E. E. McCauslin, action
account for 827 <82, with account in set-off
for 830 50. Referred at a previous term to
Geo. L. Tyler and R. E. Stone. The referees
disallowed both accounts and decided for
the defendeut. Libby for plaintiff, Dunton
for defendant.
E. E. McCauslin vs. Ellis L. Berry, action
on an account for 830 44. Referred the same
as above;
judgment for the plaintiff for
amount of bill and interest, 31.48.
Dunton
foi plaintiff. Libby for defendeut.
DIVORCES.

The. following divorces have been decreed:
Edmund D. Young, Brooks, from Alice
M. Young, Boston.

Flora A. Gilmore, Belfast, from Syreno P.
Gilmore, Belfast; name of libellant changed

to

Flora A. Thomas.

Mary A. Whitmore, Winterport, from
Whitmore, Bridgewater, Mass.

Albro

CRIMINAL

DOCKET.

A large number of old liquor cases, in
many of which the defendant have left town,
were placed on tile to be brought forward if

the defendants again violate the liquor laws.
Melvin Grant, J. S. Gilmore and H. A.
Bolan, indicted as common sellers at the
January term, 18JH5, each paid tine and costs
of §110.
Waiter
Robbins, who pleaded nole
contendere, on at. indictment for assault with
intent to kill upon Frank Jipsou, was sentenced to six months at hard labor in the
House of Correction in Belfast.
On the remaining indictments found at
this term the defendants filed demurrers
and the cases go to the Law Court.
The term was an unusually short one.

nominally in session but ten
days, with an adjournment of two days.
Four jury trials were held, all with verdicts
for defendant Eight divorces were decreed.
Fines and costs were collected in liquor
was

Julia Pendleton of Boston arrived
visit to her parents aud

Saturday for a brief
returned Tuesday.

Mr.
Waldron Sprague of Somerville,
Mass., is visiting his mother, Mrs. Mary
Sprague, this week.

Pimples, blotches, blackheads, red, rough, oily.
mothj' skin, itching, scaly scalp, dry, thin, and
falling hair, and baby blemishes prevented by
Cuticuha Soap, the most effective skin purify,
ing and beautifying soap in the world, as well a»
purest and sweetest for toilet, bath, and nursery,

Mr. and Mrs. Browu have arrived and are
getting their restaurant and bakery ready for
the season's business.
Mr. aud Mrs. Andy Knowlton of Swampscot, Mass., are visiting Mrs. K’s parents,
Mr. aud Mrs. Edward Driukwater.

Price of same was 876.00, this we have concluded t<> sell for
realize what a splendid bargain it is. The one we olVerc-i
This one is a (JREATEK bargain and will be snapped up
chamber suit you do not want to linger.

;

days.

We also

BLOOD

want to

so

<

if

)m*

\on

call your

at to;

■

We have the BEST MAKE r,
addition to their being the
also the ('NEAREST
t all n
us prove t<» you that our statemently true. Do not forget we ha..

HUMORS' cutTcu'ra^be.medie^.

“RAY” CAMERAS
we are closing out for 54 on
never occur again. If \<a
sure and secure one of thr-

which

twill

f be

M.

all sold.

Flora Brohan will add further attractiveuess to her buildings by a coat of new
paint, dexterously applied by Mr. Harvard
Elwell.
Mrs.

j

Weston

William

will

open a
place here where a neat shave and a hair
cut can be obtained without necessitating
the journey of seven miles heretofore resoon

UNDERTAKING being our specialty, we wish to ha\e it known that w
tively do and shall continue to furnish BETTER G(>On> and at less
than any other house can furnish in this county. Wh\ pa\ suco
bitant prices when you can get better value and lower prices
Black Cloth Covered Caskets from $1 VOO and upward.
R. 11 COOTBS & So'

70 & 72 Hairi Street,
in Beltest and

vicinity

that he

GARDEN HOSE,
ALUniNUn TEA KETTLES,

GLENWOOD RANGES,
ENAMEL W AR!

Annie Shaw, the only daughter of
and Mrs. John J. Shaw, was united by
marriage to Mr. Louis Mahoney last Thursday evening at the residence of Mrs. Edward
Mahoney. Rev. V. E. Hills performed the

M. L.

|

Mitchell,,"5

TRADE.

NEW GOODS!

ceremony in

His stock has been

bought and

LATEST STYLES

will be sold at the

Very Lowest Prices,

D.

■*
has

a

UNDERWEAR, NEGLIGEE SHIRTS

consistent w.th the

good quality
and desirability of the goods he

''"oVrtv

PALMER'S for

•€» Go to

Seasonable
1

BELFAST LIVERY CO
BELFAST, MAINE,

PROPRIETORS

Trimmings

KNIVES,
FORKS,
SPOONS,

have

been selected with their

(ROGERS BROS.)

usual

care

EVERT
FURNISHED TO ORDER, NIOH! OR DAY.

and attention.

Coaches, Hacks, Barges

Silver and Plated Ware,

ORDERS BY TELEPHONE

MAXSFIE
Masonic

ft * ft

*

Spectacles,

*

We can save you Money.

A Fine Line of

Sterling Silver.

H. J. LOCKE & SON,
National Bank
P. O. Square.

Building,
BELFAST.

A MYSTERIOUS flESSENGER,
Now that winter has past and gone we look bark
and ask ourselves this question Notwithstanding
it has as a rule been nice, clear and apparently

Over

wish to call attention of the cycling
to our line of bicycles and
sundries. \Ye handle this year, as
before, the RRMIMGTON as a leader,
a bicycle iu many respects the best in the
The demand for a lower priced
market.
wheel has induced us to put in a line, not of
cheap wheels, but of good, reliable bicycles
at moderate prices.
This line includes the FOREST CITY
for $65.00, and the FALMOUTH for
$50.00. In style, finish, ease of propulsion
and fittings these wheels are not excelled by
any sold this season.
Options are furnished on tires, either Vim

WE

Regularity

Morgan & Wright; enamel, maroon or
black; saddles, Saver hygienic or Duplex;
pedals, rat trap or rubber,
These wheels are covered by a broad guarantee and we can say with the maker, that
“better value in bicycles lias not been offered.” A comparison will verify this statement. $3^“Discount for cash.

healthy weather, yet the atmosphere has been
loaded with unseen poison that has entered the
system of the human family, and thousands have
cases to the amount of §885.
been called suddenly to an untimely grave; thouJudge Whitehouse will return to Belfast
during vacation, probably early in June, to sands, too. liave their systems loaded with this
bold hearings on a number of cases which
poison, that is slowly and surely carrying them to
it is desirable to dispose of before the Octo- an unknown shore, yet it is like the wind, we
ber term. Some are pending in the Law know not from whence it came, and is certainly a
Court and further hearing is expected to be
messenger. This poison crops out m
ordered, and others were not ready for hear- mysterious
form of La Grippe, Pneumonia, Bright’s Disease,
ing at this term for other causes.
Rheumatism, and numerous other ills. Those who
PHCENIX ROW, BELFAST.
have been fortunate enough to escape the grave,
Indigestion is often taken for consumpwho have been seized with this dread monster,
tion. The word consumption means wastCAUCUS NOTICES.
ing away, and dyspeptics often waste away should take active measures to purify the blood
Belmont. The Republicans of Belmont are reas badly as consumptives.
and cleanse the system from all the impurities.
quested to meet in caucus at the schoolhouse in
The reason people waste away is because
The spring time is the golden opportunity; don’t District No. 4, in Belmont, on Saturday, May 8,
either they don’t get enough to eat, or they
this important duty to yourself, but pro- 1897, at 4 o’clock p. m., to choose a delegate to
neglect
don’t digest what they do eat.
the Congressional Convention at Waterville May
the very best blood purifier known to mediIf the latter is your trouble, take Shaker cure
12, 1897, for the purpose of nominating a candiits use until all date for representative to
Congress, to till the
Digestive Cordial. This will help you to cal science, and [don’t [neglect
occash ned by the death of Hon. Seth L.
digest your food and stop your loss of flesh. traces of disease is eradicated from your system. vacancy
Milliken.
E. A. WELLMAN,
Shaker Digestive Cordial is made from Of course everyone in New England knows as a
Chairman Republican Committee.
herbs, barks and the joice of fruit, by the blood purifier and nerve tonic Rodolf’s New MediBelmont, April 29, 1897.
well-known Shakers of Mount Lebanon. It
all
above
other
as
stands
cal Discovery
high
preppossesses great tonic and digestive powers.
Montville. The Republicans of Montville are
darkness. Every town
Shaker Digestive Cordial has cured mauy arations as light is above
requested to meet at the North Ridge Meetingor more cases of reone
out
and
can
county
point
House in said town, on Saturday, May 8, 1897, at
supposed consumptives (who were really
dyspeptics), by simply helping their stom- markable cures by this great discovery. Consump- 6 o’clock I*, m., to choc se delegates to attend the
achs to digest their food, thus giving them tion, Bright’s Disease, Rheumatism, Scrofula and Third District Congressional Convention to be
held at Waterville on Wednesday, May 12, 1897.
nourishment and new strength.
Cancerous Humors yield to its wonderful cleansPer Order Town Committee.
Sold by druggists. Trial bottles 10 cents.
Montville, May 1, 1897.
ing, soothing and healing powers. Every one
should take a course of this great remedy during
Card at Thanks.
Searsmont. The Republicans of Searsmont are
the spring months. This lurking enemy of deadly
Mrs. Seth L. Milliken wishes on behalf of herrequested to meet at D. B. Cobb & Son’s store, on
son
and daughter to express through The poison may be silently lying dormant in your sys- the eighth day of May, 1897, at live o’clock p. m.,
self,
Journal to all the many thoughtful friends and
tem, ready to strike its deadly fangs (if your sys- to choose three delegates to attend the Third Discitizens here and elsewhere, her most sincere aptem becomes reduced). Keep Rodolf’s Discovery trict Convention to be holdenat Waterville on the
12th day of May, 1897.
preciation of the great sympathy and kindness,
and the many courtesies extended upon the occa- on guard for safety sake, and don’t delay until too
Per Order Republican Town Com.
sion of the illness and death of Mr. Milliken.
late.
Searsmont, May, 1,1897.

GEO. R. P00R,Jeweler

Made and Sold.

fi ne *$40.00 Bicy cle
given away to the most
lar school hoy in Belfast
cinity

This

of Motion.

Ease of Motion.

public

or

14,500,000

HIGHEST AWARDS for
Excellence of Design.
Excellence of Construction.

FOR SALE.

*

Buckboards.

Temple. LEAD THE WORLD

Bicycles

for

or

PROMPTLY TILLED.

SINGERS

For LADIES and GENTLEMEN.

ft ft ft

Bargains.-s-

D. B. SOUTHWORTH & SON.

Fine Silver Plated

* CLOCKS. *

specialty.

a

our celebrated WILCOX HATS.
OTHER STYLE H ITS FROM 50 CENTS TO $3.00.

See

Gold Filled Watches

-

NECKWEAR. GLOVES, HOSIERY, ETC.

offers.

Dress Goods

IT PALMER

first-class assortment of the newest anil best in the market of

—AND—

Have your Eyes Fitted

FOR

Bine Flame Oil Stoves, Lamp Stoves ol a!1

(UP-TO-DAff]

Miss

kinds of

Belfast,

=

Tinware and Kitchen Goods,

Mr.

All

=

Headquarters

has returned from Boston with

Job Herrick is getting ready to cast his
salmon nets just above the mouth of Brown’s
brook at Temple Heights. Considering the
nearness to the spirit land, it seems as if
with patience such as Job has inherited from
his namesake lie ought to be as successful as
the fishermen of old were when they let
down their nets into the lake of Gennesaret
with such splendid results.

Nearlv three years ago Miss Hattie Woods,
estimable young lady of Boston, who
came here summers for the benefit of her
health, which from the effects of consumption was on the decline, and during her last
visit here she organized the C. E. Society,
which has continued to prosper and to flourish beyond the expectation of those most interested in its welfare. The meetings are
largely attended every Sunday evening, and
both old and young seem to vie with one
another to make it an occasion of great interest and profit to all who attend whether
members or not.
The leaders seem to be
deeply interested in the good work of the
society and there seems no reason why the
continuance of the interest should not spread
and cast its seed of love and kindness to
bloom and blossom in every soul for the best
possible benefit to all.

pri

you

Wishes to inform his customers

ors.

very

;

please you.

A. P. Mansfield

quired. This will prove very convenient,
especially during the stay of summer visit-

the presence of relatives and
invited friends of the contracting parties.
The best of wishes follow the young couple
in their new sphere of life; and may peace
and happiness ever attend them as they
journey through the years to come is the
sincere hope of their many friends.

give

will

I

firewood in

Mr.

in th*

line you are thinking
we would like to sell t

Rev. Mr. Burton of Cushing was the guest
Rose Snow Monday, and in the even- j
iug services were held at her house which j
was well attended.

Probably the largest amount of prepared
any one door-yard in town is to
be seen on the premises of Mr. Charles
Dickey, who has by the sweat of his brow
fitted up a magnificent pile of 50 cords of
wood, now ready to be condensed into ashes.

anything

If tliere is

of Mrs.

a

early,

Refrigerators.

Is sold throughout the world. Potter D. and C. Corp.,
Sole Props., Boston. a#*“Ilowto Beautify the Skin, frea

R. A. Packard, Oscar Hills aud Isaac Hills
left for Portland Monday to attend the annual meeting of the Grand Lodge of F. & A.

A

c

to

I

(yticura

Sell. Julia Edna sailed last Wednesday for
Bangor in charge of Capt. Ward well of
Bucksport, who will sail her this season.

on

The Court

reach the

applications,
they
There is only one
diseased portion of the ear.
to
cure
and
that
is by eonstitutionadeafness,
way
When silk is made of Maine spruce the remedies. Deafness is caused by an inflamed condition of the mucous
of the Eustachian
making of a silk purse from a sow’s ear. Tube. When this tubelining
is inflamed you have a
would seem to be near at hand.
rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and when it
Deafness is tl.e result, and unRockland has a base ball team called is entirely closed,
by

vs. Joseph 'Williamaccount, opened to jury Thursfor defendant. Exceptions tiled

on

day, verdict
and allowed. The parties, being attorneys,
appeared each for himself.
C. L. Merrill, appellant from decree of

Quimby ; Collector, Miss Inez E. Crawford;
Standing committee, Calvin Hervey, Win.
C. Marshall, C’has. P». Hazeltine, Wm. B-

cannot

Decree of lower court affirm-

ed. Brown for petitioner. Dunton for defendant.
August N. Anderson vs. John M. Vogell,
(reported last week) motion for new trial

The annual meeting of the Unitarian Parish was held Monday afternoon and the following officers and committees chosen:
Moderator, Calvin Hervey Clerk, Joseph
Williamson; Assessors, A. H. Bradbury aud
John H. Qnimby: Treasurer, William H.

as

petitioner.

to

Sunday, and for the coming week will be as
usual.
The subject of the Epworth League
meeting Sunday will he “A Wise Sou,”
Prow 10:1, and 30:17. Next Monday evening there will he a business meeting of the
Epworth League at 7 15 o'clock. A full at-

local

next

vs.

cation.

The meeting of the V. 1\ S. C. K. will be
held in the Baptist vestry next Sunday
evening at •» o’clock. Topic, Why I love
Jesus. John 4: IP; John 3: 14 17. Leader,
Miss Renne White. All young people are
cordially invited to attend.

There will be

continued for trial to

Frederick R.
Page, on account of a contract for building
roads at Petit. Manan Island was referred to
Judge Whitehouse, report to be made in va-

The musical service at the Methodist
church last Sunday forenoon was by a choir
from the Junior Epworth League. One selection was rendered by four little singers and
and another by six.

is

are

Petit Manan Land Co.

THE SPECIAL. BARGAINS WHICH WE SHAI I
OFFER THIS W EEK IS A

—

The Spiritualists will hold a meeting at
the auditorium at Temple Heights, Sunday,
May 30tli. A general invitation is extended
to all friends of the cause to attend, and to
all mediums to attend and participate. Mrs.
Wentworth will lead the meeting.

BOWNF-, New York.

JUDGE WHIXKHOUSE PRESIDING.

was

tendance

and $1.00 by all

Supreme Judicial Court.

Rev. C. H. Wells will preach at Stockton
Springs Sunday afternoon, May Ptli.

The time.-f the Thursday evening prayer
meeting at the North Church has been
changed to 7 30. The topic for to-night’s
meeting is, “Lost opportunities of Service,”
Augusta will semi a delegation to the, (Jen. lb: 12-17; 25: 27-34; 1 Sam. 13: 8-14;
Thud district convention at Waterville Mark: 14:'>(>72. The Sunday services will
|
hcadi d by Hon. J, H. Manley and in- be as follows: Morning worship at 10 45,
structed “to use all honorable means to with sermon by the pastor, Rev. George S.
Mills. Sunday school at 12 m. The C. E.
secure the nomination of Ex-Gov.
BurSociety will hold its meeting at 0.15 p. m.
leigh.” The delegation includes H. M. and has invited the Juniors to
meet with
Manchester
J.
O.
D.
Heath,
Haynes,
them. The topic is Christian Enterprise
Baker and Dr. John F. Hill, all of whom
Jonah 3: 1-10. At 7.15 the pastor will speak
have been mentioned as candidates in the as usual in the
Visitors will be
vestry.
made welcome at all of these services.
past.

Joseph It. Dunlap, proprietor of the
Chicago Dispatch, lias been taken to tbe
penitentiary at Joliet under a two years1
sentence for using the mails for obscene

SCOTT &

The Churches.

Church

cts.

druggists.

repairs were made to the Bismarck Thursday and she returned home that night.

Services at the Methodist

Miss

genuine.

For sale at 50

boiler 40 inches in diameter and (>0 inches
high, with 150 3 4 inch tubes. Her engine is
of the compound, condensing type, and she
is equipped with duplex feed and vacuum
pumps, condenser, etc., of the Worthington
make. Her propeller is 4 bladed, '»2 inches.
Mr. Keen has built nine steamboats and
launches, and now has two on hand. The
Brunswick is for sale. She is :»s feet long
and s feet beam and has a compound, condensing engine with 1 and 8 inch cylinders,
with independent feed and air pumps of
Knowles’ make. Her engine was new last
Her finish and furnishyear aud cost S">50.
ings are equal to those of the Bismarck. The
lar

ple of this district know Mr. Burleigh

for New York.

Scott's Emulsion is no mysterious
It is palatable, non-nauseating and infinitely preferable to the
plain oil. The genuine has our trademark on salmon-colored wrapper. Get

1

exists are eligible to till vacancies in the deleft atien ot any city, town or plantation.
In order t" participate in the business of this
111;\'c11!:> i, delegates must he chosen subsequent
to the date of tins call.
The district committee will be in session at
t'it\ nail at it) o'elViek on the morning
f the conenti a !•
the purpose ot receiving the credeniai> of delcuate>.
.1 \V. Black,.
1* < >. \T< KKKV,
w. H. \\ 1 L.ItF.S.
C. li. Hut a mkv.
Committee.
Searsj .ut, April 27. is:>7.

Capt. Alonzo Batchelder of soli. Helen
sailed Monday for Stonington to load stone

mixture.

..

PIMPLY i*R H. COOMBS & SON;
FACES Very Heavy Walnut Chamber Suit,

Mrs. Hattie Estes of Lynn, Mass., is visiting her mother, Mrs. Arietta Chapman.

That's the whole secret in a
word. We can cure no disease
unless we can keep up the patient's strength.
And there’s
only one way to do that—feed
him. But if the system refuses
food? Then use SCOTT'S
EMULSION of Cod-liver Oil
with Hypophosphites. It goes
STRAIGHT TO THE BLOOD,
stops the wasting, rekindles
the vital fire, makes new flesh
and so renders a hopeful fight
possible against ANY disease.
Especially is this so in bronchial and lung troubles, in the
relief and cure of which Scott's
Emulsion has won its reputation. Book about it free.

sold his sloop Louise to
Warren W. Staples, and she has been taken
out of her winter quarters in Goose River to
O. R. Webster has

NEWS.

Great

Speed.

Adjustability.
Durability.
Ease of Learning.
Convenience of Arrangement
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IF YOU BUY A SINGER,
You will receive cueful instruction from a competent. teacher at your home.
You will get prompt attention. We give caret;:;
attention to all customers, no matter where the
machine may have been purchase*!.
You will he dealing with the leading <’ompaii\
in the sewing machine hnsm*having an unequalled experience and an uniivalled reputation
-the st rotigcst gua ran tee of excellence.
full line of supples, parts and repairs constant h on hand.
SOLD ON EASY
(
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PARSONS, Manager.

G0BBETT, Agt., Belfast,
OPPOSITE POsT OFFICE.
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The Clothier & T
83 Main St.. Bel!
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WALDO SS.
Petit Manan Land

Company in Equity
>

s.

Petit Manan Land and Industrial
In

the

Company.

Supreme Judicial. Court.

CAPITAL STOCK,

$150,000
$33,000

All persons interested iu the above named suit
hereby notified that it lias been ordered by SURPLUS,
Hon. Wm. I*. Whitehouse, Justice of the Supreme
DKrosi rs soi.h
Judicial Court, that a final bearing on all claims
against said Petit Manan Land and Industrial
Company be belli before the undersigned at the Safe deposit boxes tor rent at 55, 55 5Supreme Judicial Court room in Belfast, in said
58 a year.
County of Waldo, on Wednesday, the ninth day
of June, A. I).
at ten o’clock in the foreOur new vault is unequaled in Ka-tnoon, and by adjournment thereafter from day to'
and UNEXCELLED in security ac
day until said hearing is completed.
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON. Jit.,
and burglary in the country.
Master in Chancery.
Those renting boxes van have thv
Augusta, April 24, 181)7. 3\vl8
are

privilege of taking their boxes

SPECIAL NOTICE.
If in want

of

to

,m

vault.

a

PLOW,
HARROW

ora

CULTIVATOR,
get my prices before
3wl8
you buy.
FRED AT WOOD, WU

it will pay you to

A

lady of experience

uation

as

Belfast,

would liq-

housekeeper. Apply
No. 75 Uh tire it M
’>nl 29, 'SV7.—2wl7*

1''

*
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Probate Court will be held next Tuesday;

WS OF BELFAST.

\[

Insolvency
Republicans

The

I'vriis.

nested to meet at the Court

May 7th, at 7.30 p. m., to
;
the Congressional Conb u in Waterville, May 12,
>

•ntinned

High

usual at the
the usual

as

street at

.ms

Wednesday.

granted

been

L Oberton, Rockland;
c.unden; Samuel Bassett,
giual, Herbert A Hawes,

.ige

nveution of the Waldo
will be held in Belfast
23d. Entertainment over
ided.

!
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uirni

|

suspenueu
of illness of the
Several of the pupils
iJistrict is

account

11

Font.

Facts. Sloop Earl Paul Crabtree,
of Swan's Island, and pinkey Erma M.
of Belfast arrived last Thursday from Mt.
Desert with good fares of fresh and corned
fish....Hon. P. O. Vickery returned to Augusta last Thursday from his visit to Swau
Lake carrying with him six handsome fish
—three salmon and three trout, weighing all
told, 22 pounds. The largest of the salmon
weighed 1-2 pounds, and the smallest trout
weighed 2 1-2 pounds.... Fish Commissioner
Charles E. Oak of Caribou arrived Saturday
for a visit to Swan Lake.
He left Monday
accompanied by Commissioner Henry O.
Stanley of Dixlield. Mr. Stanley sent

Christian Endeavor So,d a meeting at the White
xt
Sunday afternoon at 2
lie invited.
.fast

tde Journal reports the outt\ rrt»|> all over the country as
■r before, and that without
:
will be the largest ever

bought

has

nan

stock in

the

Belfast and
from Brooks to the Brad-

i'

imau of East

many friends in
him back.

away to various ponds in the State during
tlm past week about 1,000,000 smelt eggs_

charge the comthe Twenty-sixth

The Bucksport schooner M. B. Stetson of
Capt. T. M. Nicholsou's rieet sailed for the
Grand Banks last Thursday morning. The
vessel is commanded by Capt. Murdock
M» Innis, and carries 21 men, all told, and 19
dories. It is expected that the Stetson will
make two trips this year... .Five good sized

Mosmau’s
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brook trout were caught
Gurney’s Mill, Sunday.

the meat

the track

which

door to the refrigerator.
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Walker

--Cher

d

is
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-use

a

of Mrs

rail

new

A. K. P.

-treet

ond offense for drunkm Chase and Isaac L. Baker
litein e and were committed.
and has given bail.
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Marshall Post, G. A

R.. has
■ge
rayon portrait of the late
M:: liken, to be hung in Memit
intended to have similar j
.ncolu, Gen. Logan an 1 other j
near future. The Post has also
ig f* >r the building, 10x18 feet
>

Hag

■mpauy

for

parade

use.

The Easter sale by the
parish was held in their vestry
and a green tea was served at
>;iie of fancy articles, ice cream
and home-made candy was conthe evening.
The audience were
Sale.

n

a

new

extension

improvement-Dandelions are in
g--"’d program consisting
blossom-Mayflowers are very plentiful..
:.••! vocal selections which
by Miss Kingsbury, The prevailing east winds have been bad for
trout and salmon fishing.... Miss Mary JohnMr-. E. P. Frost and Mr. John
son brought home from California some
’, by Miss Lizzie K. Robtine
photographs of the fruit ranch of Col. Philo
by Emery White.
II« rscy at Sauta Clara-The cigarette law
Sn;prise.
A very pleasant
passed by the last legislature went into
is given at the home of Mr.
effect last Saturday-F. L. Davidson has
1
|
1
Miller
last
rdner,
street,
been appointed postmaster at Appleton vice
'■
rg, rim occasion being the
Mrs. A. A. Gusliee, removed.... The furni'd twenty-first birthday of
ture, etc., for Mr. W. if. Folwell's

~

■

••

B. Gardner. Mr. Gardner
i home at Isola Bella, arrived
invited out fora part

Here

and

on

their

return

parlor, where, much

were

to

j family

the

assembled his
<■. Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Conschool teacher, Mrs. H. 1*.
1 the members of his
Sunday
.rprise,

were

is

expected

were not able to
present were: Charles
I'.-rtrand L. Davis, Ralph B.

Those

i

Id T.

LomSibley, Ralph
!, U. Lord, Frank X, Lord and
At B.oU ice cream and cake were
‘be dining-room.
The table was
-rated with flowers, including a
-i'

(1.

euty-onu pinks from his mother
".liquet of roses from Mrs. H. P.
Boutonnieres of pinks were at
Among the presents received by

summer

Tuesday.

The

soon.

Steamer Notes. The Penobscot came on
the Boston anti Bangor route
Tuesday, and
the two boats are now making live
trips per
week. The Rockland lias been withdrawn
from local service for thorough repairs and

and about
[repainting,
will
the route

■■'•'Opting two, George Wise,
t'olcurd, who

go

on

the middle of Juue
from Belfast to Brook-

lin, touching at intermediate landings_
Steamer Ymalbaven of the Rockland, Yinalhaveu, Green's Landing and Swan's Island
route went on her summer schedule last
Saturday, leaving Swan's Island daily at
5 45, arriving at Rockland about 9.50.
Returning, leaves Rockland at '2 p. m., arrivat
Swan's
Island
ing
about 5.45. The steamer
omits the North Haven
landing during the
time the Sylvia is on the route between
Rockland and North Haven_The R. & B.
S. S. Co. has sold steamer Lewiston to the
Bay State Compauv, who will use her as an
excursion boat, and she is at Lockwood’s

stylish light hat from
handsome sofa pillow
bbons and yellow silk from Mrs.
J an elegant large Bible from his yard, Boston, receiving a new shaft_
The following steamboat mail service has
been announced from
Washington "Route
Items.
Soli. Maria Webster 1080.
Boston, Mass., by Rockland, Me., and
.ckland Friday with lime casks.
Belfast to Castine, Me. Boston &
Bangor
Voting Tell sailed for Isle au Haut
Steamship Co., William H. Hill, president,
A
tb general cargo,
including a coon Boston, Mass., 188 miles and
back, six times
'«*•
horses, hay, etc.Sell. a
week, from Juue 25 to September 7, 1897,
Elliott sailed April 29th with
or later if steamers are run
by a schedule
•bs for Dainariscotta_Sch. Jacob
satisfactory to the department, the contracived April :>0th from Portland to
tor to provide for the
conveyance of the mails
aer

was

Conner,

a

a

■

from the Belfast Ice Co. for St. SiSell. Georgia E. arrived April
..
St. John, N. B.. with pine hoards
or &
Co.The Bath schooner
Palmer has made the run from
1 to
Louisburg, C. B.. wharf to
lo hours, one of the
quickest trips

1

between the postoffiees and steamboat landings, excepting in the case of outgoing mails
at Boston ....Steamer Tremout
brought
Sousa's Band from Bangor to Belfast last

Friday morning and after the concert here
conveyed them to Rockland where they
gave a concert that evening
..Capt. W. B.
"-Ship El Capitan, from Balt:Bennett has resigned his position as
>hh Francisco, was
purser
spoken April
of steamer Yinalhaven, and his
place has
-’7 north and 4.7.22 west.
The
been taken by Capt. Albert Hunt_Mr.
‘drain and El Capitaii both sailed
litmore April 1st for a race to ’Fris- Fred Black of SearspOrt has been appointed
freight clerk on the City of Bangor, vice Mr.
F: Capitan has been
spoken twice,
Albert Bridges, who goes to his usual
■■'■vs lias been received of the Sinposihey are evidently sailing somewhat tion on the Penobscot.The early summer
schedule of the Rockland and Bluehill
routes.. .Sell. Colin C. Baker,
Capt.
Shiite, was iu McKies dry dock, Bos- steamboat line goes into effect to-day.
Steamer Catherine will leave Rockland at 5
“t week,
calking butts and cleaning
The cargo of coal brought to A. M,, or on arrival of the steamer from Boston on
"
I recently from
Louisburg, C. B., by and Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays,
will touch at Dark Harbor, Deer
2 a liooner Frank A. Palmer was
Isle,
ship.
Montreal in box cars, an unusual Sargentville, Sedgwick, Brooklin, Bluehill
and Surry-The City of Bangor had a
-1 " liich to
very
ship coal. It took 206 box
from this port Tuesday night,
carry the cargo-Sell. Estelle, large freight
1. G.
1174
barrels
of
a
including
apples, large quanHutchinson, sailed from Bangor
of leather-board, shoes and general mer-“‘tb for Curacoa with
general cargo, tity
chandise-The Penobscot arrived here at
"ig spruce oars, the first ever shipped
that port to the West Indies_Scb, 7.4o a. ui. yesterday morning on her first
Whiting arrived Saturday from Rook- trip for the season. Following are her officers:
■vith lime for Cooper* Co. and
Commander, Marcus Pierce; First
parties
S'a
report-Sell. New- Boxer arrived Pilot, Wm. Whitney; Second Pilot, Frank
1
lay from Portland with corn for Swan E. Brown; Quartermasters, Uriah Bowden
1 h
y Co.
On the passage when off and J. Candellara; Purser, John R. Hatch;
■"
Island, she was run into by an uu- Steward, Harry E. Kevins; Baggage Master,
n schooner ami
her jibboou was broken G. H. Kennedy; First Officer, Thomas Birmhr,ar the
cap....Soli. Isaac Oberton sail- ingham; Second officer, Henry Jordan;
M
uday for Bangor, where she will re- Engineer, Fred E. Hathorne; Asst. Engin-fore entering upon the season's work. eers, Walter White and Thomas H.
Bennett;
Siuop Haskell W. Gray arrived from Freight Clerk, Albert M. Bridges; Ass't.
"hsville Sunday and loaded general Steward, Edward Hanson; Watchman, I. D.
‘‘2" for that
port. Mouday.
Sears.
■

HAIR PINS,
SIDE COMBS and
HAIR ORNAMENTS
ever shown in this city.
Everything
tew and desirable
in

Baby Bonnets°£
Their assortment of

complete

ki"a^ qualities /

departments
£5r"An early call is respectfully solicited^?!!

Weather. The weather report of
Mr. L. II. March for April shows the average
temperature for the month to have been
April

ami

years past. The high62 on the 30tli day, lowest 21 on
the 20th. Kain fell on 13 days and snow 2
days. The total snowfall was 6 inches; preest

was

rain

or

and

melted

snow

2 0

|

inches.
Improvements

at the

I

program

Benton Falls last Monday evening.
to make an extended tour through
Maine and New Hampshire and will not return home until next fall_Mrs. Nellie Allen of Boston, whose husband recently
bought the farm of the late Stillman Ellis,
took possession of her new home last week,*,
and

is

the
making
repairs
buildings-James Roberts of Swauville has
moved into the house recently vacated by
extensive

on

Thomas Knowltou-Alonzo Beckwith
and Francis Gilbreth are making changes
and repairs upon their buildings_A new
fence is being built on the line between the
schoolhouse lot and the land of Mr. William
Cobbett. It is a much needed improvement.
-The evangelists, Mr. and Mrs. J. A.
Johnson, held gospel services at the church
last Sunday afternoon_Hatch Bros, recently shipped 1,500 mackerel barrels to
Gloucester, Mass., and have enquiries for
more-Mr. R. A. Gurney is running his
mill on full time, filling local orders_Mr.
E. Mitchell is packing eggs and placing
them in cold storage.
Mr.

New Advertisements. The early shopper
this week will get a 870 walnut chamber set
at R. H. Coombs & Son for 837.50
This
firm has the best refrigerators in the market,
and is offering bargains in all lines of furniture. They are closing out those “Ray”

prices quoted

examine

team of any dego to the Belfast

ed States.
Remember the name, DOAN’S, and take

small

shirt waists, etc_B. C. Dinsmore
invites inspection of his new lines of ladies’
low shoes, comprising all the leading colors.
-A steam boiler about 25 h. p., with all
connections complete and but little used, is
offered for sale. Call on Asa F. Riggs or N.
F. Houston... .Mrs. S. L. Milliken publishes
a card of thanks-If you have a house or
rooms to rent communicate
with Samuel
Adams, 75 Main street, Belfast.
wares,

What

be

more

sub-
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“

“

“

Brussels,

#

#

Art

Squares,

^STRAWMATTIHGSlH great variety.^

RUGS, FUR RUGS,
Oil Cloths, Stair Carpetings.

A fire started Tuesday forenoon in the
house on Market street owned by Win. C.
Marshall and occupied by James Robbins.
It was extinguished with little damage beyond burning some clothing and bedding in
a closet.
The fire was started by Mr. iiobbins going into the closet with a lighted pipe.

to=day from Bos=

Returns

ton with

Felt Curtains," t!l0^cj1.2c.
A LARGE LINE OF

LACE CURTAINS.

_OF_

Surlin

A Good Minstrel Show.
Le Barre n
minstrels drew a good house at Belfast
Opera House last Thursday evening, and
gave one of the best minstrel shows seen
here for a long time. While all the company did well and w'ere enthusiastically re-

[
I

[

Stream, Sandy River, and streams tributary
thereto, for the purpose of protecting the
salmon, especially in spawning time. Four
years ago Unity Pond was stocked with

|

I

land-locked salmon, since which time the
fish have not been seen. It has been learned recently that many of the fish are taken
from the streams in spawning time.
At the
hearing the church at Freedom village was
well tilled, and when the question of making
a close time on the streams for two
years
all except four voted in
When those opposed wptp

vote

put
the affirmative.
called for no one responded. The Commissioners accordingly ordered a close time on
those streams for two years.
a
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It’s so simple to get rid of a cough or
throat Lioubie by Hale’s Honey of Horehound and Tar. Acts like magic. Sold

►

►
►

a

by druggists.

Pike’s Toothache

Drops

cure

5 Cents.

in

one

minute,

2
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PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK
L. A.

A. A. HOWES &
| Bellast,

Sole

CO.,

Agents.

Gml2

KNOWLFON,

President.

FRANK R. WIGGIN, Cashier.

Deposits Solicited

INlSKVIIXJ.tL
DEPOSITS:

25, 1*91.
*39,353.09
July II, 1595.
*123,9*5.5*

Feb.

July 21, 1*91.
859,1*0.29
Dec 13,1*95.
*190,*3*.17.

Dec. 1 $94.
March 5, 1 Mil.
*79,1*0.59
8*3,97*.33
rs
July 11, 1*99.
0
l/CCil
*172,093.19
_

m

/

,

*7 O

5183,869.99
These figures are taken from our
sworn,statement* to the
of the Currency, Washington, on the u!> ,t-e dates,

rHOT WATER HEATERS"
v

STEAM BOILERS
AND RADIATORS- J

Comptroller

DEPOSITS ini the INTEREST DEPARTMENT payable >n denun 1. lraw interest
payable ,janu
try Ur .ml .inly is,. Deposits during the first three days, f,.„ mailt, .Iran interesi tr, m th, first
of that month.
Tins department infers 0,0.7,
oter
to deposit ,r» -inn Saviwe.
Ban!,, in 1inneh as every deposit is
0,
.,.1 1
I d-paitts in inr 1; tills ire
.' .7
nvi.v the
amount of our Capital Stork.
Hus Bank bein the latest *« .Irtish 1 B ml; in W .Ida Ho
,,,tv. „ur vault has all .latest impro einnits in hiv and n irp ir pr ,1 ,v ,rk.
ireh, ,.Vn :n
„■ </, r
ait 1 den
,r. than mv other
bank m this county.
\\ehave.SAFK IfKPihlf BOVEH ut ji:|, $.*» anil $S per o;»r. \ii >,
for/.*, so they may be taken to an 1 from r!i- iia ik it bt.-’-in-.i.
I
■

-.

^Efficiency-Durability n,economy\
•THEYSTAND UNEQUALLEDWHAT USERS SAY.
The Doric Boiler that was put into
my house in October, is a perfect suc.James 11. Haynes, Bangor, Me.
cess.
The Gurney Hot Water Heater which
was recently pl.ieedin our Bank Building, is giving perfect satisfaction.
R.iiFhiiul

j

j

cigar ever sold for 5c. was
genuine “Belfast.” This brand has been
held up to the high standard, as when it

Room Papers
CARLE & JONES.

music from the conservatory, with his class
of fifteen_Quite a number are at the Park
repairing and getting ready for company,
They expect a better season than ever before. .Clough Mosher is sick with the'
is
measles-George Weymouth, who
boarding with John Vaudeet, is very sick
and not expected to live.
The first 10c.

specialty

j TAR

cold,

S!.i viticr-a It-inl-

Nu»i...,.i

ir.

last week

the

DRAPERIES.

and

calling on friends. He is a former resident
of Unity-The party spoken of last week !
as coming from
Boston is a professor of :

..

assortment of ''v

the ghastly terror |
r—*
of con-

j
►

He is very much

towu

immense

These Goods will be our
Until further notice.

Sousa’s Band. The concert by this famous
musical organization in the Belfast Opera
House last Friday afternoon was a musical
event and attracted a large audience. Castine, Searsport and other towns were well
represented. The numbers on the program
were nearly doubled by the generous re-

been treated for his eyes.

an

ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK. BELFAS!

A Close Time on Half Moon Stream.
The State Fish and Game Commissioners
held a hearing last Friday at Freedom on a
petition to make a close time on Half Moon

to

Cali

And will show you

GEO. W. BURKETT,

ceived, the “star” of the evening was Fred
W. Hart of this city. At his first appearance he received a hearty encore, and on a
second recall (made his acknowledgments
in a neat little speech. In the second part
he was again heartily encored, to which he
responded by finely rendered selections.

was

Opaque and Holland Curtains.

a

NEW STOCK

cester, Mass., and is putting the premises in
rirst-class repair, giving the house and stable
a thorough overhauling from cellar to garret.
Mr. Patterson is a native of Belfast,
and has been in the hotel business all his
life. He is at present proprietor of the
Commonwealth Hotel of Gloucester.

enjoyable than to be was first introduced about two years ago.
a big armchair in
a
The sale on this cigar has grown steadily
pretty, cosy room, with a few intimate until at the present time you will* hardly
friends, discussing something between find a cigar store in Eastern Maine which
heaven and earth, while you puff away on a does not sell more “BELFAST” than any
other.
genuine BELFAS T 5e.
can

comfortably seated

Lowell Extra-Super. All Wool Carpets,
“
Park
Tapestries,

Wednesday evening.

improved-The fortnightly meetings of the
W. R. 0. have been changed from Wednesscription, day or night,
to Tuesday evenings, at 6 30-There
day
D.
B.
Southworth & Son proLivery Co.,
were no services here Sunday.
Rev. E. S.
prietors. Orders by telephone promptly Burrill was in Houlton, sick... .Mr. Charles

millinery, hosiery, gloves, corsets,

no

stitute.

a

filled. Careful drivers and vehicles of all
kinds.... Wells & Co., 103-105 Main street,
call attention to their ever complete stock of

at

low prices

deserve to be well known.”
For sale by all dealers, 50 cents per box, or
sent by mail on receipt of price by Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the Unit-

sponse to encores, but there were no tedious
waits, and when the last number was given
the audience would have welcomed more
melody. There is no need for criticism or
cameras at 84Undertaking a specialty_ commendation. The band speaks for itself,
Rogers Bro’s. fine silver plated knives, forks and the soloists are worthy of all praise.
and spoons, all kinds of. silver and plated Mrs. Northrup, the soprano soloist, respondware, gold filled watches for ladies and ed to an encore with the ever popular “Comgentlemen, clocks, spectacles, etc., at lowest i ing Thro’ the Rye,” and Mias Johnstone, the
prices. H. J. Locke & Son, National Bank | violinist, gave “Suwanee River as an encore.
buiiumg, Jr. U. Square_it you want a The fiuegelhorn solo by Herr Franz Hell was
plow, harrow or cultivator, write *to or call heartily applauded and he responded to an
encore.
The trombone solo by Mr. Arthur
on Fred Atwood, Winterport, and get his
Pryor was a most wonderful performance,
prices-Miss A. F. Soutliworth returns and
his skill in manipulating this difficult
from Boston to-day with a new stock of instrument was
fully appreciated by the audience. In response to the applause which
summer millinery and will have bargains in
the latest things in that line. Call early_ greeted each number by the band Mr. Sousa
gave selections from his own marches, “LibF. G. White, Belfast, wants 50 tons of presserty Bell,” “King Cotton,” etc., and they
were enthusiastically received.
ed straw-The Singer Sewing Machine has
A most interest! ng feature of the concert was the
a world-wide reputation, and
nearly 1,500,- playing,
of The Maine Capital
by
request,
000 of them have been made and sold, which March,
composed by Mr. K. P. Chase of this
is convincing proof of their merit.
Mr. H. city, and which was given for the first time
H. Corbett has taken the agency for these by the noted Sousa’s Band. It was also
given at Augusta last Saturday. The Kenmachines in Belfast and may be found on nebec Journal
of that city says in its notice
Main street, opposite the post office.
lie of the Sousa concert:
“The
Maine
Capital March,” by R. P.
will keep constantly on hand a full line of !
Chase of Belfast, dedicated to Augusta’s
supplies, parts and repairs. Machines sold |I 100th anniversary, was given through the
on easy payments, and careful instructions !I courte-y of Mr. Sousa.
It is a pretty air
at home from a competent teacher_Great with lots of snap, and was warmly apIt
will doubtless be heard here
plauded.
bargains this week at Starrett’s in black about the 0th of June.
dress skirts, suits, jackets, capes, dress
Unity. L. B. Fogg returned last week
goods, underwear and hoiserv. Look at the
from the hospital iti Portland, where he has
and then call and
the goods-If you want

a

Orman A. Hopkins has leased the ArlingHouse to George W. Patterson of Glou-

features which were appreciated
many
by the audience. The Mason Family, consisting of teu members, began their season’s
are

box

Kilgore & Wilson’s drug store. I
using them that the pain was much
lessened ; in fact they helped my kidney trouble
in every way. I will always speak well of Doan’s
Kidney Pills to my friends. I give my statement
for the benefit of others.
Doan’s Kidney Pills
got

ton

new

work at

was

our

found after

The Girls' Home i3 in receipt of the folX. I*. Allen, merlowing contributions:
chant, Lisbon Falls, ;>2 pairs silk cotton
hose; Mrs. C. J. Tilton, Thorndike,*) aprons;
Frank Googins, Scarsmout, fruit, vegetables
and eggs: Judge W. P Whitehouse, a ton of
coal. Cotton dresses are greatly needed;
also summer liats for both church and
school wear.

Court House. The
County Commissioners were in the city Tuesday to dec ill e ou some proposed improvements and repairs at the Court House. A private office is to he partitioned off in the
Clerk’s office, and the Grand Jury room is to
be fitted up for use of the Commissioners
when the Grand Jury is not in session. This
room, together with the Treasurer’s office,
wnl he wainscoted and put in first-class re-

They

so.

The Canadian Jubilee Singers, who will |
Belfast Opera House, May 21st, for j
the benefit of the Methodist Church, have a
chorus of 11 voices, a first-class orchestra, a
male quartette, and several soloists. Their
old plantation songs are specially praised
by the press wherever they have been.

Belfast.

April, 1896,

is

We open at

appear in

WELLS & CO.,

for

it

taken with a stitch in my back and side. I
was so bad that I was laid up for six
weeks, my
back aching continually, and along with it 1 had
another kidney weakness which was very annoying. I saw Doan’s Kidney Pills advertised and

side lights. The new appliances
will be used first for Grimes’ Cellar Door

of themselves.

44.33°, against 44 50
43.77° for April for 38

1

ment in the

next

prove that

endorsement is the proof that backs every
box of Doan’s Kidney Pills. Read this case:
Mr. Ralph Shute of Searsport Avenue, shore
road, says: "I have had kidney trouble for about
two years.
In the summer of ’96, during
haying,

parties who intend purchasing

^le'r se*ect'ons as
possible in order
to save the advance of 8 l=4c. per yard, whch
will unquestionably be made by the manufacturers within a few weeks.
*
*
*
*

friend is.

a

*

PAR
PI7TQ ,0 ma*<e
vtRnrLI J soon as

con*

merit,

Home

Belfast Opera House is receiving extensive improvements, including re-painting,
200 new -eats, a combination chandelier of
20 gas and 20 electric lights, and an improve-

WORSTEDS,

103—105 Main St.,

& asy to

the train during the absence of Engineer
C. F. Shaw.

YARNS anti

Would advise all

You will read of many so-called cures,
Hut they come from far away places.
It’s different when the endorsement comes from
home.

invited.

on

for they are
particular, while 'their

of

Hut the endorsement of

F. A. Shaw aud Charles F. Shaw went to
to attend the
funeral of Mrs. Chester, a sister of the
former. Henry H. Murch of Waterville is

UNDERWEAR,
RIBBONS,

are

are

GEO. W. BURKETT

*

N«*w, supposing you had a bad back,
A lame, weak or
aching one,
W« uld you experiment on it?

Newtonville, Mass., yesterday

SHIRT WAISTS, BELTS,
NECKTIES, BELT PINS,
and SHIRT WAIST SETS
are worthy of mention here,
in every

vincing proof

duties of the office.

LACE TRIMMINGS,
INSERTIONS and VEILINGS.
a11

factory Monday.

The Senate, Tuesday, confirmed the nomination of J. S. Harriman, Esq., as collector
of customs at Belfast. Mr. Harriman will
now file his bond and on receipt of his commission from Washington will assume the

...

great

>

largest and

top and four new top
buggies to his livery stock.... Wagnerian
rehearsal in the backyards and on the roofs
arc now in order... Mansill’s
meteorological
almanac predicts that. May will he the most
pair.
stormy month <>f the year lSi»7. It locates 1
Hello! The central office in this city of
the storms about the 1st to 3d, JStli to 11th,
the New England Telephone and TelegrapU
lbtli to _’iM, 2bth to >lst... .11. H. Coombs &
Co. is being put in first-class condition. A
Son are making some changes in their furnew and improved switch-hoard has been
niture store by which they materially eu- j
put in, which is capable of quadrupling the
large their floor space-The price of milk ^
present demand and of accommodating two
from the wagons was reduced to 5 cents May
operators. There are now 68 subscribers in
1st... -I)r. W. C. Libby is giving his office in
the Belfast exchange.
New subscribers are
the telegraph building a thorough renovaMrs. Ellen H. Castle, residence, 22-3; Miss
tion-A chicken that tipped the scales at
Elizabeth Barnes, residence, 22 4; Mrs. Geo.
10 pounds, dressed, was in Norton’s market
Monday Mayo iSc White’s new departure in R. Sleeper, residence, 22 5; Geo. E. Johnsoda waters is in full operation. They can son’s law office, 19-4.
uow charge small glass retorts and send
North Belfast. The Mason Family Specthem to the houses for family use as wanted.
ialty Company pave an entertainment at
.Theschoolhouse common was raked over Flanders* Hall last Thursday
evening to a
last week and the rubbish burned. It was a
well rilled house. The
included
ed

Belfast Police Court.

1 the

application Monday of the
h a mi days' jail sentence

Corsetwaists,
The

& Co.’s shoe

R. F. Patterson of Tennessee, nominated
and confirmed as consul general at Calcutta,
India, is a native of Belfast, and spent his
early life in this city. He was for some time
a clerk in W. T. Colburn’s store.

SMALL WARES

cipitation,

day morning.... Spencer N Wilson have received their delivery wagon from Welch &
Stevens' paint shop and it looks very bright
.a green and gold-J,. L. Centner has add-

appreciated

that street, is

n

the

in

near

Chat. Capt. J. T. Pendleton and family
saw four handsome young deer in the field
near their house in South Belfast last Fri-

making

improvements

which will he

in the stream

All

of

Corsets and

of every description.
best line of

Something new is an experiment.
Must be proven to be as represented.
He successful at. home or your doubt it.
The statement of a manufacturer is not

The Pine Tree Circle, King’s Daughters,
will have a dime sociable May 11th at the
home of Mrs. Lucy Hall, No. 24 Bay View
street. Ice cream and cake will be served.

GLOVES,

at

be fully enforced.

Sibley’

or

Experience.

Freeman O. Roberts hail his right hand
badly jammed in a machine at Critchett,

A fine assortment of

Fish

k list.

s

Yellow Kid Company, which appearthe Belfast Opera House recently,
have been playing in the hardest kind of
luck. They were at Skowhegau April 30th,
and a despatch from there says: “The company was organized in Boston, and has
been out 11 weeks. They started originally
with 22 people, but have now dwindled
down to eight. They are practically penniless, several of them not having the price of
a dinner this noon.”
ed

WLl h Is Better, try an Experiment
Profit l»y a Belfast Citizen’s

The police have begun their annual hunt
for uniieeused dogs, an 1 the law, this year,

HOSIERY,

The

follows:

as

the

ings.

their store contains many articles that
are very desirable for this season of
the
year, including an excellent line of

leading brands

at

The rehearsals for the chorus festival will
be held at the Baptist vestry Tuesday even-

is to

All the

Alliance will meet Friday
Main street at 2 30 p. m.

rooms on

Would call your attention to the
fact
that in addition to their ever

public next Monday.
was 81,000 insurance on the house and 8500
:< r Command, Cnion Vet-(
ou the personal property. It was erroneously
gruvN ing rapidly in membernber of applications pend- stated last week t hat there was no insurance
on the personal property.
the

The

Wells & Co.

The municipal otlicers held a fire inquest
Saturday night on the. burning of Mrs.
Marshall’s buildings on Northport avenue.
They examined a few witnesses and reported the cause of the fire unknown. There

Belfast Free Library
will be finished and

: :i»*

Court

Vinalhaven special to the Portland
Press says that John Sylvester and a young
sou were drowned
Sunday, their boat capsizing while engaged in lobster fishing. The
accident was witnessed by a little girl playing on the shore. Sylvester leaves a wife
and six children.
A

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHY.
The

for this pastime is at
hand. We havea a tine stock of
Cameras and Photographic Maseason

terial, and

are

offering

SPECIAL BARGAINS
THIS WEEK.

*

in

Hiram Chase & Son,
BELFAST. MAINE.

II you have a House or Rooms to Rent
COMMUNICATK

WITH

SAMUEL ADAMS,
“Jeweler to the People,”

_75

Main Stre t,

commissioners’

Notice.

Walijo ss., May 4, A. D. 1897.
We. the undersigned, having been duly appointed by the Honorable (leo. E. Johnson, .fudge of
Probate for said County, Commissioners to receise^ind decide upon the claims of the creditors
of BARNABAS M ROBERTS & CO. of Stockton
Springs, in said County, whose estate has been
represented insolvent, hereby give public notice
agreeably to the order of the said Judge of Probate, that six months from and after the second
Tuesday in April. 1897, have been allowed to said
creditors to present and prove their claims; and
that we will attend to the duty assigned us at the
office of Joseph Williamson,' in Belfast, in said
County, on the thirteenth day of Julv, and the
thirteenth day of October, 1897', at ten of the clock
in the forenoon of each of said davs.
WM. P. THOMPSON, |
Lomrs*
3w 18
FRED W. BROWN,
|
..

Belfast,

Me.

Commissioners’ Notice.
I
j

Waldo ss., M y 4, A. I). 18*17.
t,u* undersigned, having been duly
appointed by the Honorable (Jen. h. Johnson,' Jnd«e
of
Probate for said County. ('oinmissioners to receive
decide upon the claims of the creditors ,,f
BARNABAS M. ROBERTS, late of Stockton
Springs, in said ( Minty, deceased, whose estate
has been represented insolvent, hereby
give public
notice agreeably to the order of the said
Judge of
•rebate, that six month?, from and after the second Tuesday in April. 18:17, have been allowed to
said creditors to present and
prove their claims
and that we will attend to the duty
us at
the office ot Joseph Williamson, in assignedin
said
Belfast,
County, on the thirteenth day of July, and the
thirteenth day of October, 1897, at ten of the
clock in the forenoon of each of said
days
W.\l. P. THOMPSON, J'
( "mrs3w18
FRED W. BROWN,
)

Literary

News

and

Notes.

in Rural

Life
The

Joel ( haulier Ilanks wiites pleasantly
in the la-view ot lieviews about the Atlanta ( onstitution otliceand its new chief,
Mr. C'lai k Howell.

ly

An early number of The Forum will
contain an article
by M. Ferdinand
lirunetiere, the eminent French critic and
editor ot the llevue des deux Mondes.

May number

New

contains two instructive articles

in rural New

England

presented by

the rush of the

to

great cities.

study

of

a

WHY SO MANY REGULAR PHYSICIANS FAIL

England. |
on

To Cure Female Ilia—Some True Reasons Why
Mrs. Pinkham is More Successful Than
the Family Doctors.

life

and the

problems
population

One of these articles is a

remote

village

woman is sick ; some disease peculiar to her
is fast developing in her system. She goes
to her family physician and tells him a
story, but not the whole story.
She holds something back, loses her head,
becomes agitated, forgets what she wants
to say, and finally conceals what she
ought to have told, and thus completely
mystifies the doctor.
Is it any wonder, therefore, that
the doctor fails to cure the disease?
sex

|
“The Emperor William II,** “Fallacies
Concerning Prayer,’7 “Was Poe a Plag- not very long ago shared by a large part
iarist?” ami other articles, make the May of the rural population of New England,
Forum an interesting and timely number. now seem so remote as almost to be reProfessor Tliomas Davidson, an author- garded as curiosities.
This sympathetic
ity on Eastern matters, has written an ar- sketch shows the life of the village in all
ticle for the May Forum, roundly deits phases.
The other study is of a farmnouncing the Powers for their interfer- j
ence in the Cretan question.
I ingtown which has indeed kept somewhat

j

bull,

they

from the characteristic

ham, at JLynn, Mass., determined to step m andhelpher sex. Having had considerable experience in treating female ills with her Vegetable Compound, she encouraged the women of America to write to her for advice in regard to their
complaints, and, being a woman, it was easy for her ailing sisters to pour into
her ears every detail of their suffering.
In this way she was able to do for them what the physicians were unable
to do, simply because she had the proper information to work upon, and
from the little group of women who sought her advice years ago a great
army of her fellow-beings are to-day constantly applying for advice and relief, and the fact that more than one hundred thousand of them have been
successfully treated by Mrs. Pinkham during the last year is indicative of
the grand results which are produced by her unequaled experience and

Harper's Weekly of May 1st is of real modern bustle of city life. All the imhistorical interest.
It is devoted largely pnrtant problems which have risen in the
to an elaborately illustrated article on the
recent shifting of population and changes
dedication of the Grant monument, and
to a
review ol' General Grant's career. j of industry are illustrated in these sketches
the dlilting away from the old religious
The number also contains fiction by Mary
E. Wilkins and by other popular writers. ; faiths, the loss of
leadership to a certain
Harper's Bazar tor May 1st, con- ; extent, the deeliue of local patriotism from
tains .« department devoted to “The Out- I its old fervor. Vet there are
many attracdoor Woman," which will in future be a 1
tive features of this life- the leisure that
feature
of
the
and
an
illusregular
paper
trated article in the
of “Club the people 1 ave, their good nature, the
1

department
Women and Club Work," begun a few companionship and the old fashioned
weeks ago by Mrs. Margaret 11. Welch,
neighborly qualities which they retain,
and already notably successful in awaken- |
We make the following extracts:
j
ing interest among women's clubs all over

training.
No physician

THE VILLAGE PHENOMENON.
the country.
Among the other contributions then is be a charming ''story by !
Samuel Wiggin, says Alvau F. Sanborn
Helen Eveitson Smith, entitled “The i in the >la\ Atlantic, is the versatile pheWidow of Pierre."
| ne.menon of the village. Samuel Wiggin1 s
I trade and nominal occupation is watch reThe New England Magazine is publish| pairing, but he supplements the rather
a
series
of
articles
the
three
ing
upon
j slender income the watch-repairing of Ingnat schools which best illustrate the dian
Kidge provides by tuning and repairpopular vvoik in technology now being
and pianos, conducting singing
ing
done in America.
The article on the and organs
dancing classes, giving private lessons
Pratt institute, published a few months
in vocal and instrumental music, waterThis color
ago, will be renumbered by many.
j
painting, the decoration of china,and
month the Armour Institute at Chicago is
in four languages. Samuel is immoderately
taken up. and the Drexel Institute at
fond of small children, anil they of him.
Philadelphia is to follow. The Armour They troop after him—much as the chilInstitute, the youngest of these, has had dren of a more imaginative race
trooped
a rtmaikable
development iu its brief after the Pied Piper of Ilamelin—for
the
iife.
Its history and vvoik are admirably
wonder-stories he loves to tell them. Sureoutlined by Mr. Clifford L. Snowden, and
ly this talent for loving and dreaming
the article is fully illustrated.
should not be reckoned least among the
Small wonder that
The May number of McClure’s Magazine many he posseses.
is especially abundant and interesting in Sam Wiggin has the reputation of being
the matter of portraits of famous people. able tu talk well upon any subject whatIn illustration of a paper by Miss Tarbell soever!
on the remarkable work of G. C. Cox in
RELIGION IN NEW ENGLAND LIFE.
photographic portraiture, there are truly
If one examines the history of New
speaking likenesses of Donald G. Mitchell
<''Ik Marvel”). Walt Whitman, Eleanora England character, says Philip Morgan in
Duse, Henry Ward Beecher, and others: the May Atlantic, he will find it hard to
and a series of life portraits of Daniel exaggerate the part which religion lias
In former
Webster exhibit that most august and played in its development.
impressive of great men at close intervals days, even the irreligious had, in the
from middle life t*4 the year of his death. background of their lives, a severe and
b*ome of the Webster portraits have never self-denying standard of living which it
before been published: and all have inter- was impossible for them to ignore. Sin
esting histories, which are set forth in itself was invested with a l'eariul dignity;
and surely no dream of human perfection
notes by Mr. Charles Henry Hart.
ever so exalted the nature of man as did
The May Ladies" Home Journal uni- that stern
theology which taught him
quely reflects the sentiment and spirit that the stars and planets w ere only lights
oi spring.
ln An Old-Fashioned (Jar- to
light him :it night: that tor liis'beuelit
den
miily emits the season's fragrant or lor bis punishment God might at any
as
do
other
conn i but ions in prose moment
flavor,
interrupt the course of the uniand verst*.
Hon. John Bussell Young verse: and
linally that he had within himrecall* tne notable incidents—fetes, recep- self the momentous
power of choosing
tions and
General eternal punishment or eternal
pageants, etc.—of
happiness.
Giant's memorable tour of the world, I nder that
religious belief they
up
anti tx-President Harrison gives highly men and women—some of them grew
are still
Hiieie.Nung glimpses of the Piesident’s living—who constituted little reservoirs
hoiin.* ami home life in an article on “The of moral
strength upon which the comDcmestR side ol the White House”—the
munity, or even the nation itself, could
lie
u
ms
admirable
/oiKiiuiing
series, i draw in times of necessity.
What, inlluLov-aird i\. Bok editni
ially presents the eiK e will take the place of that old belief.'
,v pi actii-ai side of the crusade against : What moral force will curb thepassions,
''■'.nri
,»t bird* for their
jdumage. chasten the lives, stimulate the enejgy of!
•!
ci i\
) -test* agaiu*t the perni- the Hide people who are boin in these re;l spitting in jmblic places. mote towns*.’ Whence shall they derive
J*-'
arc many other articles of interest !
the discipline anti the self-control, with- j
'**■ ii as the usual
departments.
out which their primeval strength will be
4
1
u
as useless as the undammed waters of a
Angiers, gliders and devotees of coach- j
mountain tonentl'
I conftss that these
1 lin*i features of
mg \\
special interest in
‘'utine lor May.
We have no higher au- thoughts till me with apprehension for
t.h>>i i *.y on golf than Price Collier, and the future; aud sometimes 1 am even led
players. M< and young, maj profit by his to think that Vw England character
time \ suggest inns.
A. i I. Godfrey gives j leached its culmination in the heroic sacthe latent wrinkles in “Driving Four-in- rifices of the rival War, and entered
j
Band.
while the angling department thereafter upon a long and giadual course
of sure decay.
All this, however, may
eonia.ns
“A Vvuinan’s Trout Fishing in
be
and i tiust that it
the
be.!ou.>t»>ne Park,” by Mary
Trowbridge pessimism of an old man. is—simply
Get. it suffice
Townsend, and “Two Days' Trout Fishfor him that the glory has not yet departing'. 'by Ed. XV.
Sandys. Other notable teat ui es nf an excellent number iu- ed; that the moon shines as brightly now
upon the: lake, as it did when he was a boy;
cliue-: “The
Development of the Amer- that
he is
ican }• oiliound,
permitted to see the siin
by Allen Chamberlain: rise and set still
in the most beautiful and—as
“Athletic Training,*’ by Randolph Parit
seems
to
him—the
most interesting
ies, M. D.; “The Waterw ays of Holland,”
ray Charles Turner: “Across the Alleghe- corner of New England.
nies Awheel." by ,J. B. (
A TYPICAL
MAY
KKGLAXI) TOWN.
anington. and
“After Australian Pur and
Indian Ridge, says Alvan F. Sanborn,
Feather,” bv
Col. J. >. Hobbs.
The illustrations are
speaking of a typical New England comui the usual
high standard.
munity in the May Atlantic, has all the
"The Artist in Greenland” is the sub- defects of all its qualities, and possibly
some
others.
It is narrowly partisan in
ject of a fascinating article in the May
its politics; gossiping and meddling in its
number of the New England
Magazine, temper
towards
matters of purely private
by-Russell W. Porter. Mr. Porter is a
student in the Massachusetts Institute of concern; religion, here as elsewhere, in
Technology, and an artist of real ability spite of a general wholesomeness, is not
and promise.
He has made two visits to entirely free from hypocrisy, morality
Greenland, one three years ago and from inhumanity and self-complacency,
from cruel hardness, nor thrift
another last year in the Peary
Expedition, integrity
and lie writes oi Greenland as a new and foresight from parsimoniousness and
ground for the artist, with all the enthus- worry, ft is very little alive to the finer
issues of country living; most of them
iasm of an artist, and all the
enthusiasm
youth. The pictures which in large are not so much as suspected by it. For
all the mutual helpfulness and aboundnumber accompany the article
go far to
reinforce his enthusiastic commendations. ing sense of humor, the life lacks flexibil1 hey are in part
reproductions of the ity, mellowness, warmth, and emotional
magnificent photographs and paintings expression. It is indisputable triste.
made twenty years ago
Nevertheless, Indian Ridge exemplifies
by William Bradt« rd.
Bradford was the first man to see the best tendencies of the New England
These tendencies, owing to its
the artistic possibilities of
Greenland, and country.
bis work was most
isolation, have been manistriking. One of the comparative
fested
in
most valuable sections of Mr.
unique and homely ways in some
Porter’s
but
the tendencies are none the
article is that in which he
pays tribute to instances,
Bradford as a pioneer in the Greenland less sound and healthy on that account.
are present to a considerable if not
held. Warren F. Kellogg, 5 Park
Square, They
an equal
degree, not in all, not in the maBoston, Mass.
jority, perhaps, but in many of the rural
communities in every one of the New
American Ships.
England States. If all, instead of a
small part of these
communities, were
Do you know that but one steel
ship even thus liberally endowed, there could
was ever built iu
ami
be
no
that
she
over
the decadence of rural
America,
plaint
was the last
lull-rigged sliip ever built ,\ew England, for they have in them the ;
heie, and that her name is Dirigo?
germs of permanent progress; rather,
1 hat hut two steel ships ever flew7 the
they are themselves the very essence of
American flag, and they are the
Dirigo corporate life.
am! Kenilworth, the latter denationalized?
Penalties for Intoxication.
That the Clarence S.
Bement, May
Flint and Tillie E. Starbuek are the
Some of the Maine papers are
dwelling
only
iron ships afloat flying our
Hag?
upon the signal importance of a new law
That the Annie Johnson and Archer
which went into effect May 1. On and
are the only iron harks
having American
register, and that both of them were built after that date all persons who have prein England?
viously been convicted id' intoxication and
That the Josephine is the
only iron aie again presented in court on the same
schooner afloat that has the
right to hail charge are
likely (and that “iikely” may
front an American port?
That but eleven steamers
flying the cover a multitude of sins) to be sentenced
American flag trade between America and to .ia.il fur a term of ninety days.
This is
Europe, and that they are the St. Louis, the limit which has recently been preSt. Paul, New York,
Paris, Pennsylvania, scribed as a penalty for a second offence
Indiana, Ohio, Illinois, Conemaugh, Mia- of intoxication. The statute now on the
mi, and Matteawan, and that five of them books, and which lias been in vogue for
were built in
many years, has as the penalty 30 days in
England?
That most ail the best
steamships in jail besides also allowing the court to imour merchant marine were built on
[Portland Press.
the pose a fine.
Delaware?
Summer Schools.
That America has not three thousand
vessels going to sea, and that all steamThe State Superintendent of
ers,
Schools,
ships, harks, barkentines, brigs,
schooners, and sea-going coai barges are Hon. W. W. Stetson, announces that the
included, and that this includes the At- season of sura mcr schools will commence
lantic, Gulf, and Pacific coasts? [MariJuly 13th and close Aug. 27th. There
time Journal.
will probably be five schools this
year. In
1890 there were four.
It is the SuperinCASTOHIA.
tendent’s plan to have from two to three
Tie fieweeks’ sessions at each school.
liaile
They
will be held in York, Lincoln,
■teuton
Aroostook,
U
Washington and Kennebec counties.

j

|
j

1

wo-

very embarrassing
to detail some of the symptoms of her suffering, even to
her family physician.
It was for this reason that
years ago Mrs. Lydia E. Pink-

Its accurate and faithful pictures of these
country towns now seems almost like descriptions of another civilization, so far
are

cannot blame the

man, for itis

apace with modern progress, but still retains the features of the old rural life.

removed

we

,4

j

j

in the world has had such a training, or has such an amount
of information at hand to assist in the treatment cf all kinds of female ills,
from the simplest local irritation to the most complicated diseases of the womb.
This, therefore, is the reason why Mrs. Pinkham, in her laboratory at
Lynn, Mass., is able to do more for the ailing women of America than the
family physician. Any woman, therefore, is responsible for her own suffering
who will not take the trouble to write to Mrs. Pinkham for advice.
The testimonials which we are constantly publishing from grateful women
establish beyond a doubt the power of Lydia E. Pinkham‘s Vegetable Compound to conquer female diseases.
The

Fairy

Sisters.

Register

There was once a little maiden,
And she had a mirror bright;
It was rimmed about with silver;
*T was her pride and her delight.
But she found two fairy sisters
Lived within this pretty glass,
And very different faces showed,
To greet the little lass.
If she was sweet and sunny,
to be
Why,
The smiling sister who looked out
Her happy face to see.
But if everything went criss-cross,
it

was sure

And she

wore a

frown

pout,
Alas! Alas! within the glass
The frowning one looked out.
or

Now this little maiden loved so much
The smiling face to see,
That she resolved with all her heart
A happy child to he.
To grow more sweet and loving,
She tried with might and main,
Till the frowning sister went away,
And ne'er came back again.
But if she’s looking for a home,
As doubtless is the case,
She’ll try to find a little girl

Deep

of

\\ ater

Vessels.

8HIPS.

Abner Coburn, G A Nichols, sailed from
New York March 24 for Hong Kong.
A G Ropes, Daivd Rivers, sailed from New
York April 28 for San Francisco.
A J Fuller, T 1* Coleord, arrived at
Nagasaki March 2b from Philadelphia.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, sailed from Hong
Kong Jan 1 for New York ; passed St. Helena
March 11.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, at Singapore
April 1 for New York
FI Captain, A L Carver, sailed from Baltimore April 1 for San Francisco; spoken
April 11, lat 36 27, Ion 45 22.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, at
Shanghae April 12 for Iliolo and Delaware

Breakwater.

Emily Reed, D C Nichols, arrived
April 13 from New York.

at

Hiogo

Gov Robie, Nichols, at Melbourne March
8 for Newcastle and Hong Kong.
Great Admiral, Rowell, sailed from Marseilles March 16for New York ; passed Gibral-

April
Henry

tar

6.
P>
15

Hyde, Scribner, arrived

Honolulu Jan
from San Francisco for N York.
P
R
sailed
from
New
Josephus,
Giikey,
Who has a gloomy face.
York March 6 for Shanghai.
So be very, very careful,
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, arrived
If you own a mirror too,
at Hong Kong April 14, from Newcastle, N
That the frowning sister doesn't come
S W,
And make her In me with you.
May Flint. E D P Nichols, at Honolulu
[Helen Standish Perkins in May St. Nidi- ; Feb 22 for New York.
olas.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
and
her
W
heel.
Reaper, O C Young, sailed from Newcastle,
Gladys
N S W, Maxell 5 h r Honolulu and New
York.
It was a windy day in March
R R Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from
When Gladys got her wht-tN.
Cebu Feb 27 for Boston; passed Anjer March
The sort of day w lu n crimps need starch,

York

But little work w as done that day
When Gladys got her wheel.
Folks couldn't ktep their ey es away,
And some felt there was need to pray,
When Gladys got her wheel.

York

So, though he has a heap of sense,
’T would be just like him, now,
To think that I’m the one that’s lost,
And with a great bow-wow
To go off hunting for his boy
Through alley, lane, and street,
While I am asking for my dog
Of every one I meet.
\ Rebecca Palfrey Utter in May St. Nicholas.
An Easter Song.
A breeze

comes rippling o’er the sea,
Full-fraught with spring-time ecstasy;
“Awake, O earth !” it seems to say,
“Life conquers death on Easter day.”

The flowers lift their heads to hear
This joyful call to sun and cheer;
They burst their bonds, they bud and bloom,
And smile in beauty o’er their tomb.
The birds, that fled from winter’s chid,
Once more their happy measures trill;
The woodlands echo to their chime,
A carol sweet for Easter time.
All nature, rising out of sleep,
In joyous mood doth Easter Keep,
Shall man, for whom the Christ hath
Alone be dumb at Easter-tide?

March 5.

Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, sailed from
Amsterdam Feb 13 for Surinam; passed
Deal Feb 22.
Rose Innis, Melvin Colcord, at Turks Island April 12 for New Y'ork.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, arrived at Garontolo
frcm Sourabaya.
St Lucie, Smeed, sailed from Brunswick
April 3 for New York.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Grittin, cleared
from Portland March 25 for Buenos Ayres.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrived at
Montevideo April 1 from New York.
-—

SCHOONERS.
R Gilkey, cleared from
New York March 28 for Port Spain.
Hattie McG Buck, H F Sprovvl, arrived
at Bangor 28 from Sargeutville.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, cleared from
Darien, Ga, April 28 for Boston.
John C Smith, Kneelaud, sailed from Boston April 2 for Bellevue Cove, N S.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, at Belfast for

Georgia Gilkey,W

Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at New iork

died,

The Blue=Bird.
the sky,

Amid the merry May-time;

living gc m, light-winged and shy,
Enjoying its brief play-time.
Now perched upon an alder-spray
That bends beneath its lightness,
It gives unto the dewy day
A soft and sudden brightness.
And from its little throbbing throat
Comes “twitter, twitter, twitter!”
A sweet, a sw ift, a slender note,
that’s bitter.
that tells of Spring,

never one

dawn and after;
The busy Blue-bird carolling
A song of love and laughter.
[L. T. Sehuman in May St. Nicholas.
At rosy

Valparaiso.

Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
from Pernambuco April 7 for New Y'ork.
Iolani, McClure, saiied from New Y'ork
Feb 19 for Honolulu and Hong Kong.
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nichols, sailed from
New York Dec 31 for Hong Kong; spoken
Feb 18, lat 19 S, Ion 29 W.
Mabel 1 Meyers, Wm Meyers, arrived at
Barbadoes April 8 from Buenos Ayres.
Matanzas, arrived at New Y'ork April 8
from Havana.
Penobscot, E G Parker, sailed from Hong
Koug Jan 31 for New Y'ork; passed Anjer

New York.

IS’ay ; ring the bells, sweet anthems sing,
The tidings tell that “Life is king.”
And may our nobler lives display
We, too, may rise on Easter day !
[Flora Heien Leighton, in The Girls’ Home.

voice

11 from Montevideo.

send Feb 9 for

Sometimes he minds me very well;
And sometimes w hen I call,
He only sits and wags his tail
And does not stir at all.
But the reason w hy he acts that way
Is very plain to see;
Fritz doesn’t know that he’s my dog—
He thinks that he owns me.

cheery

April

Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, sailed from
Savannah April 20 for New York.
C R Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from Port
Natal March 29 for Barbadoes.
Edward May, sailed from Manila Feb 5
for New York.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, cleared from
New Y'ork April 10 for Cape Town.
Harvard, Colcord, sailed from Port Town-

seen my “Fritz?”
You may not tbink him pretty,
But lie’s the dog that 1 love best
In country or in city.
His hair’s a sort of grizzly gray,
And not so very curly ;
But he can run like everything,
And bark both late and early.

But

March 24 for Hong Kong;
spoken April 5, lat 51 N, Ion 5b \V.
W J Botch, Sew all C Lancaster, arrived
at New York April 6 from Hong Kong.

Adam \Y Spies, A I) Field, arrived at New
York April 11 from Singapore.
Alice Reed, Alansou Ford, arrived at New

Has anybody

of blue flits ’ueath

The Culture of the

from Port Spain.
A Hall, Haskell, cleared from New
York March 7 for Velasco.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Buenos
Ayres April 10 from Boston.
R W Hopkins, Hichborn, arrived at Cienfuegos April 25 from Philadelphia.
Sallie I'On, W H West, arrived at Barbadoes April 14 from Buenos Ayres for Boston.
Tofa, A S Wilson, arrived at New York
April 10 from Cienfuegos.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
Brunswick, Ga, April 22 from New York.

April 18
Mary

$2

a

To

Year for The Journal and t ribune.
all subscribers,

new or

Sugar

subscription to The .Journal one year
advance the New York Weekly Tribune,
(price $1 a year) will be sent one year free.
In remitting, if the Tribune is wanted the
in

subscriber should so state, as it is not sent
unless requested. With The Journal furnishing all the local news, and much other
matter of local interest, and the Tribune to

supply

the

news

of the world, political and

general, with fashions, household science
Itching Piles, irritation of the genitals, and mechanics, literary and other departor itching in any
part of the body, Doan’s ments, stories and miscellany, 20 pages in
Ointment is worth its weight in gold. No
matter
how long-standing the trouble, all, it is a very taking combination at $2 a
Doan’s Ointment w ill not fail to give instant year.
Subscriptions may begin at any time,
relief.
and if desired the two papers will be sent to
different addresses.
CASTOniA.
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HOOD’S PILLS cure Liver Ills,
For

is*

Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache.
A pleasant laxative. All Druggists.

.^Vegetable Preparation for As

SIGNATURE

similating the food andRegula
ting the Stomachs and Bowels of

-OF

Promotes Digestion.Cheerful
and Rest.Contains neither

Opium,Morphine

Mineral

nor
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Recipe of Old HrSAMUEL PITCHER
Pumpkin Seed

dlx.Scn/ur
Rochelle .Sails
Artist Seed

I

lYppcmiint

Florni Sect/
ClariFa d Sugar
A

(PERRY DAVIS’.)
1 Externally.
Internally

Two

glz»»s, J’.'c. nrid

OF EYEEY

I

\

Flavor.

perfect Remedy

BOTTLJ-;

)
for Constipa-

tion, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions ,Feverish
ness and Loss OF SLEEP.

J

Tac Sonde

Signature
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WRAPPER.

At a Probate ( ourt held at Belfast, within and tor
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
April, A. 1). 181*7.

Probate Court held at Belfast
the Countv of Waldo, on tin*
April, A. b. 18117.
certain instrument, purporting to be the Ian
T V I > IA M. STAPLKS. Admit!;
will and testament ot HARRIET DAVIS,
Li tate of I.KYI
"A 1‘KK.s
late of Montville, in said County of Waldo, deSprings, in .-aid County of W.iiceased, having been presented tor probate.
a petition pra-. iu_
iny.
presented
I
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons sell at public or private sale t lu
interested by causing a copy of this order to be 1 estate of said deceased.
three
weeks
in
published
the Repub- S
successively
Ordered, That the said pet it i
lican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they mav all
persons interested by cans:'...
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast', ; order to be published three weekwithin arid for said County, on the second Tues- tile
Republican .Journal, piinte.i
day of May next, at ten of the clock before I they may appear at ,t Probate
noon, and show cause it any they have, why the I Belfast within and for said <
same should not be pro\ ed, appr >ved and allowed.
Tuesday of May next, at ’>•
CEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
! lore noon, and show cause, it a
A true copy- Attest.
the prayer of said petitioner-:
( has. P Ha/ei.i ine, Register.
ed.
CFO. K. .Kill\A true copy. Attest:
( HAS. 1* 11,\7.h
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor
the County ot \\ aldo. on the second Tuesdav of
\IrAIT>0 SS. hi (
a
n
April, A. 1). 181*7.
1'r,
t a st. on lie se< >ii
|
4 certain instrument, purporting to be the !a>t
CHAIM.Ii>
M
\
non
HuNVKS
A will and testament ot .IAMKS
POTif
tate ut C. H. SMITH, la!e ..1
I
late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceasCounty, deceased, having jo<-se
ed, having been presented for probate.
and nnal account of adnnuist no :■
Ordered, That notice he given to all persons in
tor allowance.
terestod by causing a copy ot this or.h
to he
•
trdered, That not ice then t
published three weeks sm-e'essix.-h in the Repub- Weeks si;eees>jve|_\ 11) |
Bcj
lican .loiirnal, printed at Belfast! that they mac
i’l'inteo in Bellas;, in >aii|
appear at a Probate Court., to be held at Belfast,
interested. uia> at ten*l at a Bn
within and tor said County, on the second Tins
hel.i at Beitast .on t he s,-t
o'!
day of May next, at ten o*t the clock
next, and sle>w eause. it au\
noon, and -how cause.it any they nave, why the
said aeeount should n. t
e
same slum lit not he proved, approved ami alto wen,
(.!-:<». i: .1 • di,\
>. E. .JOHNSON, .Judge.
A true c«.jiv
A t rest
A true copy
Attest
( x v> r H.\/n
Ciias. 1’. iJAZt'.LTtNi;. Register

f

At a

1

A

j

At a I.Tohate Court held at lie!la-:. u it h;n .1 ml
the Countv nf Waliln, <-n the -e< mid '1 uesda\
A p i!, A. i>. 1 307.
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PROBATE NOTICES.
II" A EDO SS
In Court of Probate, held at Bed
>>
fast, on the second Tuesday of Annl, lX'.f,*. j
I’ll! s 1 LI .A A. 11 A H I'S 1I< H tN E, Execut ri
n the
estate Of A Eli V .MATHEWS, late of
Nnrthport,
in said County,
deceased, having presented her |
lii-t and final account of administratioii oi >aid
estate for allowance.
i
Ordered, That notice thereof he given three;
weeks successively, in tlie Republican .Journal,
in
be
in
Hast,
said
printed
County, that all personinterested may attend at a Pio'bate Court, to he
liehi at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of Mav
next, and show cause, if any they have! whv the
said account should not he allowed.
|
CEO. E. .JOHNSON. .Judge.
!
A true copy. Attest
a / p. Ha/.kltink, Register.
<

!• r
d

HU

■

«>1 dereo
That the -a id pel it mne _i e 1 ot ice to
all persons interested hy can-iiij: a <..p' of this
order to he pubji-hed thre*- weeks snow-study in
the llepuhlic.ut Journal, primed at Delta-'. ha.t
Court, 1
at Della-:. within and for -aid comity, on the -t
ond Tuesday of .May nixt. at ten id the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they haw
why the prayer of said pefirionei -hc.nhi not
'-ranted.
CKO. K. JOHNS' >N. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
CiiA-. I*. H a/i.i ink, Demister.

At a Probate < ourt held ar Belfast, wit hii .mil t- r
the CountY■ ol Waldo on the si-ocul Tr.ex«i;i\ ot
April. A. D. 185*7.
widow

ot

JOHN
>..nl C-

M

>

1‘roi.ate,

ut

I
ia\
\
.run-1 :.
n .:
late of .1 AC* >B \
i. iTTBKi
in
said
oiintv
di < --asi d. I,;
it’.kh v.

ADDoTT, heir of HA X ll.K t ITI.I IV
lal e id ralenm >. 1:1 -a a < '■
1
d U
>
deceased. ha\inu presented a petition pray 11,a
that administration of the estate ot said iiov|i-ol
he granted to him.

F. WEI.1.1N T<>\.
! [1j IZZIE
W ELL1NG T< *N. late ot

_Cii

<

no
l't 1 UTi'i 1 |i: Bellas!, in ,:•.
interested iua.\ attend
a
IT
held at Belfast. 01 :iie
next, aim ^hovv « iu-e. i! ai
said aero o Hamid nd 1
i.Id) I
Id

A

irue e.'i-v.

x-

I hat

1

i.

\\ A 1.1 'U S> il.
>>
I;.1!. ! !;•KOliKKT S In l.i;\
•: Ma Id a i; I.
i»

d.

!

Attest
•

Order*

v

I

1,1.1.

thereof

notice

printed in Belfast, i: saidt

ount\.

Liberty m
iideivsii-iI, mav attend at. a Kn h,r.
YITALDO SS
In Court of Probate, held at Bel ! ty ot Waldo, deeased. ! aving presented a ;>• i»: 1 n
i"' d a' Bellas!.
tl;. sc. ..-nl
M
fast, on the second Tuesday of April, 1Si»7.
praying ;hat administration oi the estate >t s.ml ti'-x:. and show <-.t
i!
t;
u,\
MANIA El.Id NO WOOD, Administrator on the deceased he granted to Lip in- P. Morse.
I lie said air->unt should n< t he
estate of HIRAM E. ElddNO WOOD, latent WinOrdered. That the said petitioner give not ire t<>
<.i:o i: Johns'1
terport. in said County, deceased, having present- ! all persons interested by causing a copy >d this
A xrue copy.
Attest
ed his final account of administration of said es- order
to be published three weeks successively it*
|
Ciias. p. IIa/.i i.riM
tate for allowance.
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast. That
ordered, That notice thereof lie given, three I they may appear at a Probate Court to be held
VLD* >S —In Ci.ui t >■; I’toii.
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal. at Belfast within and for sain C
uty, on the
fast. oil the sri ilid I
printed in Belfast, in said Countv. that all persons second Tuesday of May next, at ten ot the
l.M.MA ,\J. WlHJk. Adli'ini-i'
:: x
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to he clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they
of CALVIN w OKK. la’<,1:.,
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of May 11
have, why the prayer ot said petit], tier should
County.- deceased, ha\ inc ; resei
next, and show cause, if any they have*, whv the I not be
granted.
and final account <>t adinini-; i.h t**n
said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge,
for allowance
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Ordered, That notice then ot l>.
A true copy. Attest:
('has. p Hazeltixe, Regist* r.
weeks sueeessively. in t !•«• KciChas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
|
tlnr
printed in Belfast, in said cunt \.pt.
interested, may attend at a 1
TIT ALIK) SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel- At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
held at Belfast, on the seem! To
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday I
on the second Tuesday of April, I8t»7.
fast,
yi
ELLERY BOWDEN, Administrator on the estate
next, ami show cause, if an\ thc\ i.>
April, A. L>. 185*7.
said account should not he II*
ot WILLARD O. TA1NTER, late of White-port,
\\
SOCLE. Administratrix on the
(JKo. i: JOHNS"
in said County, deceased, having presented his I
I
estate of LORENZO A. SOI l.K. late of Sears
A true co]*y
Attest
first and final account of administration of said
in
said
of
h.ivii
Waldo, deceased,
moiit,
County
g
1 11 A/ I I.IIM
ClIAS.
estate for allowance.
I presented a petition tor license to sell at public m
Ordered, That notice thereof le given, three i
sale certain real estate of said deceased
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, private
>
M
A
1.1
SS
In
Court
of
ate
described in said petition.
\\T
VV
printed in Belfast, in said County, that all persons
last
;
*.n t he .-c.-oir:
Ordered, That the said petitii ner give n<>i ice to KI>U IN CoNKOliTH. Oiiardian
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of May alt persons interested by causing a copy of this
H C NT
I Thorndike, in -am
order
to
be
three
weeks
published
successively in seined his first and tinai acc-uni
next, and show cause, if any they have! why the
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
said account should not be allowed.
of said ward for allowance.
they may appear at a Probate ( ourt, to be held
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Ordered, That notice •hcreol !,*
at Belfast, within and for said County. >
the
A true copy. Attest
weeks successively, in the Kepi.h n ..
second
Tues
of
at
ten
of
the
next,
lay
May
Ciias. P. Hazeltine, Register.
in Belfast* in said c«.um\. ’laprinted
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
interested may attend at a I tohate »
NOTICE. The subscrib- have, why the prayer of said petitioner should held at Belfast on the sevond T i.
not
be granted.
XJ ers hereby give notice that they have been
next, and show cause. it any tl.*-> i.a
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
duly appointed Executors of the last will and
said account should not he allowed.
A true copy. Attest:
testament and codicil of
(, Id ). K JOHNS* n
( has. P. Hazeltixe, Register.
EDWIN F. LITTLEFIELD, late of W'interport,
| At*, ne copy. Attest
ClIAS. l\ HaZV LT1 N 1
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de- At a Probate Court held
at Belfast, within and for
mands against the estate of said deceased are dethe Couuty of Waldo, tin the second Tuesday of
EXECUTOR S F O'TICE.
sired to present the same for settlement, and all
A. I). 185>7.
I Lj
April,
hereby {rives not ire that he has
indebted thereto are requested to make pavment
4 certain instrument, purporting t«> he the last I pointed Executor of the last win ami
immediately.
of
will
and
A
testament ol''.JOEL P. BENNETT,
LUCY ABBY LITTLEFIELD,
late of Searsmont, in said Count} of Waldo, de 1
CHARLES E. LITTLEFIELD.
I AM1M.EI.I
ROBERT
late of W
ceased, having been presented tor probate.
W interport, April 13, 18‘J7.
n the
Ordered. That notice be given to all persons in
County ol Wald-., he-ra-r
NOTICE. The subscriber j terested by causing a copy of this order to he pub- hones as the iaw directs. All per-miI2i
hereby gives notice that he lias been duly lished three weeks succt-s.si\ely in the Republican mands against the estate of -..id dr.. as
appointed Executor of the last will and testa- | Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appeal sired ;•> present the same I >r -«■••
ment of
Court, to be held at Belfast, within indebted thereto are requested ;> mam
j at a Probate
ANN L. GAY. late of Morrill,
.!» il.EEH li
A !.
land for said County, on the >oomd Tuesda} ol immediately.
\V interport, April 1II. 1 st'7
in the County of Waldo,deceased, and given bonds I^ May next, at ten of the clock lie tore noou.'aml
show
if
t
Incause,
wh\
same
-i
.!■
as the law directs.
any they have,
All peisoiis having demands
1
against the estate of said deceased are desired to not be proved, approwd ami allowed.
CEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
present the same for settlement, and all indebted I
A true copy. Attest:
thereto are requested to make pavment immedi |
as. P. Ha/i.i.iim
Cl*
1
SAMUEL
Register.
KINGSBURY.
ately.
Belfast, April 13, 18‘.>7.
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OLD-FASHIONED

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.

Tlie I!

rl subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
been duly appointed Administrator on the estate
of
EVANDEIt HARKIMAN, late of Prospect,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate oi said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment

old, who pay immediately.

their

FAC-SIMILE

»

Shanghae.

from New York

was

“Fritz.”

A

2b for

BARKS.

hold and free,
When Gladys got her wheel.
It blew her over finally,
And Dr. Johnson got a fee,
When Gladys got her wheel.
[Somerville Journal.

A

April

St Nicholas, C F Carver, sailed from San
Francisco April 25 for lvarluk.
State of Maine, 11 G Curtis, sailed from
Shanghae prior to April 14 for .Manila.
Til lie* E Starbuck. Ebeii Curtis, sailed
from New York March 21 for Sydney, NSW
W in Jl Macy, Amsbury, sailed from San
Francisco April IS lor Honolulu.
Wm H Conner, Frank 1 Pendleton, sail cm 1

THAT THf;

Shipbuilder.

The sugar bill of this country, paid to
foreigners, foots over >100,000,000. It is
believed that this external expenditure
can lie greatly diminished,
and a profitable industry for our farmers be built up,
by promoting the cultivation of the sugar
beet.
For several years the Agricultural
Department has given attention to the
raising of “high hereditary sugar beet
seed.”
This seed is rare and hard to get.
It is said to be worth its weight in gold.
The Department possesses only about five
pounds of it, but the quality of this
amount is exceedingly choice.
This seed
is being distributed among the experimental stations in the different States. It
will be sent as far south as the Carolinas
and Texas. Thence it will be forwarded
to leading agriculturists with instructions
regarding the cultivation of the plants
and arrangements for the return of samples to the stations in the fall for analysis.
Interest in sugar-beet culture will also be
awakened by bulletins prepared by experts in the Department and issued to the
farming districts. Capital will not be
lacking for the building of factories to convert the product into sugar if the farmers
will raise the beets.
[Zion’s Herald.

Sachem, II T Lancaster, sailed from Hong
8 for New York; passed St. Helena
prior to March 25.
S D Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from New

Nine little hoys sat on a ft nee,
\\ hen Gladys got la r wheel.
They saw her fall, with grief intense,
And watched her ride, with joy immense.
When Gladys gt t her wheel.

glint

can

Kong Jan

The neighbors all looked out to see,
\\ lien Gladys got her wheel.
Her wiid gyrat < s toward a tree
Filled tlairunLo.y souls with glee,
\\ hen Glady s got lit r w heel.

A

at

!

1

26.

Aial many wen the glances arch,
\\ hen Glady s got her wheel.

For 0, the wind

E. Platt Stratton, chief engineer surveyor to the Record of American and
Foreign
Shipping, New York, is authority for the
statement that a steel schooner will carry
27 percent, more cargo than a wooden vessel of the same displacement. Mr. Stratton suggests that tall steel pole masts
would be far superior to wooden masts,
as the steel masts would be all in one
piece
from keel to truck, and by placing the
under
tile
trucks
the
stays
spring
directly
sails would be under the stays, thus doing
away with the necessity of lifting the sails
over the stays in
tacking ship. The very
large increase in the carrying capacity of
a steel schooner over a wooden
one, ought
to suggest to the owners of our
big fourmasted schooners the economy and desirof
steel
for
the
construcability
adopting
tion of their vessels instead of wood. The
sails of the steel schooner could be brailed into the mast.
This would enable a
very small crew, or rather the watch on
! deck, to do a large amount of shortening
sail with very little labor.
By simply
slacking off the halyards a couple of feet
the sails could be reefed, after the head
and upper part of the sail had been brailed in close to the mast.
We hope before
long to be able to state that one of our enterprising vessel owners lias placed a contract for a 2.000 ton steel schooner, and ;
we doubt
not that either Wilmington,
I Del., or Newport News, will be the
place j
to have the honor of having constructed
J
the first American steel schooner for sea;
service.
We already have a four-masted i
steel schooner (the Honolulu) running out
of San Francisco.
Her steel pole masts !
are all of the same length, and she carries !
no crosstrees or
gaffs. The sails are of the ;
leg of mutton type. As the masts are very
long this vessel gets a sufficient amount
of sail area to propel her 11 knots an hour
in a whole s;iil breeze.
The Honolulu's
rigging is all set up by means of turn
buckles, no lanyards being used. [Ameri-

j

A

which has not

been reached by modern methods of life.
The native characteristics, which were

The Greco-Turkish war, the Cuban insurrection, and the sealing question are
the principal topics covered by the May
Review of Reviews, in editorials, special
articles, and magazine and book reviews,
together with cartoon and other illustration.

Steel Four-Masted Schooners.

of tlie Atlantic Month-

WASHINGTON L). HARKIMAN.

Prospect, April 13, 1897.
ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE. The
subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
duly appointed Administrator on the estate

xL

been
of

ISAAC WALKER, late of Swanville,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
ALFRED E. NICKERSON.
immediately.
Swanville, April 13, 1897.

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.

The
a.
subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
been duly appointed Administrator on the estate
of
PELTIAH ELLINGWOOD, late of Winterport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de
mands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested 10 make payment
FRED W. ELtlNGWOOD.
immediately.
Winterport, April 13, 1897.

|
j

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, w n bin ami
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesda>
April. A. 1>. 18P7.

for
"I

4 certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of DENNIS C. .M \ UK K
late of Troy, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.

I /V.

j
!

Ordered, That notire be given to all persons in*
terested by causing a copy of tins order to be published three weeks successively in the Republican
Journal, printed at Belfast, that, they may appear
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the second Tuesday’ of
May next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the same should
not be proved, approved and allowed
DEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Cius, P. Hazel tine, Register.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
April, A. i>. 1807.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of ISAAC S. MOUSE, late
of Montville, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of May next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and show cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
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POOR & SON,
AGENTS.

FROfl GOTHAM.
at
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Own

Our

many present recognized the regal
of ex-Secretary Whitney, who

New Yorkers

Duchess

red.

It

was

tried

a

didn’t “catch on.”

n

York

w

no

Theatre.

The divine Ada

ir position at a first
night
oduetion at the “parlor

,!v,"

as

Mr.

»>ked

Daly’s play-

handsomer

j'vvn

on

v

..

or

more
as

way

forming

a

c

l me, 1
not

am

more

ittracted
is

but

than the

play,

drew back

glasses

and she looked the
.<tcd island maiden to

iI>

Miss Urban looked

distingue In
vas, the chic sleeveless Eton
•

was

Ariel, the

fairy;

on a

London.

McIntosh took the role of

•irle

brought

a

clear, crisp day.

in the swellest section of the West End of

box.

..

bright

Lucky indeed are the New York friends
of Consuelo, “our own” Duchess of Marlborough, who have been bidden to Spencer
House, a grand old mansion which
stands in its own grounds facing the Mall

much attention

'id the numerous
:

where the

grey haze, the

skies.

action of her
bound to ad-

modestly

a

to the dainty coloring of our American
girls—as well as the glitter of American

stage associates have tried

i>

But there,

scarlet reds will never take a prominent place here for street wear. The soft
shades are lovelier and much better suited

quantity of rich old
toss of her head—which
nervous

through

No,

a

tlic

the year.

dear, dirty
London; and I can never
forget how thoroughly uncomfortable 1
felt when I donned it to promenade Broad-

the garment. With this
blue surah waist profuseib

of

shines

red gown and a handsome red coat,
when I visited “mine own fair country”
after an absence of six years in the fog of

chic, sleeveless

shoulder tabs
:

ers

old

that occasion

a

brilliant

sun

over

of blue canvas of

hich had

our

color is subdued and attractive.
I remember with what joy I

.nd watched every movetors from the upper left

-he did

few seasons ago and
The trouble is that

sunshiny climate, the rich,
bright tones are too garish. In London
red is the stand-by color for three-quartin

Letter.]

tempest raised by
lie Tempest” minus Ada

was

i'

as

her father’s “own Pauline.”
“boom”
are trying to

was

New Yorkers

Matinee.

if'

heal'd

daughter

Daly’s. Mis. Wheat-

ah’* forming
Ma<le

a

a

gown of blue

can*

having shoulder
unique feature.

Her

Egyptian beauty was set oft' In a severely
plain rich red suit, with a stylish openfronted jacket.

It has been taken for the

season

by the Marlboroughs; and there, hospitality as sumptuous as Royalty’s will be dispensed during the festivities of Queen
Victoria’s diamond jubilee.

by The National Cloak Co., West 23il Street, New York.

MUNYON.
Munyon says that 90 per cent, of the

PROFESSOR J. M.
Professor

people

miserable on account of some disease
of the stomach. He claims his Dyspepsia remedy
will positively cure all forms of indigestion and
are

stomach trouble, such as rising of food, distress
after eating, shortness of breath, palpitation and
all affections of the heart caused by indigestion,
wind

the stomach, bad taste, offensive breath,
appetite, faintness or weakness of the
stomach, headache from indigestion, soreness of
the stomach, coated tongue, heartburn, shooting
pains of the stomach, constipation, dizziness,
faintness and lack of energy, cold feet, poor circulation and nervousness Ii tones up the system,
strengthens the nerves, enriches the blood, and
forms a new coating in worn-out stomachs or
those that have been impaired by physic or injuron

loss of

ious medicines.
Prof. Munyon has
ease.

At all

a

separate

druggists, mostly

Personal letters to Prof.

cure

for each dis-

25 cents

a

vial.

Munyon, 1505 Arch

street, Philadelphia, Pa., answered with
medical advice for any disease.

In

War

and

free

Peace.

General Grant was a Man or Tremendous
Gen. Horace I’orter’s Tribute.

Ability.

In his oration April L'Tth at the dedication of the Grant monument General
Porter said:
and, if personally somewhat plump and parlor” was Miss Louise Alleu, wife of
it is all like a dream.
One can scarcely
too energetic, her conception of the part
that droll comedian Willy Collier.
Miss
realize the lapse of time and the memorwas excellent.
Both girls deserve much Allen is a comedienne in the best sense of
able events which have occurred since our
hero President was lirst proclaimed one
praise, as it is a long leap from the sing- the word, and made a great hit as Tilly
of the great of earth.
The dial hands
ing lines of “The Geisha”—in which they the German servant maid in the “My
upon the celestial clock record the flight
have the principal roles —to the blank Friend from India”
of more than a generation since the
Company, in which
legions
verse of the Bard of Avon.
And they Mr. Collier scored as the
of American manhood poured down from
theosophic barthe hilltops, surged up from the
play these widely different parts on alter- ber.
valleys,
knelt upon their native soil to swear
nate nights.
She is a pretty brunette, and was smarteternal allegiance to the Union, and went
This is the age of contrasts; and no
forth to seal the oath with their blood in
ly gowned in a spring toilette of green
doubt, if Edwin Booth himself lived now,
inarching under the victorious banners of
cheviot, made with a natty double-breastUlysses S. Grant. To-day countless numhe would be asked to “do” the churched, tight-fitting coat, and when she held
bers of his contemporaries, their children
yard scene from “Ilamlet” as a vaude- up her skirt as we left the theatre I saw
and their children’s children,gather about
ville turn.
liis tomb to give permanent sepulture of
the gleam of a rich silk lining in
green
ids ashes and to recall the record of his
If Mrs. Adeline Stanhope Wheateroft and
pink.
imperishable deeds.
had any doubts of the loyalty of her New
With Miss Allen was Miss Mila Allen,
it is peculiarly fitting that this memoral
York friends—since the publication of
should be dedicated iu the presence of the
her sistei, whose coal-black hair and
certain delicate details in the domestic
distinguished soldier who marched in the
almond-shaped Egyptian eyes were set oil
victorious columns of his illustrious chief,
life of the late Nelson Wheateroft—they
to advantage in a
but
rich
and who now so worthily occupies the chair
severely plain
must have wholly disappeared.
red costume, which had an open-fronted
of state in which he sat.
There is a
A vast audience filled the Empire Theasource of extreme
gratification and a problazer jacket.
She wore a large black
tre the other afternoon to witness the lirst
found significance in the fact that there
straw hat trimmed with a
profusion of
are in attendance here not
matinee given by the Dramatic School of
only the solfeathers.
diers who fought under the renowned deActing since Mr. Wheateroft’s death. The
fender of tlie Union cause, but the leaders
Among the audience at the premiere of
position of Mrs. Wheateroft (at all events
of armies who fought against him, all
“The Wife of Scarli," played by Miss
the lady known on this side of the Atlantic
uniting iu testifying to the esteem and reXetliersule. 1 noticed Mrs. Almeric
Olga
spect which lie commanded from friend
as Mrs.
Nelson Wheateroft) was a very
and foe alike.
Hugh Paget. She swept down the aisle
trying one; and it was a relief to everybody iu her well-kuuwu
I lus grateful duty whicn we
discharge
lookstately
manner,
this day is not unmixed with sadness, for
present when she stepped before the curing
queen-like in a beautiful toilette of'
the occasion brings vividly to mind the
tain and modestly acknowledged the hearty
violet canvas cloth. The bodice was made
fatal day on which his generous heart
and prolonged applause with which she
ceased to beat, and recalls the grief which
a la corslet; and across the whole
front,
was greeted.
fell upon the American people with a
ately beauty was shown off in a
narrowing at the waist, violet and white She was
In
a
smartly gowned
She deserves every hand-clasp she got,
silk-lined, gr.en sense of pain which was akin to the sor"let canvas.
The bodice was
figured silk was plaited iu, forming a
cheviot costume made with a natty doublerow of a personal
bereavement, and yet it
made a*ia*corslet.
as she has always been the principal of
perfect line. Violet ribbon was twisted
is not an occasion for tears; not a time to
breasted, tlght-mtlng coat.
the school and is an indefatigable worker.
cliant
or
around
the
a
Cloak Co., West 23d
requiems
display the sable drawaist, and tied in a large loose Made by The National Cloak Co., West 23d
Seated near me away up in the “sky- bow in
peries of public mourning. He who lies
reet, New York.
front.
A buzz of admiration was
Street, New York.
within the portals of yonder tomb is not
a deail
memory; he is a living reality. He
Weal Catarn. Cure.
An Old-Time Islesboro Man.
Beauty in a Schoolhouse.
has been consigned to the chamber of
trial size of Ely's Cream
death, but not to the realms of forgetfulEspecially in public buildings, says Mrs.
an be had of the
The Camden Herald is publishing in indruggist is
ness.
Our grief is calmed by the recolleclent' nstrate its great merit.
Whitman in the May Atlantic, is stalments a history of
Henry
tion of the blessings his life conferred
Amity Lodge, No. tj,
-*
\n
!. -nail it.
Full size50c.
this
F.
&
and
the
A.
fame he has left to the custody of
and
treatment
in
a
recent, issue we tind the
ignorant
M.,
IC'S c; Warren St., N. V.
seen; for here
City.
his fellow-citizens.
We consecrate this
*lt\ :n speaking and
“machine finish" has almost unlimited following sketch of one of the founders.
c
loss 'd hearing.
day to a tribute to the memory of deBy the sway, and
Oliver Pendleton was the son of
Capt.
is
followed
to
vulgar precedent
Balm dropping of mucus
parted worth. The story of his life is
William Pendleton and was horn iu Westerand hearing have greatly the exclusion of many simple and excelthe history of the most eventful epoch iu
ly, K. I. We do not know the date of his
W
1Cavidson, Att'y at Law,
his country's annals.
lent models which, as has been said, were birth, but learn that lie came with his fattier
Upon an occasion
to Long Island (Islesboro) in
such as this, it would seem more fitting to
September,
fortunate traditions of early colonial work. lTiiii. His father
took
a
tract
of
up
stand silent by the tomb and let. history
large
ser-:us to me you ask very
If one enters one of the more recent land in the southern part of the Island and
u aek no w ledge that you
alone speak, but it has been deemed
settled there. Afterwards Oliver took
xperience.'’ Bridget: schoolhouses to-day oue finds great care
up
proper that living witnesses to his virtues
one hundred acres of
land, which he occu.t harder for me when 1
should pay the grateful tribute of their
and pains shown in new systems of heat- pied for some time and then sold to Elisha
Tit-Bits.
Ames.
This farm was several years ago
testimony. The allotment of time perand ventilation; the rooms are lighted
often have troublesome and ing'
sold to a syndicate for 510,000, and is tile
mits only a brief allusion to the achieveand
warmed
with increasing reference to same upon which the “Islesboro Inn” at
Sometimes you can cure
ments of his marvellous career.
Dark Harbor now stands.
mi can't.
But Adain- health and general safety; but with these
From Long IsGeneral Porter then went on to review
land Capt. Pendleton moved to
Balsam alwavs soothes improvements is seldom found
;g
General Grant's military life, supplementCamden,
any recogaiil-nt old folks.nition of the prime fact that practical con- where lie resided for sometime, and then
ing it with an nble tribute to his services
moved to Hope, where his last days were
venience is perfectly served only when it
to the country as President. Among other
ng <<{ Pullen, he is a man
spent. He was both a farmer and a' master
a toothache,"
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uy, Ex-Postmaster of Promise
was not superior to the heroism he diswhole wheat flours.
An important prize
1
business in the store formerly occupied by them.
nays: “I bought one bottle of
was also offered for the best loaf of bread
I shall keep a full line of groceries and flour, also
played when in hi# fatal illness he con^or Rheumatism, and two
The neglect of a cold is often fatal. Dr. made from spring wheat
! r '"I
and Pills- dry goods, clothing, boots, shoe?, paints and hard- fronted the only enemy to whom he ever
me more
1 do not expect to undersell my neighware.
good than any rnedi- Wood’s Norway Pine Syrup contains all the bury’s Best of Minneapolis flour,
surrendered.
took
His old will power reassertthis prize
to°k.” Sold by A. A. Howes &
but shall be glad to have mv friends call on
soothing virtues of the pine. Never fails to also, Washburn’s Superlative coming in for bors,
ed itself in his determination to complete
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ALBERT STEPHENSON.
cure.
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second.
his memoirs.
Freedom, Me., April 17, 18b7.— 3wlti
During whole months of
•••“

physical torture he with one hand held
death at arm’s length while with the
other he penned the most brilliant
chapter in American history.
It is twelve years since he left the
liviug here to join the other living, commonly called the dead, and the laurel on
his brow was intertwined with the Cyprus.
His last words, uttered at the close of his
agonizing illness, were eminently characteristic of his patience and consideration
for others: “I hope no one will be distressed on my account.” Now that more
than a decade has passed since he stood
among us, we can form a better estimate
of his character than when he was close
by. Time has shed a clearer light upon
bis acts: he has reached a
higher altitude; distance has brought him into the
proper focus and the picture upon which
we now look
appears in its true proportions. We see his traits moulded into
perfect symmetry aud bleuded into majestic
harmony. “A tree can best be measured
when it is down.”
He reached the highest pinnacle of human distinction.
Men have dwelt upon
his achievements till they know them all
by heart. The records of his deeds rise
to the sublimity of an epic.
The story
of his life is worthy the contemplation of
He needs no eulogists; his services
ages.
attest his greatness; he did his duty and
trusted to history for his meed of praise.
The more history discusses him the more
brilliant becomes the lustre of his name.
He was a natural leader; he was born to
command.
He was one of the men who
“mark the hours
while others only
sound them.”
No one cau rob him of a
single laurel; no one can lessen the measure of his renowu.
He honored the age
in which we live, and futuer generations
will be illuminated by the brightness of
his fame.
His countrymen have paid him a tribute
of grateful hearts; they have reared in
monumental rock a sepulchre for his
ashes, a temple to his fame. The fact
that it has been built by the
voluntary
contributions of the poeple will give our
citizens au individual interest in preserving it, in honoriugit.lt will staud throughout the ages upon its conspicuous
promontory, this ideal site. It will overlook
tHe metropolis of the Jlepublic which his
efforts saved from dismemberment; it
will he reflected in the noble waters of
the Hudson, upon which pass the
argosies of commerce, so largely multiplied by
the peace secured by his heroic deeds.
The tolling of passing bells will replace
the echo of hostile guns.
It was not uecesssary for his renown that this memorial
should be reared.
A nation’s prosperity
is his true monument, his name will stand
immortal when the granite has crumbled
and epitaphs have vanished. In the movement for tlie erection of this
memorial, it
was not his reputation that was at
stake,
it was the reputation of his countrymen.
They owed a sacred duty, which they
could not fail to perform.
They have
reared his monument to a majestic height,
but if it towered above the eagle’s flight
it would not reach as high as the summit
of his fame.
Its flawless granite is typical of the spotless character of his reputation.
Its delicate lines and massive proportions will remind us of the childlike
simplicity which was mingled with the
The
majestic grandeur of his nature.
hallowed memories clustering about it
will recall the heroic age of the republic.
Its mute eloquence would plead for equal ;
sacrifice should war ever again threaten
the nation's life.
In this tomb, which
generosity has created and which his ser- j
vices have sanctified, his ashes will hence- ;
forth rest, hut his true sepulchre will be !
iu the hearts of his countrymen.
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.TRY GRAIN-0! TRY GRAIN-0!
Ask your Grocer tr-da'y to show you a package of
Grain-o, the new food drink that takes the place
of coffee. The children may drink it without injury as well as the adult. All who try it, like it.
Grain <, has that rich seal brown of Mocha or
Java, but it is made from pure grains, and the
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delicate stomach receives it without dis
1-4 the price of coffee. 15c. and 25 cts. per
package. Sold by all grocers.
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S.S S. (guaranteed purely vegetable) I
Rheucure* Eczema, Scrofula, Cancer,
matism, or any other blood trouble. I
It is a real blocd remedy and always
cures even after all else fails.
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A Real Blood Remedy.
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Mr. E. D. Jenkins, of Lithonia, Ga..
says that his daughter, Ida, inherited a j
severe case of Eczema, which the usual
mercury and potash remedies failed to
relieve. Year by year she was treated !
with various medicine >, external appli- ;
1
cations and internal remedies, without
result. Her sufferings were
intense,
and her condition grew steadily worse.
All the so-called blood remedies did not
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as

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,
ELY’S CREAM BALM is a positive cure.
Apply into the nostrils. It is quickly absorbed. 50 ! Tents,
cents at Druggists or by mail; samples 10c. by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren St., New York City. 1
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FREEDOM, MAINE.

James Pattee & Son,
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and

Accident Insurance.

OFFICE : HASONIC TEMPLE,
MAIN STREET ENTRANCE,
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BELFAST, MAINE.

Medicine.
We till

prescriptions exactly as
they are written l>v the physician, an.l never substitute a
cheaper or iuferiordrug for the
desired. Vo get what you
pay f.>r every time —PUfiK AM)
at rag L'jurEir paicg.

one

POOR & SON, Druggists.

COUNTY

CORRESPONDENCE.

Have You Seen

South Montville. Mrs. Aldana Gilman
visiting iu Camden for a few weeks_
Hattie Gilman is at home, but will return to
Belfast to work next week-C. E. Gilman
is having his hay pressed... .The many
friends are pleased to learn that Prescott
Boynton is to drive the stage from Liberty
through Searsmont to Belfast after July 1st.
....The recent rainy weather is likely to
cause farming to be backward.
is

——OUR--

I

KNew Lines

Monroe. At the meeting of the trustees
The Waldo and Penobscot Agricultural
Society May 1st they decided to offer the
following purses for the trot on their grounds
July 3d: 3 minute class, $85; 2.24 class,
$150; 2 35 class, $100; 2.31 class, $115. The
races to be trot or pace_George Palmer took

-OF-

of

charge
Celebrate ! for its great leavening
strength and healthfulness. Assures
the food against alum and all forms
of adulteration common to the cheap
royal raking powder
SEW YORK.
0

SEARSPORT
Tramps
Mrs.

day.

are

getting

in town.

C. N. Meyers arrived home Satur-

Mrs. Samuel Park has been visiting friends
at the Harbor.
Richard P. Smith ami wife
for the summer.

are

Frank Morrow left Saturday for
trip to Boston.

at

home

a

short

improving.Miss Alice Twombly is
teaching school in Swanville_Mr. and
Mrs. Hiram Twombly have moved here from
J. H. Kneelaud made a business trip to
Massachusetts.
They are in very poor
Bangor Saturday.
health. Mrs.T. came by order of her phyMiss L. W. Edwards has returned from
sician-People in this vicinity can do no
Boston with new goods.
farming on account of the wet weather_
Sell. Marcellus, Capt. Larrabee, is loading Frank Henderson and wife are at Edwin
Lufkin’s-Mr. Charles Conant is to have
hard wood floors laid in most of his house
and will dispense with carpets.

briek for Boston market.

Capt. A. V. Nickels left Tuesday for
business trip to New York.

a

Morrill. Mrs. Deborah Thompson and
James W. Ford left on the steamer City of
daughter Nellie returned last week from a
Bangor Saturday for Boston.
visit to relatives and friends in MassachuCapt. A. A. Auspland is making extensive setts-Mr. Geo.
Daggett has moved his
repairs on schooner Banner.
family to Searsmont. We learn that he
Mrs. J. W. Black and daughter Edna visfinds employment in Pittston_Evangelist
ited friends in Rockland last week.
J. A. Johnson gave us a good sermon last
Shute took a buckboard party to the sociable at Knyvetta Hall in J'ark Tuesday even- Sunday.... We expect our new pastor, Rev.
Geo. D. Stanley, to arrive and
occupy the
ing.
pulpit next Sunday-The building comC.

will

H. Monroe lias sent for material and
begin the manufacture of bicycles

soon.

More than fifty of our citizens attended
Sousa concert at Belfast Friday after-

the

noon.

Marion Lewis, who has been spending the
winter in Brooklyn, returned home this
week.
Rev. Almond J. Raekliffof Hudson, Mass.,
arrived by boat Tuesday for a short visit iu

j

town.

[

S. A. Prescott is visiting his son, who is
in the employ of the Boston & Maine R. R.
at Boston.

mittee for the new school house has contracted with Messrs. Ladd & Merriam to
build the same for §900. This does not include the basement... .The superintendent
of schools for 1890 reported 80 in the central
district as the result of his enumeration and
the superintendent for 1897 reported, at a recent. board meeting, that he found 70!
The
article in last week’s Journal on the Morrill school controversy was saved from being anonymous by having it signed by one
of our smart little school boys!
If the boy
can stand it we
can-About 70 of the
friends of Rev. H. I. Holt assembled at the
house of Mr. I. D. White Tuesday evening,
April 27th, to give him a warm reception on
his return from conference and receive his

parting blessing, as he was to start for CushFrank Decrow, who has a position with ing, his newj pastorate, last Thursday. Ice
the West End R. R Co., Boston, is at home cream and cake were served. During the
for a vacation.
evening, Mrs. Silas Storer made him a
of

of money in behalf of the
present
Junior Endeavorers, with which he was to
buy a book which they learned he desired
to possess. Later in the evening Dr. T. N.

There will he no service at the Congl.
church next Sunday morning. Meetings in

the evening

as

usual.

Pearson,

Frank E. Whitcomb has caught at Swan
Lake two land-locked salmon weighing

0 1-2 and 5 1-2

and the new shade G11EEN.

2

a sum

in

a

complimentary speech,

and in

behalf of the Y. P. Society of C. E. of this
place, presented him with Shakspeare’s complete works in 15 volumes. The evening
was very much
enjoyed. A short time ago
the Grange, of which Mr. Holt was a valued

pounds.

CL J. Shaw of Hartland arrived by train
Saturday evening, and will remain on Sears
Island lor the season.

member, presented

him with

a

very fine al-

bum. .The ground is cold and wet so that
but little farming is attempted yet_Miss
Mattie Cross was at home over Sunday from
Belfast where she is learning dressmaking
with Mrs. Ellen Sprague.

Rev. O. II. Feruald and Past Master E. J.
Wentworth are in attendance at the Grand
Lodge ot Masons at Portland.
Mrs. a. C. Nickels accompanied by her
sisters, Misses Sarah and Virginia Thompson, arrived home by steamer City of Ban-

ting

CHASE&M/NBORZNS
Orange Pekoe. Koh-i-noor.

Orloff.
Formosa

Ceylon

English

Ooloong.

and India.

Breakfast.

Look for the Tea
Box on Grocer’s

Counter.

....

Prospect Ferry. Miss Martha E. Harrihas returned home from Belfast.
During her four months’ stay there she gained
many friends-Mrs. Jessie Harding has
gone to Bath to visit her husband_School
began in this district May 3d, Miss Nicia
man

Kingsbury of Frankfort, teacher_Miss
Orianna Harding is teaching the school at
Mt. Heagan-Fred Kenney and wife have
moved to Sandypoint-B. C. Avery has
gone to Green’s Landing to work on stone.
-Rev. J. T. Richardson of Bucksport
preached at the schoolhouse in this place
last Sunday. Services will be held here during the summer at 2.30 p. m. All are cordily invited-Mrs. N. J. Heagan entertained the Ladies’ Circle the evening of May
5tli... .The many friends of Charles Bennett
were very sorry to hear of his recent sickness, and wre all hope to see him out again

over 200

recovering

from

attack of canker rash
and scarlet fever... .Rev. J. H.
Irving of
Clinton preached at the church Sundav afternoon.... Mrs. A. W. Bickford, who’has
been very sick the past week, is better_X.
E. Murray sold a nice Harbinger mare to
Boston parties last week.W. L. Shaw
sold his nice black horse to a Boston man
last week for a good price.... Bertie Almout
Cooper and Miss Eva Foss, both of Burnham,
were joined iu
marriage by X. E. Murrav,
an

April 2P.

Centre Lincolnville.
tured at the church Sunday

25th,

j

1

...

lasts and are not expensive.

33 Main

Cups.

Rev. W. C. Raker began his
E. church Sunday_
Dr. Millett is attending the Masonic Grand
Lodge in Portland this week. He represents Quantabaeook lodge, No. 129.
He
will visit his mother in Auburn before he
returns-Mr. V. A. Simmons took possession of the post oilice May 1st_Mr.
James Fuller started last Thursday for
Montana-Mr. J. E. Crie went to Criehaven April 26th for the summer_Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Morse of Warren visited Mrs.
Sarah Fuller Saturday and Sunday_Mr.
V. A. Simmons has a new man, Mr. Batchelder of Hallowed, to drive his team....
Miss Sarah Farrar, who has been at home
for several weeks, expects to return to B elfast this week.

Street,

PORT OF

at ail

$5.00

to

prices, in

new

and desirable sir.

Belfast, Me.

Four Points .7

year at the M.

SHIP

$2.00

Inspection,

Searsmont.

new

Many other Skirts at prices ranging from^-—

For All Who Use

Flour.j

JACKETS for $3.65, $5, $6, $10.00,
CAPES from $1.98 up.

#

*

A BARGAIN IN

Press Goods!

NEWS.
BELFAST.

*3

ARRIVED.

Burnham. Gershom Twitchell has erected the frame for a new barn_The following are reported on the sick list: Mr. aud
Mrs. John Bassler, Alfred Bickford aud Hollis Go wen.
Andrew Pease has been confined to the house for several mouths with
throat and lung trouble. Eri Small's daughter, who has been sick with pneumonia, is
much improved and is considered out of
The children of George Wyman
danger.

Esq

They

and good fit-

B. C. MORE.
SUITS

Japan.

soon.

are

Seal Brand.

Most Economical, because Purest and Best.
One Pound makes

stylish

We Invite Your

PACKAGE TEAS

J. S. Mullin lec-

afternoon, April

“Spiritualism, What it is aud is it
Liberty. Leonard Berry, who recently true?” The lecturer discussed the question
in
a clear and forcible manner to a
large and
bought the Cook mill in the village, has a
gor Tuesday.
A select choir led by
tine situation with the Bodwell Granite Co. I attentive audience.
A liberal reward will be paid for informa- He is an expert stone-cutter and has been B. F. Young furnished excellent music for
tion that will convict t!.*-* parties who broke
frequently sent to Washington, I>. u., New the occasion.... Mr. X. \Y. Jones was at
’he giass in three street lamps, completely \ ork ami other cities where this company home from Vermont last, week for a few
had large contracts, to look after their in- days visit-Messrs. George
Lermond,
destroy mg < 'lie.
Heal and Johnnie Marriner left
terests ami do the finest work. Owing to an Ralph
Gap’, and Mrs. B. F. Pendleton arrived
for
Massachusetts...
Thursday
.Miss
to
Gussie
one
of
his
eyes he is unable to do
home, trom Brooklyn, X. V., Saturday morn- I injury
continuous work, hut can see well enough to Mathews arrived home Thursday from Med:ug and w ii 1 spend the summer in their cot- |
where
she has been working for
enable him to look after the work of others field, Mass.,
Tage at the Harbor.
and for this purpose lie goes to Buffalo, N. the past few months-Miss May Norton reThe Light Guard Cadets reorganized Mon- V.. where, the Bodwell Granite
Co. have a turned home April ‘JSth after a few weeks
day evening with W. B. Trundy, Captain,' contract to furnish stone for a Post Office visit in Warren.... Miss Annie Miller is
A W. Allen, 1st Sergt., W. K. Staples and I
building which it will take three, years to teaching at Hope Corner... .The schools in
F. K. Sawyer, Corporals.
began Monday under the instruction
complete. Mr. Berry’s family will remain town
Will Curtis, who is employed at Alonzo in the village. His brother Charles has of the following teachers: Mrs. Sadie Fuller
of
in Youngtown; Mrs. Sadie
of
mill
Searsmont,
the
and
to celebrate the
Knight's bakery supply establishment, 80 charge
iiere,
Commercial street, Bostou, was called home event he sawed off the third linger of his Knight, Centre; Miss Edna Lamb, Bragg;
Mrs.
Grace
Mahoney, Miller; Miss Lottie
by the death of his brother.
right hand last week. In passing a cutting
Lufkin, Beach ; Miss Gussie Mathews, Lamb;
Sell. A. .J. Whitney, Capt. Charles Closson, off saw he stepped on a rolling bolt of wood
Miss Winnie French, Wiley’s Corner: Miss
made her sixteenth trip to Rockland this and putting out his hand to save himself
Carrie Sherman, Heal; Miss Myrabelie Milweek .Since Feb. 1st, having in the time car- from falling it came in contact with the saw
,
while it was in motion. It was a very nar- ler, Slab City; Miss Helen Lead better, Dean
ried 520 cords of kiiu wood.
and Miss King of North Haven, Hills.
row escape from a much worse accident and
Our dealers who have been selling Paris
Mr. Berry feels thankful that it is no worse.
Stockton Springs. Miss Jennie Lambert
green, hellebore, etc., are obliged under the
....Miss Annie Twitcliell will have her
only daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Lamnew law to give u\ the sale, as the business
of millinery and
spring
opening
fancy goods bert, diet! at her home Saturday morning,
is strictly forbidden except by druggists.
at her tine establishment in this
village, after a long and trying illness. Miss LamAt a caucus held Wednesday evening the Thursday and Friday, May Gtli and 7th. She
bert was one of our most popular young
following w ere elected delagates to the Re- has secured the services of Miss Eva J. ladies and much
sympathy is expressed by a
publican Congressional convention at VVa- i Sawyer, a first class milliner, who has been
circle of friends and acquaintances.
Jarge
terville May 12th.
C. E. Adams, E. Hop-! in Boston for the past three weeks
The funeral service was held at her late
looking
kins, J. A. Colson, E. c. Pike. The dele-' uji the styles ami selecting goods for the home
Tuesday afternoon, Rev. C. H. Wells
gates were instnu ted for E. C. Burleigh.
j spring and summer trade_Some needed of Belfast officiating. The floral gifts, which
Use
Udd
reiidws held an anniversary repairs are being done on the church, paint- consisted of the
following pieces, were beauetc-The usual amount of spring clean- tiful: White
serv; e at the M. E. church last
Sunday,with ing, ami house
pinks, Mrs. Lambert; wreath,
is being done here...
an add res? by Rev. O. H.
ing
painting
Wm.
L.
D.
and
X.
F. Lambert of Bangor; basFernald/D.
L. L. Prescott represents the Liberty
About thirty members were
Lodge ket of flowers, G. L. Field and daughter,
present and
made a hue appearance. The address was of Free Masons at the Grand Lodge in Port- Belfast; Easter
lilies, friends in Burnham
largely historical and was much appreciated, land this week-No work at the tannery and Waterville; roses and pinks, Mrs. Marfor the present-Waldo County Pomona
not only by the members of the order
garet Ames; cluster of pinks, Emily OverpresGrange meets with Georges River Grange at look of Somerville, Mass.;
ent, but the audience generally.
pinks and ferns,
this place Tuesday, May lltli.
Mrs. Morgan of
Park Items.
Mrs. A. P. Walker, who
Somerville, Mass.; roses,
i.as been spending the
Brooks. In spite of the hard times there Mrs. Maria Blanchard and Miss Emma
winter in Boston
with her daughter, Mrs. Hardy, returned will he at least four new houses put up in Black, Sandypoint; white pinks, Mrs. Lena
last week very much out of health_Last this place this season, and work has been Haskell; calla lilies, Miss Clara Mudgett;
Saturday the Stars aud Stripes w*ere fiung begun upon the foundation of them all_ wreath, from friends; roses and pinks, Mrs.
to the breeze at the “Pendleton homestead”
Mrs. Jane Jellison has been visiting her Cora Blanchard and Miss Alice CroCker....
on arrival at their summer
-Capt. H. M. Griffin and Albert M. Ames
home_Irving daughter, Mrs. Cora Bowker, of Belfast_ left
Monday for Portland as delegates to the
Pendleton, who is attending the seminary at Mr. Whitman of Auburn has been visiting
Grand
Lodge, F. & A. M... .The spring term
Bucksport, was in town Saturday and Sun- friends in town-Jennie Chase, who has
of
school
H.
who
been
began Monday, with Mrs. Manon
day-M.
has a tine red and
Peaslee,
very sick, is now able to ride out_
black span, is cutting quite a dash_Does Mrs. Sarah Cole of Thorndike is with her Hickey as teacher in the High school and
M.s.
Nellie Randell in the Primary. Miss
every one know that a tablespoonful of vine- sister, Mrs. Dow, the Brooks milliner, again
Elva Randell has charge of the school at the
gar put into the water in which tough meat this season and they are crowded with busiBrook. Samuel West went to Boston Monis cooked will make it tender? Now is
ness as usual-Alfred Hubbard has a sow
just
on business... .Mrs.
The time to try it w'hen so much
Jerry Park of Hartough meat that is worth keeping. Last Monday she bay
is being sold.
wichport, Mass., has been the guest of Capt.
gave birth to a litter of fifteen pigs, all
and Mrs. Charles Park the past week_Mr.
and
This
is
an
strong
healthy:
NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.
uncommonly
iarge litter....T. D. Jellison has some very Harry Harriman, wife and mother, Mrs.
Bennie Fernald is slowly improving.
desirable house lots in a good location that Hezekiali Harriman, arrived the past week
from Philadelphia.Andrew Berry of
Mrs. George Towers is very sick. Dr. Cole ! he will sell at a
bargain. If one intends to
of Swanville is attending her.
build it may pay them to look over his Rockland was in town last Friday_Mrs.
R. A. Simmons has returned from
which
is
place,
Roxbury,
Mr. Lewis Stevens of Boston,
nearly opposite the Friends
Mass., is church
...Mrs. Eliza Leathers is visiting Mass., and opened her house for the sumvisiting bis sister, Mrs. H. M. Black.
mer.
She was accompanied by her daughher sister, Mrs. Nickerson,in Bangor_Mr.
Frank Black of this place began work for Dow has in a
fine new line of ladies’ collars, ter Lillian, who returned to Boston Tuesday.
Wing Lowe of Winterport May 3rd. Frank cuffs, ruchings and neckwear.... Prince,
son
vY interport. Mr. Chandler Merrill and
is a good boy and has no trouble in getting
I of Charles F. Bessey, has entered the emMiss Clara Snow were married in Bangor
employment.
of
T.
I.
in
Huxford
as
clerk
ploy
the store. April 27th ami left
immediately for their
Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Curtis have lost their
Mr. Bessey lias spent suiiie months in the
home in Nebraska. Miss Snow is one of our
youngest son, a bright hoy of nine years of Portland Business College and is supposed popular
ladies
and the best wishes of
young
age. He was buried at this piaee last Satur- to be well fitted for the business_E. C.
friends go with her_The village
day. They have the sympathy of the com- Holbrook, Esq., went to Lewiston on a busi- many
schools began Monday, Misses Carroll, Meizness trip last
munity in their bereavement.
Monday.... Mrs. Ira Bowden ard, Russell and Sprout, teachers. The first
The North Searsport Cemetery Co. will is still very ill... Isaac S. Staples is about his three will board with Miss Abbie Coffren....
set their new' iron fence as soon as the I business again and
may be seen each morn- Capt. George Dudley has returned from
ground will permit. All interested in the ingstarting off for the carriage shop with his Boothbay Harbor, where he has been visitwill
Vie expected to do something for own peculiar, nervous, energitic stride.... ing his son-Mrs. Mabel Morgau has reyard
the cause.
j The assessors have finished their work and turned from Providence, where she spent
Mr. and Mrs. Marcus M. Curtis of Frank- t the tax bills are in the hands of the collector the winter-Mr. Charles Brier has bought
fort desire to express their appreciation of and the highway surveyors.. .The roads are the Meservey house on Water street and
sympathy, and kind attention, of neighbors, in horrible condition this spring-Miss will soon occupy it-Mrs. A. Y\r. Shaw has
and North Searsport friends, during the re- ; Grace E. Dow is teaching in the Patterson gone to the Maine General Hospital, PortThorndike. Miss Edith M. Forbes land, again for treatment and the reports recent illness and burial of their son.
j district,
; is teaching in West Brooks, and Miss Inez ceived from her are very favorable_Mrs.
I M. Forbes in South Brooks-Mrs. (J. L.
W. H. Collins,who has been ill, is recovering.
Swanville.
H. R. Dawson of Monroe Austin has taken rooms in the C. E.
Lane -Mrs. Edwin Gilman and children have
was presented with a
very nice teachers’ I house, where she is under the treatment of returned from Holden, where
they spent the
Bible last Sunday by the people who live in 1j Dr. A. E.
James Austin of winter... .Kelly (Hose Co., No. 2, were out
the vicinity of the Young school house. Mr. China is Kilgore-Mrs.
taking care of her sister-in-law, for practice last v\eek. They made the first
diaries Walker made some appropriate Mrs. Lizzie
Austin, who is here very sick. dash lof 100 yds. laying 50 ft. of hose with
remarks as he handed the Bible to Mr.
-F. O. Day is building a new stable.... A. stream in 60 seconds and the second dash in
Dawson, who thanked the people for so use- B. Stautial is planting
peas and early pota- 45 seconds-Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Rundlett
ful a present.Sehoois began last Monday
toes-A. C. Mosman, who has been in
returned Monday from Massachusetts, where
with the following teachers: Dist. Nos. 1 trade
here the past year, has closed up his they spent the winter. .Miss Emily F. Miller,
and 2, Miss Blanch Wallace; No. 3, Miss business and
returned to Belfast. Both he County Pres., W. C. T. U., assisted bv Miss
Julia Chase; No. 7, Miss Martha Matthews; and his
wife have made many friends while A. A. Hicks of Belfast, held meetings in the
No. 8, Miss Alice Twombly; No. 9, Miss
in town and we are all sorry to have them
interest of the order Thursday afternoon
Maud Knowlton... .Mrs. Wallace Cunning- leave
us.Frank Hubbard is to do the and evening. Much enthusiasm was maniham returned from Monmouth last
Monday spring work on the John M. Dow farm in fested and a Union was formed with 35
night.... Mrs. R. S, Smart is at home again. West Brooks-The
Republicans of this members and it is hoped the number will be
-The Cunningham boys have returned town will
have a caucus at the village school- doubled in the near future. Mrs. H. W.
from up river-Fred Nickerson is at home. house
next Saturday, at 4 o’clock to elect Norton and Mrs. Mitchell of Bucksport came
-Albert T. Nickerson is visiting his
delegates to the convention to be held at up to attend the meeting of the W. C. T. U.
brother, W. S. Nickerson, in Chelsea, Mass. Waterville to nominate a
.The young people presented the Comedy
Representative to
.Frank Stevens hoed his early potatoes
to succeed the late Hon.
L. Drama, The Yankee Detective, at Union
last Saturday-The ice left Swan Lake Congress
Hall Monday evening for the benefit of the
Milliken....Mrs. C. E. Lane is in
April 26th....Miss Hattie M. Nickerson poor health, though she has lately been very
able Defender Hose Co., No. 1. It was well play■went to Belfast to hear Sousa’s Band and j
to ride out-Mrs. I. G. Reynolds is very
ed to a full house-Mrs. A. I. Mayo is
returned Monday.
much improved in health.
quite ill.
...

made on

arc

large cities

for-^ | ^ g

They comprise all Hie leading colors, such as “Oxblood,’’ “Brown'’

is

Sell. Senator is loadiug hay by Nickerson
for Bar Harbor.

$2.00,

-:-and sold in
price will be sold bv us

o’clock p. in.Rev. Norman LaMarsh
delivered a very interesting discourse to the
Odd Fellows last Sunday. He had a full
house-Miss Lula Nealley from Boston
visited her aunt, Mrs. Franklin Chase, last
week.... Miss Eliza Mansur, who spent the
winter with Mrs. Gilmore and Mr. Sargent,
will now return to her home iu North Monroe... .'Miss Louise Mayo goes to Camden
this week to finish her trade atrmiliinery....
Beuj. Curtis, who has been dangerously sick,

at

LOCALS.

numerous

of the

pounds of milk the first day....The meeting to organize the Cemetery Co. will be held
at the Dow school house Saturday, May 15th,

co.,

worth

I_■

post office May 1st-Ex-postiuaster Leander Staples is
making one
thousand of his patent halters. He has
orders for over live hundred... .The cheese
factory started May 1st, with over 3,000

Absolutely Pure.

brands,

actually

on

li

April 28.

Sell. P. M.

a veil.

Bonnie, Burgess, Vinal-

POINT No. 1.
Relating to
Quality.

April 30. Sells. Jacob Reed, Bunker, Portland;
Georgia E.. Johnson, St. John.
May 1. Schs. A. J. Whiting, Closson, Rockland;
New Boxer, Haskell, Portland
May 2, Sell. Maria Webster, Turner, Rockland.

In all markets and at all
times the best Hour will

bring the best price. That
means PillsburyN Bestacknowledged everywhere
to be
the finest ‘in the

Beautiful new styles in Dress Goods usually sold
for 29c. and 33c., to be sold here at

A few interested retail
grocers in the State of
Maine are substituting
• wherever
they can do so
with salety)other and inferior brands for the wellknown and always popular PillsburyN Best.

Great Variety of Plaids

world. Its leadership is undisputed and indisputable.

SAILED.

April 29. Schs. Amanda E., Dawes, Bar Harbor; Mary D. Elliot, Reed. Damariscotta.
April 30. Schs. Maria Webster, Turner, Rockland ; Young Tell, Phinnev, Isle au Haut.
May 2. Sell. A. J. Whiting, Closson, Searsport.
May 3. Sell. Isaac Oberton, Trim, Bangor.
May 5. Sell. Jacob Reed, Bunker, St. Simon.

POINT No. 2.
About
Substitution.

AMERICAN PORTS.

New York. April 27. Ar. brig Telos, Pernambuco; 29, shl, soli. Arthur V. S. Woodruff, Bahamas; ar, sell. Geo. B. Ferguson, Ferguson, Bangor; brig Katahdin, Provideuoe; 30, ar, schs.
Udell, Swan's Island ; Paui Seavey,Clark’s Island;
May 1, ar,schs. Win. H Sumner, Pendleton, Fernaudina; Win. E. Downes, Marshall, do; Edward
Stewart, Kent, Satilla River; cld, sell. John I.
Snow, Norton, Eleuthera ; 2. ar, sell. .Etna, Chap- |
man, Jacksonville; 3, ar, bark Rose Inn is, Turks !
Island; ship
Great Admiral, Marseilles; bark
Carrie L. Tyler, Savannah; cld, schs. Tufa. Port
Spain, Jennie A. Stuubs, Ponce, 1*. R.
Boston, April 27. Cld, sell. Eliza J. Pendleton,
Fletcher, New York
Philadelphia. May 1. Ar, soli. Percy Birds all,

POINT No. 3.
Retail
Grocers’
Profits.

Retail grocers purchase
said brands at a price 25
50 cents a barrel less
than they have to pay for
PlllsburjN Best. Then
when a customer orders
PillsburyN Best they are
“all out” of that, and send
what they “happen” to
have on hand, charging
PlllsburjN Best price.
to

j

POINT No. 4
Caution to

Consumers who are led
pav as much or more

to

Consumers.
for any other Hour as they
Baltimore, May 1. Sld, sell. Talofa, Fletcher,
do for PillsburyN Best fail
Colon; 2, ar, sch. Daylight, Boston.
to consult their own interPortland. April 29. Cld, sells Wm. B. Palmer,
est.
Only the best, that, is
Djer, Louislmrg, C. B ; Augustus Palmer, do.
to say PillsburyN Best, is
Bangor, April 29. Sld sells. Estelle, Hutchinentitled to the best price.
son, Cur&coa ; Annie R. Lewis, Cobh, New York.
Fernandina, April 20. Sld, sch. Wm. E. Downes,Marshall, New York; 29, ar. sch. Carrie E. Look,
Haskell, Havana.
Perth Amboy, April 27.
Sld, sch. Sarah L.
Davis. Pattershall. Bangor.
Richmond, Va., April 20. Ar, sch. D. I). Haskell, Norfolk.
Brunswick. April 27. Ar. sch. Melissa A. Willey,
New \ ork; 29, sld, sch. F. C. Pendleton, Burges's,
Philadelphia.
Beaufort, N. C., April 27. Sld. from Cape Lookout Cove, sch. Puritan, Sargent, New Bedford.
WANTED BY
Mobile, April 27. Cld, sch. Penobscot, Dodge,
Ponce, 1*. R.
F. G. WHITE,
Belfast, Me.
Norfolk, April 27. Ar, sch. Daylight, NickerMay y, 1897.—6 wl8
son, Damariseotta; 29, ar, sch. Menawa, Pendleton, New York; May 1, passed through Hampton
A STEAM BOILER
Roads, sells. D. D. Haskell, Haskell. Richmond
for Eliza bet liport.
about 25 H. P., with
Punta Gorda, May 1. Ar. sch. Senator Sullivan,
•
all connections comCrockett, Boston.
Satil a River, April 26. Ai. sch. Celia F., West,
plete, has been but little used by BelNew York.
Jacksonville, April 29. Sld, brig H. B. Hussev, fast Coliseum Co. Call on
Warr, New York.
ASA r BIGGS or
Providence, April 29. Sld, sch. Gov. Ames,
Davis, Newport News; May 1, sld, sch. Thomas
N. F. HOUSTON.
W. Hyde, Carver, Brunswick.
Belfast, May 6, 1897.—18tf
Washington, April 29. Ar, sch. Yale, Kennebec.
Charleston,S. C\, April 29. Sld, sch. Gen. Adel-

50 Tons Pressed Straw

.....

worth 12 1 -2c, for 7 i-2c,

Many

New

Spring

Dress Goods
at

BEST” ^^F ALL
Better

styles than

many

10c.,

13c and 7c

is our offer of a
GINGHAM at

r.

g

ask 10c. for.

They won’t last long at that price.
hirst comers get the best styles.

50

Underwear;

IJnderwea

A fine Lisle Thread Vest for Ladies’

spring and

sum1

regular 2?c quality. We have all sizes
and shall sell them at.

bert Ames, New York.

Darien, Ga., April 29. Sld, sch Henrv Clausen,
Jr., Boston.
Hyannis, April 30. Passed, sch. Joel F. Sheppard, Carter, Weehawken for Braintree.
Port Reading, N. J., May 1. Sld, sch. Hattie H.
Barbour, Erskine. Bangor.
Apalachicola, May 1. Cld, sch. Flora Rogers,
Francis, Boston.

Ribbed Jersey Yests, best

A FULL LINE OF

Hot

Water

FOREIGN PORTS.

Anjer, March 26. Passed, bark Jennie Harkness, Amsbury, Manila for Delaware Breakwater.
Havana, April 23. Sld, sch. Carrie E. Look,
| Haskell, Fernandina.
Bahia, April 26. Ar, bark Josephine, McClean,
Baltimore.

Cayenne, April 28.

Ar,

sen.

Albert L.

Leland, Boston.

Butler,

Barbadoes, April 15. Sld, schs. Sallie I'On,
Ayres for Boston; 18, sld, bark Mabel I.
Meyers, Brunswick, Ga.; 28, sld, sch. Norombega,
Armstrong, Trinidad 29, ar, bark Grace Lvnwood, Gilley, Port Elizabeth, (for Brighton, Trin.)
Buenos

SYRINGES,

25

Ribbed Jersey Vests, 3 for.

25

FOR SALE BY

A. A. HOWES & CO.

Land Locked Salmon

Fishing

Rio Janeiro, April 4.
In port, ship Cora, Fairbairn, from Dalliouse, N. B.
Port Spain, April 11. Ar, sch. Georgia Gilkev,
New York; in port, schs, Maggie S. Hart, Farrow,
for New York; Hattie C. Luce, Heal, for Delaware
Breakwater; James A. Garfield, Wood, for New
San Domingo, April 30.
Sld, schs. Melissa
Trask, Atwood, New York; Caroline C. Foss,
Crabtree, do.

TThTdcrgin,

load for United States.

York.

m.

dT

MARINE MISCELLANY.

Charters. Ship Luzon, (toarrive) 50,000 cases
oil, New York to Shanghae, 22 1-2 cents; option,
Philade phia to Japan, 20 1-2a21 1-2 cents. Ship
R. R. Thomas, (to arrive) 50,000 cases oil, New
York to Hong Kong, 18 cents. Ship NY. H. Macy,
'onolulu to New York, sugar, 85. Ship Mary L.
Cushing. Honolulu to Delaware Breakwater for
orders, sugar, $5. Sch. John I. Snow', Bahamas
to New' York or Baltimore, pines, p. t. Sch. Lucia
Porter, 10.000 cases petroleum, New York to
Tampico, 19 cents. Sch. Mary Ann McCann, Long
Cove to Mayport, stone, 81 Sch. Henry R. Tilton,
Satilla to Philadelphia, ties, p. t. Sch. Mary L.
Crosby, Jacksonville to New York, lumber, $4.50,
Sound, 84.62 1-2. Sch. A. NV. Ellis, New York to
Bangor, fertilizer. 81-40 Sch. Menawa, Norfolk
to New’ York, lumber. 82.10.

BOKN.
Hall.
Willard

In Searsmont, April 19,
Hall, a daughter.

to

of Glasses and Diseases of
the Eye and Ear a Specialty.

Fitting

Office hours until 9 a. m.
From 12.30 to 3 and 7 to 8 p.

SEARSPORT,
Tklckh one
Connection._

DIED.
Bennett.
In Centre Lincolnville, April 16,
Martin V. Bennett, aged 54 years, 11 months and
13 days.
Clark. In Canulen, April 26, Linwood O., son
of Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Clark, aged 2 years, 4
months and 2 days.
Clark. In Medford, Mass., April 22, Mrs. Lydia
Eells Clark, aged 75 years.
Cummings.
In Pittsfield, April 21, John Cummings, a ged 84vears, 2 months and 15 days,
Curtis.
In Frankf rt. April 28. Grover M.,
son of Marcus'M. and Jessie McLeod Curtis, aged
9 years and 9 months.
Dean.
In Lincolnville, May 3, Faustina M.
Dean, aged 67 years, 1 month and 19 days.
Lambert. In Stockton Springs, May 1, Miss
Jennie Lambert, atred about 35 years.
Stevens. In Troy, April 15, Mrs. Sophronia
Stevens, aged 88 years.
Swan. In Hubbardston, Mass., of apoplexy.
John W. Swan,a former resident of Camden,aged
66 years. The remains were taken to Camden for
interment.
Sherman. In Nortliport, April 30, Josephus C.
Sherman, aged 68 years, 4 months and 15 days.
Whitcomb.
In Islesboro, May 2, Milton I.
Whitcomb, aged 61 years and 3 months.

HOSIERY.
PRICES RANGE FROM_-—

Sc. to SOc. per*

MAINE.
13tf

FOR SALE.
Price Current.

CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR THE JOURNAL.
x'Toauce aiarfcet.

A line of very fine fast Black Hose at
Fast Black Hose at

Retail Price.

15c.,

2

pair for 2Be-

AND MANY SPECIAL DRIVES

rnce raid

Producer.
ton,] 0 00@12 00

206,30i Hay, #)
Apples, F bu,
dried, F lb,
4(u,5 Hides, #) lb,
|3 1-2^4
Beans, pea,
90@1 OOj Lamb, #) lb,
5^7
medium,
86(60 90 Lamb Skins,
25ia40
yel’weyes 190^1 00 Mutton, #) lb,
4.ad
Butter, F lb,
10(620 Oats, #) bu, 32 ft), 25^30
5,a,8 1-2 Potatoes,
Beef, F lb,
30(tt35
Barley, F bu,
40^.45 Round Hog,
4(a4 1-2
Cheese, F lb,
10^12 Straw, #)ton, 0 00;a.7 00
10 a. 18
10(612 Turkey, #) lb.
Chicken, Fib,
Calf Skins,
50675 Tallow,
1 1-2&3
Duck, Fib,
146,10 Veal,#) lb,
6@7
10 Wool, unwashed, 12<aT3
Eggs, F doz,
Fowl, F lb,
8@10 Wood, hard, 3 o0(a,5 00
Geese, F lb,
13@16 Wood, soft, 3 00@3 50
Retail Market.

906/1 00
Beef, corned, F lb,
Lime, #> bbl,
^3a4
salt, 14 lb bag, 18 Oat Meal,#) lb,
39 Onions, #> lb,
7a8
Corn, F bu,
Cracked Corn, F bu, 39 Oil,kerosene, gal, 12(6/13
Corn Meal, F bu,
39 Pollock,#) lb, 3 1-2 a41-2
Cheese, Fib,
15@16 Pork, #) lb,
7^8
Cotton Seed, F cwt, 1 25 Plaster, #) bbl,
1.12
3
Codfish, dry, F lb
5(69 Rye Meal, #) lb
75(a80
Cranberries, F Qt, 569 Shorts, •p cwt,
Clover Seed, F lb, 11(642 Sugar, #>' lb,
5(65 1-2
35
Flour, F bbl, 4 5066 75 Salt, T. I., #)
H.G.Seed, bu, 1 90£2 00 Sweet Potatoes,
2@3
Lard, F lb
3(63 1-2
8@9 Wheat Meal,
Butter

25<

m.

bay horse 8 years old. Extra driver and
worker, weigh, about 1000 lbs., kind and sound.
Price $60.
CH AS. Ii. SAMPS(>N,
Freedom, Me.
.Belfast

pair

The best Black Hose obtainable to retail at

Dark

Mr. and Mrs/

the market, for

Bottles, Ribbed
Jersey Vests, 2 for.
Etc.,

AT THE HEAD OF SEBEC LAKE
is now at its best. Good accommodations at rea
sonable rates at the Lake Hotel. Boats, canoes
and guides at command of guests. R. R. station,
Foxcroft; P. O. address, Willimantic, Maine.
B. M. PACKARD, Proprietor.
Steam launch in connection with House.
3tl7

to

on

AT BARGAIN PRICES.

H. A. STARRETT,
Main Street,

Belfast, Maine-

